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1

Foreword

1.1

From the Chair
Weiren Chou, Fermilab
Mail to: chou@fnal.gov

The International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA) met on February 2122, 2013 at TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada. Pier Oddone, Fermilab Director and ICFA
Chair chaired the meeting. This meeting was preceded by a joint ILC Steering
Committee (ILCSC) and Linear Collider Board (LCB) meeting earlier on February 21
in the same place.
This meeting was a milestone on the long road towards the next big accelerator in
our field – the International Linear Collider (ILC). The ILC GDE, led by Barry Barish
from Caltech, has completed its mission by delivering a Technical Design Report
(TDR) to the ILCSC. The TDR includes a cost estimate for a 500 GeV (ECM) linear e+ecollider – US$ 7.8 billion plus 23 million person-hours. The TDR has been reviewed by
outside experts and is currently under revision. The official release of this document is
scheduled during the LP2013 conference in June 2013 in San Francisco. Meanwhile, the
ILCSC was replaced by a new ICFA panel, the Linear Collider Board (LCB). The LCB
consists of 15 members, 5 each from the three regions – Asia, Europe and North
America – and is chaired by Sachio Komamiya from Tokyo University. Under the LCB,
there is a Linear Collider Directorate, which has a director (Lyn Evans from CERN), a
deputy director (Hotoshi Murayama from IPMU), and three associate directors (Mike
Harrison from BNL for the ILC, Steinar Stapnes from CERN for the CLIC and Hitoshi
Yamamoto from Tohoku University for physics and detectors). The main goal of this
new organization is to turn the ILC from a paper machine into a construction project in
the next several years, with the CLIC as an option for higher energy (> 1 TeV). At this
moment, Japan is a strong candidate for hosting the ILC. The Japanese HEP community
has proposed to build a 250 GeV (ECM) linear e+e- collider as the first stage of the ILC
to serve as a Higgs factory. The cost of such a machine is about 70% of a 500 GeV
machine.
In Evans’ article in Section 2.1, he emphasizes that “the main thrust of the effort
must now move to a diplomatic campaign to convince governments to participate in the
construction of a first-rate laboratory” (for the ILC).
Tatsuya Nakada from EPFL gave a report on a draft of the European Strategy
Updates for particle physics. The draft says: “Europe looks forward to a proposal from
Japan to discuss a possible participation” in construction of the ILC in Japan.
As Oddone retires as Fermilab Director and ICFA Chair on July1, 2013, the ICFA
approved a proposal that the incoming Fermilab Director will become the ICFA chair
for the remainder of Pier’s term, which ends on December 31, 2014.
Several ICFA panels presented reports at the meeting. I gave a report on behalf of
the Beam Dynamics Panel about the panel activities in the past year. One important
activity was the organization of an ICFA workshop on “Accelerators for a Higgs
Factory: Linear vs. Circular” (HF2012), which took place from November 14 to 16,
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2012 at Fermilab. (http://conferences.fnal.gov/hf2012/) At this workshop various
proposals were presented and discussed that claim to be able to reach the required
energy and luminosity of a Higgs factory: a linear e+e collider, either cold or warm
(e.g., x-band), a circular e+e collider; a muon collider and a photon collider. The
workshop compared the pros and cons of these candidates mainly from the accelerator
point of view but did not recommend any specific machine, which is only possible with
further physics input. Also it is not excluded that multiple facilities may be required to
complement one another in addressing the entire breadth of Higgs physics. The
comparison included:
 physics reach
 performance (energy and luminosity)
 upgrade potential
 technology maturity and readiness
 technical challenges requiring further R&D
Cost was not included because it was too early for such a comparison at this stage. A
summary report has been published and can be found in Section 4 of this newsletter.
In 2012, our panel organized two Advanced Beam Dynamics Workshops (51st
ABDW on Future Light Sources FLS2012, March 5-9 at JLab, USA; 52nd ABDW on
High Intensity High Brightness Hadron Beams HB2012, Sept. 17-21 in Beijing, China)
and three mini-workshops (Breakdown Science and High Gradient Technology, April
18-20 at KEK, Japan; High Order Mode Diagnostics and Suppression in SC Cavities,
June 25-27 at the Cockcroft Institute, UK; and Deflecting/Crab Cavity Applications in
Accelerators, July 11-13 in Lanzhou, China).
In 2013, the BD panel held a mini-workshop Beam-Beam Effects in Hadron
Colliders, March 18-22 at CERN, Switzerland; and will organize the 53rd ABDW on
Energy Recovery Linacs ERL2013, Sept. 9-13 at BINP, Russia as well as the miniworkshop, Space Charge 2013, April 15-19 at CERN.
The BD panel also published three issues of the ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter in
2012: No. 57 edited by Y. Cai (SLAC, USA), No. 58 by E. Metral (CERN, Switzerland)
and No. 59 by J.M. Byrd (LBNL, USA).
The Eighth International Accelerator School for Linear Colliders will be held from
December 4 to 15, 2013 at Antalya, Turkey. The Institute of Accelerator Technologies
(IAT) of Ankara University will be the host of this school.
(http://www.linearcollider.org/school/2013/) Please see Section 2.2 for the details.
The editor of this issue is Dr. George Neil, a panel member and a senior scientist at
JLab, USA. George collected 12 well-written articles in the theme section “FEL
Oscillators.” These articles give a comprehensive review of this important branch of
free electron laser, a rapidly growing field in accelerator science and technology. In this
issue there are also three workshop reports (Part A and B of XFELO13, USR2012), one
recent PhD thesis abstract (F. Antoniou of National Technical U. of Athens) and ten
workshop and event announcements (SLAC Summer School, 53rd ICFA ABDW
ERL2013, ICALEPCS2013, COOL’13, SRF2013, SpaceCharge2013, FEL’13, SRI2013,
LER2013 and PSTP2013). I thank George for editing and producing a newsletter of
great value to our community.
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1.2

From the Editor
George R. Neil
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
Mail to: neil@jlab.org

For this 60th Issue of the Beam Dynamics Newsletter I have selected FEL
Oscillators as a special focus topic. This may seem a little odd at first given the huge
advances made by SASE FEL amplifiers in the last few years with breakthrough
performance in peak brightness achieved in the x-ray region. This will continue to be a
major push at a number of facilities internationally in the years to come. Nonetheless
the role of ICFA is to try to remain one step ahead with forward-thinking studies. The
idea of using the continuous or long macropulse beam from a superconducting linac to
provide a repetitive source of gain for an x-ray oscillator is intriguing because it could
provide single-mode narrow-band output at an average brightness significantly
exceeding the SASE systems of today. Use of such a system for scientific studies is
explored in this newsletter as well as practical considerations for building such
machines. To provide a connection to existing technology I have accepted a few
papers on the technology of existing or nearer term FEL oscillators operating in longer
wavelength regimes. These FELs are even now providing a fertile ground for scientific
discovery in a range of condensed matter science.
The bulk of the papers in this volume were contributed based on presentations at a
workshop sponsored by Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Postech, held at the POSCO
International Center in Pohang, Korea, February 14-15, 2013, entitled “Science Outlook
and R&D Issues for an X-Ray Free Electron Laser Oscillator (XFELO)”. The two-day
workshop featured lively exchanges on the applications of such an advance as well as
serious discussions on the required technological developments to ensure success. In
Sections 5.1 and 5.2, Workshop and Conference Reports, of this newsletter you will
find a summary of the workshop in two parts. First the science applications of such an
oscillator and then the technological considerations of building such a machine are
summarized in the XFELO2013 Workshop Report Parts A and B. Further details on
those subjects can be found in the contributed papers to this volume. The Workshop
organizers also did an excellent job of letting the attendees enjoy Korean food and
culture. I am grateful to the organizers of that workshop, Moohyun Yoon, Chair of
Physics Department, POSTECH, Moohyun Cho, Director of Pohang Accelerator
Laboratory, and Kwang-Je Kim, Chair of Program Committee, for permitting me to
solicit contributions for this newsletter. An additional workshop report comprises
Section 5.3, Workshop on Accelerator R&D for Ultimate Storage Rings.
The first group of contributed papers to this newsletter presents the range of the
scientific opportunities possible with the development of an XFELO. We start with an
Introduction to the X-ray FEL Oscillator by Kwang-Je Kim who has worked hard to
develop and promote the idea. The first application paper is High Resolution Inelastic
X-ray Scattering by Clement Burns, followed by a study of New Science in X-ray
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy from Laurence Lurio. The next topic presented by
Paul Evans highlights the Nanomaterial Photonic Studies that would be enabled by this
development. Mößbauer Science and Nuclear Quantum Optics by Jörg Evers is a
perspective on exciting new science enabled by the brightness of such sources. Studies
of the capability for Nuclear Resonant Scattering are given a thorough treatment by
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Ralf Röhlsberger. Finally, the exciting prospect for a Nuclear-Resonance-Stabilized
XFELO for Fundamental Physics and Precision Metrology by Bernhard Adams and
Kwang-Je Kim rounds out the application talks for this source.
Technical feasibility discussions then take the fore. We treat the critical issue of
technical Feasibility of X-ray Cavities for FELO in a paper by Yuri Shvyd’ko,
followed by a discussion of the nanopositioning approach in Nanopositioning Stages to
Enable XFELO Optics, Mounting and Manipulation Capabilities by Deming Shu. An
update on the ERL performance advances by the Budker team in the Budker INP FEL
Facility – Current Status and Future Prospects is contributed by O. A. Shevchenko.
Papers not presented at the XFELO Workshop but appropriate to this discussion
include A Program for Optimizing SRF Linac Costs, crucial for XFELO design, is
submitted in an original submission by Tom Powers. Michelle Shinn contributes
Simulations of a FEL Oscillator based on the JLab ERL representing an intermediate
step between existing FEL oscillator operation and our aspirations in the x-ray region. I
am grateful to all the contributors for their work in providing an excellent discussion on
the topic of FEL Oscillators.

2

Linear Colliders

2.1

From the Linear Collider Director
Lyn Evans
Director of the Linear Collider Collaboration
Mail to: lyn.evans@cern.ch
(Reprinted from “LC Newsline” March 7, 2013 with author’s permission)

Let me take this opportunity to acknowledge the enormous achievement of the very
small GDE team, led by Barry Barish. They have produced the Technical Design
Report (TDR), which has been favourably reviewed by an independent expert
committee. The TDR also contains a detailed cost estimate which has also been
independently reviewed and has proved to be robust – see Barry’s Corner for more
detail on the cost review. I would also like to acknowledge the work of the physics and
detector community, led by Sakue Yamada. They are in the process of finalising the
Detailed Baseline Design (DBD) report.
The mandate of the Linear Collider Collaboration (LCC) is strongly supported by
the recent update of the proposed European Strategy for Particle Physics (still to be
endorsed by the CERN Council). For CLIC, “CERN should undertake design studies for
accelerator projects in a global context, with emphasis on proton-proton and electronpositron high-energy frontier machines. These design studies should be coupled to a
vigorous accelerator R&D programme, including high-field magnets and high-gradient
accelerating structures, in collaboration with national institutes, laboratories and
universities worldwide.”
For ILC, “There is a strong scientific case for an electron-positron collider,
complementary to the LHC, that can study the properties of the Higgs boson and other
particles with unprecedented precision and whose energy can be upgraded. The
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Technical Design Report of the International Linear Collider (ILC) has been completed
with large European participation. The initiative of the Japanese particle physics
community to host the ILC in Japan is most welcome, and European groups are eager
to participate. Europe looks forward to a proposal from Japan to discuss a possible
participation”. The next step in developing a world consensus is the “Snowmass”
process which is now underway. Hopefully the result of these discussions will lend as
strong support to the ILC from the US HEP community as has been shown by the
European Strategy Group.
The new structure of the LCC Directorate is very light. Hitoshi Murayama will be
my deputy, who will mainly be responsible for explaining the scientific case for the ILC
to governments and the public. Steinar Stapnes will continue in his role as Director of
the CLIC effort and Mike Harrison will take over the ILC. Hitoshi Yamamoto, as
Detector Director, will take on the difficult task of bringing the experimental
community together so that they are capable of building two state-of-the-art detectors.
Regional representation and coordination will be strengthened by appointing regional
members (of the directorate?) for Europe and the Americas. For the moment it is
considered that the representation from Japan is adequate and regional advice will be
sought case by case as the ILC project develops.
The GDE has left the ILC in very good shape. Although continuing R&D is still
needed to try to further reduce the cost and to prepare for a possible construction project,
the main thrust of the effort must now move to a diplomatic campaign to convince
governments to participate in the construction of a first-rate laboratory that will further
the world’s efforts in understanding the fundamental nature of matter.

2.2

Eighth International Accelerator School for Linear Colliders
Lyn Evans (LCC/CERN), Weiren Chou (Fermilab), Omer Yavas (Ankara U.)
Mail to: lyn.evans@cern.ch, chou@fnal.gov, yavas@ankara.edu.tr

We are pleased to announce the Eighth International Accelerator School for Linear
Colliders. This school is a continuation of the series of schools which began seven years
ago. The first school was held in 2006 at Sokendai, Japan, the second in 2007 at Erice,
Italy, the third in 2008 at Oakbrook Hills, USA, the fourth in 2009 at Huairou, China,
the fifth in 2010 at Villars-sur-Ollon, Switzerland, the sixth in 2011 at Pacific Grove,
USA, and the seventh at Indore, India. The school is organized by the Linear Collider
Collaboration (LCC including ILC and CLIC) and the International Committee for
Future Accelerators (ICFA) Beam Dynamics Panel.
The school this year will take place in Antalya, Turkey from December 4 to 15,
2013. It will be hosted by the Institute of Accelerator Technologies (IAT) of Ankara
University. The school is sponsored by a number of funding agencies and institutions
including the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF), Fermilab, SLAC, CERN, DESY,
INFN, IN2P3, CEA, CPAN, KEK, IHEP and RRCAT.
The 11-day program includes 8-1/2 days of lectures, an excursion, a site visit and an
examination. The first three days will be an introductory course with an overview of
proposed future lepton colliders (ILC, CLIC and the muon collider) as well as
introductions to linac basics and beam instrumentation. This will be followed by two
elective courses, one on accelerator physics and the other on RF technology to run in
parallel for 6 days. Each student is required to take the introductory course and one of
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the two electives. A complete description of the program will soon be published on the
school web site (www.linearcollider.org/school/2013/). There will be homework
assignments and a final examination but no university credits.
We encourage young physicists (graduate students, post doctoral fellows, junior
researchers) to apply. We welcome those physicists who are considering changing to a
career in accelerator physics. This school is adopting an in-depth approach. Therefore,
former students are welcome to apply if they have a compelling reason to do so. The
school will accept a maximum of 60 students from around the world. Students will
receive full or partial financial aid covering their expenses for attending including travel.
There will be no registration fee. Each applicant should complete the online registration
form (which can be found on the school web site) and submit a curriculum vita as well
as a letter of recommendation from his/her supervisor (in electronic form, either PDF or
MS WORD). The application deadline is July 20, 2013. For more information, please
contact: Dr. Avni Aksoy, Ankara University, Institute of Accelerator Technologies,
06830, Gölbaşı, Ankara, Turkey, telephone: +90-312-4851377, ext. 5016, mobile: +90533-3827864, fax: +90-312-4847456, email: lcs2013@ankara.edu.tr
Organizing Committee
Lyn Evans (LCC/CERN, Chair)
Alex Chao (SLAC)
Hesheng Chen (IHEP)
Weiren Chou (ICFA BD Panel/Fermilab)
Paul Grannis (Stony Brook Univ.)
P. D. Gupta (RRCAT)
Mike Harrison (BNL)
In Soo Ko (PAL)
Shin-ichi Kurokawa (KEK)
Hermann Schmickler (CERN)
Nick Walker (DESY)
Kaoru Yokoya (KEK)
Curriculum Committee
Weiren Chou (Fermilab, Chair)
William Barletta (USPAS)
Alex Chao (SLAC)
Jie Gao (IHEP)
Srinivas Krishnagopal (BARC)
Carlo Pagani (INFN/Milano)
Joerg Rossbach (DESY)
Hermann Schmickler (CERN)
Nobuhiro Terunuma (KEK)
Kaoru Yokoya (KEK)
Local Committee
Omer Yavas (IAT, Ankara University, Chair)
Avni Aksoy (IAT, Ankara University)
Ozlem Karsli (IAT, Ankara University)
Sinan Kuday (IAT, Ankara University)
Suat Ozkorucuklu (IAT & S. Demirel University)
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Theme: FEL Oscillators

3.1

Introduction to an X-ray FEL Oscillator
Kwang-Je Kim
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Mail to: kwangje@aps.anl.gov

3.1.1 Introduction
A hard x-ray free-electron laser in oscillator configuration—an FEL oscillator
(XFELO)—will produce highly stable x-ray beams of ultra-high spectral purity and
high average brightness, offering unique scientific opportunities complementary to
those provided by high-gain x-ray amplifiers. The x-ray optics issues for the oscillator
cavity are challenging but appear feasible. An XFELO is well-suited for an energy
recovery linac (ERL) employing a cw superconducting linac. A super x-ray facility can
be envisaged in which XFELOs are combined with a high-gain amplifier, possibly with
harmonic generation, producing x-ray beams of extraordinary capabilities. In addition,
by stabilizing the x-ray cavity relative to a narrow nuclear resonance, the XFELO
output can be made to exhibit sharp comb structure as in a mode-locked optical laser. A
nuclear-resonance-stabilized XFELO may offer exciting opportunities in areas outside
of traditional x-ray physics, such as developing an x-ray time/length standard and
studying fundamental questions in quantum mechanics and gravitation. This workshop
is to explore the scientific opportunities for an XFELO and technical challenges for
realizing the machine.
3.1.2 An X-Ray FEL in Oscillator Configuration
The recently successful LCLS [1] is the first x-ray free-electron laser operating in a
self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) mode [2,3], in which the gain is so high
that the initial spontaneous emission is amplified to intense, quasi-coherent radiation in
a single pass. High-gain XFELs are currently under vigorous development; several
additional facilities are under construction, the self-seeding scheme has been developed
successfully to improve the temporal coherence [4,5], and a large-scale soft x-ray
facility utilizing seeded high-gain devices is in the conceptual design phase [6]. An xray FEL oscillator (XFELO) [7,8] is a qualitatively different device from high-gain
single-pass x-ray FELs, and thus promises to further enrich the era of x-ray FELs.
3.1.2.1

FEL Oscillator Principles

An oscillator FEL is a low-gain device and was successfully operated [9] soon after
the invention of the FEL concept [10]. Since then, several devices around the world
have been operated for many years in the UV and lower photon energy regions, where
low-loss, normal-incidence reflectors and accelerators meeting the required beam
qualities are readily available [11].
The principle of an FEL oscillator is illustrated in Figure 1. Electron bunches from
an accelerator (normally an rf type) pass through an undulator located inside a high-Q
optical cavity. The spontaneous emission pulse from the first pass is reflected back into
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the undulator by the cavity mirrors. In the second pass, the spontaneous emission pulse
meets the second electron pulse at the entrance of the undulator. The radiation pulse out
of the undulator in the second pass consists of spontaneous emission from the first and
second pass as well as an amplified part. The process will repeat if the round-trip loss is
smaller than the gain. The amplified part increases exponentially as the pass number
increases. At high intra-cavity power the gain starts to decrease, and the system
eventually reaches a steady state when the gain becomes just enough to replenish the
loss. Part of the cavity loss appears as the useful FEL output power.

Figure 1: FEL oscillator principle

A subtle but important phenomenon is the lethargy [12]—the fact that the later part
of the optical pulse receives more gain since the gain is due to the electron beam
developing a density modulation and it takes time for the initially un-modulated
electron beam to develop modulation. A consequence of this effect is that the electron
bunch spacing does not need to be exactly the same as the round-trip time of the
radiation pulse; the cavity length should actually be slightly shorter than that determined
from the synchronism condition, and there is a little room around the optimum desynchronism. The round-trip time of the pulse envelope is in general different from the
round-trip time of the phase, the latter being determined essentially by the cavity length.
This fact will be important later when we discuss a nuclear-resonance-stabilized
XFELO in section 1.1.6.
Temporal coherence in an FEL oscillator is achieved by the gain narrowing as well
as filtering by the cavity mirrors if they are of a narrow-band type.
An FEL oscillator can operate in pulsed accelerator as long as the duration of the
macro-pulse is longer than the time to reach steady state from the initial spontaneous
emission regime. With a cw accelerator, however, the oscillator can be maintained at a
steady state, a desirable mode of operation since it provides higher stability and higher
average power.
Finally we note that an FEL oscillator is inherently more stable than a single-pass
amplifier since the circulating intra-cavity at any time is evolved from the initial
spontaneous emission by interacting with many previous electron bunches.
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3.1.2.2

X-ray Cavity Configurations

The concept for an XFELO that uses crystals as low-loss reflectors was first
proposed in 1983 [7], at the same time that the x-ray SASE was first proposed in the
West [3]. However, the concept did not receive its due attention until a recent, detailed
study showed that an XFELO would be feasible with low-intensity, ultra-low-emittance
electron bunches contemplated for ERLs [8].
The basic insight realizing a high-Q optical cavity in the hard x-ray region is to note
the high reflectivity of the Bragg reflection within the narrow Darwin width. Both
aspects are important—high reflectivity has high Q and narrow Darwin width for
efficient spectral filtering.
The simplest configuration is illustrated in Figure 2, consisting of two Bragg
crystals at near-normal incidence configuration and a grazing incidence, curved mirror
for controlling the transverse mode shape.

Figure 2: A basic scheme for optical cavities for an XFELO that is not tunable.

The tuning range of the two-crystal scheme is severely limited because the grazing
angle of incidence at the curved mirror should be kept to less than a few mrad for high
reflectivity.
Tunable cavity configurations were invented more than forty years ago [13]. Figure
3 shows a tunable four-crystal scheme adopted for an XFELO [14]. Here, the four
crystals’ Bragg angles are changed in unison while keeping a constant round-trip path
length by a coordinated translation of the crystals. The four-crystal scheme also allows
the use of one crystal material for all spectral regions of interest—an important
advantage since we can then choose diamond, taking advantage of its excellent thermomechanical properties, as will be explained later.
More agile schemes are possible by employing more crystals [15].

Figure 3: A tunable cavity configuration in terms of four crystals.
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3.1.2.3

Major Parameters and Performances

The major parameters of an example XFELO system from reference [16] are listed
in Table 1. The electron beam parameters considered here are relatively conservative.
XFELO parameters with higher beam qualities, lower bunch charge, and lower electron
beam energy may also be feasible [17]. The XFELO operation with Bragg reflectors
will be difficult below 5 keV due to the enhanced photo-absorption in the crystal and
above 20 keV due to the small crystal bandwidth. Although the four-crystal
configuration is tunable over a wider range, the practical tuning range for a specific
Bragg plane is limited to 2 – 6% because the angular acceptance can become smaller
than the x-ray beam divergence at lower Bragg angles. We note that a few % is in fact a
huge tuning range in view of the very narrow bandwidth of ~10-7.
The profiles of the radiation output near the energy of 14.4 keV are shown in Figure
4 [16]. In panel (a) the output radiation power as a function of time is indicated in red,
with the electron beam current envelope in green for reference. In panel (b) we plot the
corresponding output spectrum with a red line, showing that the spectral FWHM is
approximately 1.8 meV, corresponding to a relative FWHM of ~1.3 × 10-7. Note that
this bandwidth is much narrower than the reflectivity width of the Bragg crystals (the
blue line). The spectral profile is roughly the Fourier transform of the electron current
profile. These steady state profiles are reached after 1000 passes.
Table 1: Major Parameters
Electron Beam
Energy
Bunch charge
Bunch length (rms)
Normalized rms emittance
Energy spread (rms)
Bunch repetition rate
Undulator
Period length
Deflection parameter K
Total length
Optical Cavity
Configuration
Total roundtrip reflectivity
XFELO Output
Photon energy coverage
Spectral purity
Coherence
X-ray pulse length
Tuning range
Number of photons/pulse
Pulse repetition rate
Peak spectral brightness
Average spectral brightness

5 – 7 GeV
25 – 50 pC
0.1 – 1 ps
0.2– 0.3 mm-mrad
2×10-4
~ 1 MHz (constant)
~ 2 cm
1.0 – 1.5
30 – 60 m
2 – 4 diamond crystals and focusing mirrors
> 85% (50% for 100-A peak current)
5 – 25 keV (plus the third harmonic)
1 – 10 meV ( 10-6 –10-7 in relative BW)
Fully coherent transversely and temporally
0.1 – 1.0 ps
2–6%
~ 109
~ 1 MHz
1032 – 1034 ph/[s*mm2*mrad2*(0.1% BW)]
1026 – 1028 ph/[s*mm2*mrad2*(0.1% BW)]
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Figure 4: (a) The red line plots the temporal power profile of the XFELO output at
14.4 keV, showing peak powers ~ 2 MW; the electron beam current is shown as a green line.
(b) Spectrum of the XFELO output as a red line. The FWHM ~1.8 meV is much narrower than
that of the crystal reflectivity, shown in blue.

3.1.3 Scientific Applications
An XFELO may be regarded to be a more natural extension of the third-generation
x-ray sources compared to the high-gain devices. Currently the APS, one of the
brightest sources in the hard x-ray range, produces 109 photons per second in the meV
bandwidth, which will be increased a million-fold by an XFELO. Inelastic x-ray
scattering and nuclear resonance scattering techniques, which are currently limited by
the available flux in the desired bandwidth, can be revolutionized by an XFELO. Hard
x-ray imaging will be feasible with nanometer resolution using multilayer Laue lenses
that require an x-ray bandwidth of less than 10-5. The intensity of an XFELO will also
enable hard x-ray photoemission spectroscopy for time-resolved study of Fermi surfaces
in bulk material. The temporally coherent photons at an average rate of 1015 photons per
second will be a game changer for x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy.
Some of these applications were discussed during the workshop “Science
Opportunities with an XFELO” held at the APS at Argonne National Laboratory, on
May 5, 2010. More science cases are presented during this workshop. This issue of the
ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter contains papers from the 2010 workshop as well as
this workshop.
3.1.4 Accelerator System
At the level of an individual bunch, the electron beam characteristics required for an
XFELO (Table 1) have already been demonstrated, for example, by the LCLS
accelerator system in its low-charge mode [18]. Producing ultra-low emittance bunches
at a constant and high repetition rate is a challenge currently being actively addressed
by several research groups, in particular those pursuing an ERL-based light source
[19,20]. These studies indicate that an injector with the bunch characteristics of Table 1
and a repetition rate in the MHz to GHz range is feasible. A variety of approaches based
on laser-driven photocathodes employing either a DC voltage [19,20] or a lowfrequency radio frequency (rf) cavity [21] are in various stages of development.
The main accelerator for an XFELO should be of a cw superconducting type to
accommodate a constant bunch repetition rate, with one or more recirculation paths to
save cost. An XFELO is therefore a natural fit for a multi-GeV ERL-based light source
facility. Various technical issues on ERL accelerator systems have been addressed in
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the proceedings of ERL workshops, including the design of high-current, low-emittance
injectors; beam mergers for the recirculation loop; cw superconducting linacs; and
recirculation optics that preserve the electron beam quality [22].
The KEK-JAEA collaboration plans to construct a one-loop ERL with a 3-GeV
superconducting linac in the first step. An XFELO operation is envisaged in the second
step by adjusting the rf phase of the recirculation path to double the final energy to 6-7
GeV, as shown in Figure 5 [23]. Note that energy recovery is not necessary for an
XFELO due to its low average current.

Figure 5: XFELO plan for the future KEK-JAEA 3-GeV ERL (courtesy of S. Sakanaka).

A pulsed superconducting linac such as that being used for the European XFEL can
operate an XFELO in a pulsed mode [24]. The macropulses in this linac are 1–2 ms
long, accommodating 1000–2000 micropulses at a 1-MHz repetition rate, sufficient to
drive an XFELO to saturation level.
3.1.5 X-ray Optics
A comprehensive discussion of the x-ray optics for an XFELO and recent progress
can be found in Yuri Shvyd’ko’s article in this Newsletter [15]. In the following we
give a brief summary.
Diamond is a material whose superb physical qualities are well suited for an
XFELO cavity: high mechanical hardness, high thermal conductivity, high radiation
hardness, low thermal expansion, and chemical inertness. An exceptionally high ≥ 99%
reflectivity is predicted in x-ray Bragg diffraction, higher than that from any other
crystal due to the uniquely small ratio of the extinction length to the absorption length.
The issue then is whether synthetic diamond crystals of sufficient size (active volume
~1 mm3) and crystalline perfection required for high reflectivity can be manufactured.
Working with several crystal growers, we found that modern techniques can grow highquality diamonds containing defect-free regions suitable for an XFELO. Experiments
with 13.9-keV and 23.7-keV x-ray photons have established that the predicted
reflectivity greater than 99% at near normal incidence is feasible [25, 26].
Temperature gradients that lead to gradients in the crystal lattice spacing can
diminish the reflectivity. The simulation shows that the radiation heat load produced by
an XFELO requires that the diamond crystal be cryogenically cooled to a temperature
T ≤ 100 K. In this case, the diamond has sufficient time to conduct away the heat, so
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that the crystal temperature becomes homogeneous before the subsequent radiation
pulse arrives. Low temperatures are favorable because diamond has an unmatched
thermal diffusivity and an extremely small coefficient of thermal expansion for
T < 100 K as measured recently [27].
High radiation hardness is another desirable feature of diamond. The power density
incident on diamond crystals in the XFELO cavity is ~ 4 kW/mm2, which is about 30
times higher than that of the undulator radiation used to test the first crystal at the APS.
While it is encouraging that the APS crystals have survived one year of operation
without an apparent decrease in performance, additional studies should be performed to
understand the degree of irreversible radiation damage in diamond and how this damage
affects its reflectivity.
Deviations of the crystal and focusing mirror surface from its ideal will disturb the
x-ray wavefront, producing mode distortions and large-angle scattering. For diamond
crystals, the surface error height δh should be a fraction of the x-ray wavelength times
the difference of the index of refraction from unity δn. Since δn for hard x-rays is of the
order of 10-6, the tolerance on δh is about a micron, which should be achievable. The
tolerance of the grazing incidence mirror on the height error (contributing to diffusion)
is about δh ≤ 1 nm, while the tolerance on figure error (contributing to mode distortion)
is about 0.1 µr. These tolerances are tight but are current state of the art.
The requirements to stabilize the crystals and the mirrors in the cavity are
stringent—better than 10-nrad (rms) angular stability and 3-m (rms) positional stability.
The null-detection feedback technique employed at the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) can stabilize several optical axes with a single
detector and therefore appears to be a promising approach. A pilot experiment with a
high-resolution, six-crystal x-ray monochromator at the APS Sector 30 beamline
succeeded in achieving an angular stability of 13 nrad (rms) [28]. We will need to
improve the scheme to meet the XFELO requirements—a multiple-axis system with
better than 10-nrad stability.
The stages for optical elements need to be precisely engineered to enable
manipulations meeting the tight tolerances. These issues are discussed by Deming Shu’s
article in this ICFA Newsletter [29].
3.1.6 Nuclear-Resonance-Stabilized XFELO for Fundamental Science
Since the XFELO output pulses are essentially copies of a single intra-cavity pulse
circulating inside the x-ray cavity, the output pulses can be coherent with each other if
the cavity length can be held fixed. The output spectrum then consists of a comb of
sharp lines spaced at about 10 neV from each other. If left to itself, however, the cavity
length will fluctuate, and other phase errors will also accumulate, so the comb lines will
be effectively broadened up to their spacing, and inter-pulse coherence is lost. This can
be prevented by locking the cavity length to an external reference to obtain an interpulse coherence commensurate with the stability of that reference. A convenient
external reference is nuclear resonances. Thus we will refer to such an extreme
stabilized device as a nuclear-resonance-stabilized XFELO, or NRS-XFELO [30, 31].
The output of an ideal XFELO at a fixed location consists of pulses that are
identical but displaced in time. The electric field of the n-th pulse as a function of time
can be written as
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En (t )  eiFEL (t nTc ) A(t  nTe ) .
Here A(t) is the radiation envelope, ωFEL is the XFELO frequency in the middle of
its bandwidth, Tc = L / c is the round-trip time of the EM field in the cavity, and Te is
the electron bunch spacing. The above equation is in accord with the discussion in
section 1.1.2.1, namely, that the phase advance per period is Tc while the envelope
advance per period is Te. (We are neglecting here the small index of refraction during
the FEL interaction.)
The tolerance on electron bunch spacing Te is not as stringent since it appears in the
field envelope rather than in the phase. A detailed analysis shows that the fluctuation in
Te should be much less than the electron bunch length, a requirement for an XFELO
without NRS stabilization.
On the other hand, the fluctuation in cavity length gives rise to fluctuation in comb
lines. Thus the cavity length fluctuation should be much less than the FEL wavelength.
Although very stringent, the desired stabilization appears to be feasible by a feedback
system referenced by, for example, 57Fe nuclear resonance, since the resonance width
and the comb spacing is comparable (~ 10 neV). The feedback principle is illustrated in
Figure 6 and works as follows. The comb line moves one comb spacing if the cavity
length changes by one FEL wavelength. With one of the comb lines overlapping with
the 57Fe resonance well inside the FEL bandwidth, the cavity length is scanned by one
wavelength (~0.8 Å) and held fixed where the fluorescence signal is maximum. Note
that it is not necessary to identify which comb line overlaps with the nuclear resonance.
It is only necessary that one of the lines does overlap, and we are keeping that line at
that position.

Figure 6: Schematic of the cavity-stabilization scheme. A nuclear-resonant sample (here 57Fe)
is placed into the XFELO output, and the nuclear-resonant and K-shell electronic fluorescence
are monitored as functions of cavity tuning with a piezoelectric actuator. A feedback loop keeps
one of the ca. 106 longitudinal modes of the XFELO on resonance with the sample.

Realizing an NRS-XFELO appears to be within the current state of the art, at least
with 57Fe resonance. Extending the stabilization to narrower resonances by an order of
magnitude may also be feasible. NRS-XFELOs for even narrower resonances will be
quite challenging but worthwhile as they provide new scientific techniques hitherto not
available in hard x-ray wavelengths. The principles and applications of NRS-XFELO
are discussed in greater detail in another paper in this issue of the ICFA Newsletter [31].
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3.1.7 Conclusions
The accelerator technology for an XFELO is essentially available in view of the
recent advances in connection with various future light source projects. Recent
advances in x-ray optics towards realizing an x-ray cavity meeting the XFELO
specifications are encouraging. The output characteristics of an XFELO are
complementary to those of high-gain type x-ray FELs, thus enriching the era of hard xray FELs. It might also be feasible to stabilize an XFELO cavity using the narrow
nuclear resonances, vastly extending the coherence length with fundamental
applications outside the traditional realm of x-ray physics.
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3.2

Scientific Opportunities for High Resolution Inelastic X-ray
Scattering with an XFELO Source
Clement A. Burns
Western Michigan University, Dept. of Physics, Mail Stop 5252
1903 W. Michigan Ave, Kalamazoo, MI, USA 49008
Mail to: clement.burns@wmich.edu

3.2.1 Introduction to Inelastic X-ray Scattering
Scattering measurements have provided much of the microscopic information that
we have about a variety of systems. In particular, these measurements have helped
determine the excitation spectrum for phonons, magnons, excitons, band transitions, and
plasmons. Scattering studies have helped explain phenomenon as commonplace as heat
transfer in solids, and as exotic as superfluidity. Due to the wide variation in the energy
and momenta of these excitations, a variety of probes such as visible light, x-rays,
neutrons, and electrons are needed. Fig. 1 shows a schematic picture of some of the
different probes and the approximate range of energies and wavevectors which they can
access. For certain combinations of wavevectors and energies, inelastic x-ray scattering
(IXS) is the only suitable probe. Good overviews of using IXS to study electronic
excitations are given in the recent book by Schülke [1] and the review article by Ament
et al. [2] An overview of the use of IXS to study phonons is given by Krisch and Sette.
[3]
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Figure 1: Energy and momentum space for different scattering techniques.

As Fig. 1 shows, IXS offers the ability to probe a variety of excitations at moderate
energies and high momentum transfers q that cannot be studied with other techniques.
For instance, light scattering with an energy of ~ 1 eV has a maximum momentum
transfer of about 105/cm; this is much smaller than a typical Brillouin zone boundary
which is ~108/cm. While neutrons can reach higher q values, they have only an
extremely weak coupling to electronic excitations [4] and are therefore not ideal probes
of these excitations. IXS is complementary to electron scattering; it probes the bulk,
and thus is not sensitive to surface effects which are seen in electron scattering. IXS
also allows studies of materials under a wide range of conditions (e.g., liquid and high
pressure states) that are difficult to study with electron scattering. The ability to focus
the x-ray beam to ~10 micron spot size allows the study of samples which are too small
for techniques such as neutron scattering.
Since inelastic x-rays can probe a wide range of energy and momentum values it
would seem that IXS should be a widely used probe. However, the scattered intensity is
very weak, and it is only in the last decade with the use of third generation x-ray
synchrotron sources and synchrotron insertion devices that there has been sufficient
intensity to make these experiments viable. With these new sources, inelastic x-ray
scattering has begun to attack a wide variety of problems in systems including liquids,
liquid metals, glasses, polymers, high temperature superconductor parent compounds,
and ladder compounds. [1-3] IXS has helped solved some long standing questions (e.g.,
fast sound in water [5]) and enabled new areas of study. All of the third generation xray synchrotron sources have multiple beam lines dedicated to IXS.
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3.2.2 Description of Inelastic X-ray Scattering
The typical scattering event involves an incoming x-ray with a well-defined energy,
momentum, and polarization, (hi , k i , εi ) which scatters into a new state described by
(h f , k f , ε f ) . The energy loss of the x-ray photon is ΔE = hf - hi, while the
wavevector transfer is q = hkf - hki. The differential scattering cross section, to second
order in perturbation theory for energies near a resonance is defined by the equation [6]
 f 
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where r02 = 7.95 x 10-26 cm2 is the Thompson cross section for an electron, i stands for
the incident x-ray, f is the final x-ray, Eg is the ground state energy of the atom, l is the
intermediate state , m is the mass of an electron and the summation is over intermediate
states.
The second order term provides a negligible contribution unless the incident energy
hi is equal to the difference in energies of the ground state and one of the excited states
El. In this case the denominator becomes small and the second order term becomes
significant. This is called resonant x-ray scattering, and will be discussed in detail
below. It is important since the scattering cross section is often greatly increased for
this type of scattering.
For non-resonant scattering, the process is very weak, and can be analyzed using the
first Born approximation. Non-relativistic x-rays (that is Ei << 5x105 eV) have a
scattering cross section which can be related [7] to the dynamic structure factor S(q,)

d 2
 r02 (ε f  εi ) f S (q,  )
(2)
d d 
i
The dynamic structure factor is related to the dielectric response function of the medium.
The dynamic structure factor can be related to the imaginary part of the dielectric
response function using the fluctuation dissipation theorem [8]
q2
1
(3)
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Here  is 1/kT and e is the charge of an electron. Information about the real part of
the dielectric function may also be determined using the Kramers-Kronig relationship,
assuming that the data is accurate enough over a wide range of frequencies. Note in
particular that the scattering cross section will show peaks where the real part of the
response function becomes small.
3.2.2.1

Non- resonant IXS

Unless the incident x-ray energy is near an absorption edge, non-resonant scattering
dominates and IXS can be used to determine the dynamic structure factor shown in Eq.
(3). For this case, IXS is in principle able to observe a wide variety of electronic
excitations in the system. This scattering typically has small cross sections since the
electrons of interest are usually valence electrons, which are only a small percentage of
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the total number of electrons except in materials with low atomic numbers. So often
only low Z materials, for which large volumes can be studied, are suitable for study.
In addition to the ability to study electronic excitations, non-resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering is widely used to measure phonon properties. The basic principle is the same
as has been described above. In order to get the energy resolution needed (on the order
of 1-2 meV) it is typical to use high order reflections of high quality crystals, which
necessitates higher incident energies, on the order of 20 keV. Higher energy gives large
penetration into the sample. Recently, however, another scheme that works at lower
energies has been devised [9], which is currently being implemented at the Advanced
Photon Source and at the National Synchrotron Light Source II. The higher energy
resolution required for phonons reduces allowable x-ray bandwidth, and so the incident
flux is much lower. However, since the phonons involve the motion of all the electrons
(and not just the valence electrons) there is still a significant signal.
3.2.2.2

Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS)

RIXS has become an important technique for studying the electronic excitations
over the last decade or so. Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (sometimes called x-ray
resonant Raman scattering) occurs when the incident energy is tuned to the energy of an
atomic transition (absorption edge). For our purposes, this will typically be the
excitation of a core electron with an energy on the order of keV. The first
measurements of this effect were carried out by Sparks [10], and Eisenburger, Platzman,
and Winick [11]. Equation 1 shows that when the incident photon energy is equal to the
energy difference between states, the second term can become large. In this case an
electron is promoted from a core state to a state at or above the Fermi surface. The final
excited state is therefore similar to the final state found in non-resonant scattering.
However, the intermediate state involves the system with a core hole in it, and this hole
interacts with the rest of the system through the coulomb interaction. These interactions
can cause additional effects such as the excitation of electron-hole pairs (shakeup).
For resonant scattering, the simple relationship between the scattering cross section
and the dynamic structure factor (Eq. 2) is no longer valid. As a result, the detailed
explanation of these measurements is more complicated. However, there are many
experimental advantages including the following:
1) Scattering intensities for inelastic events increase greatly for resonant scattering,
often by one to two orders of magnitude. Since the weak scattering rate is the
greatest disadvantage of inelastic x-ray scattering, resonant enhancement is a
useful tool.
2) This technique can be used to determine whether the electronic transition is a
dipole or quadrupolar transition.
3) The technique is element selective, that is one can study excitations involving
one particular element in a crystal by choosing the appropriate atomic resonance.
4) Different intermediate states couple differently to different final states, allowing
different excitations to be emphasized.
5) Magnons and their dispersion can be measured.
3.2.3 Advantages of an X-ray Free Electron Laser Oscillator (XFELO) Source
While IXS has become a useful technique for studies of electronic and vibrational
states of matter, it remains a flux-limited technique. Typically, scans last for hours, and
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a complete characterization of a material at a given set of conditions (pressure,
temperature, etc.) may take several days. A proposed XFELO source [12] would
provide an enormous increase in scattering signal over current sources and therefore be
of great benefit to the technique. We discuss the advantages of an XFELO source for
medium and high resolution studies below.
3.2.3.1

Medium Resolution Measurements

Measurements of the electronic excitations are critical for understanding the
properties of virtually all materials, and a wide variety of probes (Raman, optical
absorption, EELS, photoemission, etc.) are used for this work. IXS is in principle an
excellent probe of the electronic excitations as well, but is limited by low count rates
and few available beamlines. A typical medium energy resolution IXS measurement
will have a flux ~ 1012 photons/second, and an energy resolution of 100 meV. This
lower resolution, compared to the phonon measurements, is used to increase the
incident flux to compensate for the lower cross sections.
Electronic excitations of interest may have count rates of 0.25 counts per second or
lower. Low count rates are often on top of a large background signal from elastic
scattering, adding to the time required to take data. An XFELO IXS spectrometer with
10 meV resolution would provide an increase in resolution of a factor of 10, and also an
increase in flux by a factor of ~500 over current instruments. These improvements
would have a profound influence on studies of electronic excitations in condensed
matter. An XFELO source would enable important studies including:
1) Rapid RIXS scans as a function of incident energy, scattered energy, and
wavevector. Currently the large number of different variables makes RIXS
measurements quite time consuming.
2) Studies of the evolution of electronic excitations as a function of pressure in
small samples.
3) Studies of surface electronic excitations. Currently techniques to study such
excitations require high vacuum, but IXS is capable of studies under liquid or
ambient conditions.
4) Direct measurement of excitations across a superconducting gap. This would
allow for determination of the nature of the superconductivity in many systems.
5) Non-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering on systems of interest. Currently, the
signal rate for non-resonant IXS studies is small and measurements are only
possible on low Z materials. With an XFELO source the electronic structure of
many materials of interest in physics, biology, geology, and materials science
would be observable. Most importantly, the scattering could easily be compared
with theoretical models. Currently most work uses RIXS due to its higher count
rate, but theoretical modeling is more difficult due to the effects of the
intermediate state.
3.2.3.2

High Resolution Measurements with an XFELO

Phonon spectra from a sample will often take days for collection. Currently, most
third generation sources operate at an energy resolution of ~1 meV with an incident flux
of approximately 2 x 109 photons/second in the appropriate energy bandwidth. An
XFELO would provide 109 photons per pulse, and a repetition rate of about 10 MHz.
This is an improvement in incident flux by a factor of over 105. To put this in
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perspective, a series of measurements which required a day to measure could in
principle be carried out in under a second. This would enable a large number of
possible studies. First, small samples or samples that were rapidly changing in time
could be studied. This opens up the possibility of studying the evolution of excitations
in rapid phase transitions. Perhaps as importantly, it would be possible to further
monochromatize the beam to allow for higher resolution studies. There are a large
number of important scientific questions which require improved resolution. Some
examples include the following:
1) Studies of the excitation of water in restricted geometries, which are important
for many industrial and biological systems.
2) Studies of liquids at intermediate energy and momentum scales. Liquids are
known to undergo a transition in their sound speeds from low to high as a
function of momentum transfer, but it is difficult for current and planned sources
to study this change.
3) Studies of the excitations in biological systems. There is great interest in the
dynamics of biological systems, but such systems require improved resolution to
study. For instance, studies of the excitations in DNA in solution [13] are of
great interest, but the excitations are difficult to distinguish from the elastic
background. Also, the enormous number of biological systems and the wide
variety of conditions they exist in makes it important to be able to study the
systems rapidly.
4) Studies of the surface phonons [14] offer the exciting possibility to access
changes in vibrational modes under realistic conditions; currently, the surface
probes such as He scattering require ultra-high vacuum. IXS is not limited to
these conditions; however, a large improvement in signal rate is needed to make
this a useful probe. Buried interfaces can also be studied in a similar fashion.
3.2.4 Summary
IXS is a valuable probe whose usefulness is mainly limited by current x-ray sources.
An XFELO would allow a gain in resolution of a factor of 10 with a concurrent
improvement in flux by a factor of ~ 500 for medium resolution studies. For high
resolution work, the flux gain would be ~105. These improvements would turn a useful
technique into one of the most powerful probes of condensed matter systems.
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Coherent x-ray scattering provides information on equilibrium dynamics in
condensed matter which is not normally available from scattering performed using an
incoherent beam. Consider the x-ray scattering intensity, I (Q) , from a material of
electron density e (r ) given by;

I (Q) ~  eiQr e  r  r  e  r  drdr .

(1)

Here Q  kout  kin , with k the wavevector of the incoming or outgoing x-rays. In a
scattering experiment with an incoherent beam, the intensity at the detector represents
the sum over scattering from many incoherent regions within a sample. In this case it is
appropriate to make the replacement in eq. (1) of
e  r  r   e  r    e  r  r   e  r    g r .
(2)



The x-ray scattering intensity can then be used to obtain the average spatial
correlation function. This quantity does not change in equilibrium and thus it does not
give any information about equilibrium dynamics. For the situation of coherent x-ray
scattering, the replacement of the exact density distribution with the density correlation
function g ( r ) is no longer appropriate. In this case, the average scattering pattern is the
same as the incoherent scattering, but a speckle pattern is superimposed on the
scattering. The speckles result from coherent interference over the full extent of the
sample. An example of speckle from a region of coherent scattering is given in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Speckle pattern resulting from the illumination of a silica aerogel by a coherent x-ray
beam.

The speckle pattern produced using coherent x-rays provides information about the
exact configuration of the density within the sample at a specific moment in time, rather
than the average density distribution. The speckle pattern will fluctuate in time when
the density distribution is changing in time,. Measurements of the rate of fluctuations of
a speckle at a particular wavevector, Q gives information about the dynamics within the
sample with the corresponding wavevector. This provides information on structural
fluctuations of the density about its equilibrium configuration which can be difficult to
obtain via other methods. It can also provide unique information about non-equilibrium
systems, such as fluctuations about a quasi-equilibrium state. XPCS can yield
information regarding a wide range of dynamics including diffusion, linear
susceptibilities, the approach to equilibrium and glassy behaviour.
As an example of how a typical XPCS measurement is carried out, consider
measurements of the dynamics of a colloidal suspension using XPCS (see for example
Lurio et. al. [1]). Figure 2 shows a schematic of scattering from a suspension of
particles undergoing diffusive motion. The scattering from each of these particles will
interfere at the position of the detector with a relative phase depending on its position.
As these particles move, their relative phases will change, and the intensity of the
scattering pattern in the detector will fluctuate with time.

Figure 2. Schematic of scattering from a suspension of particles undergoing diffusive
motion.
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The normalized intensity-intensity correlation function at a given scattering vector,
Q , is defined by
g 2 (Q, ) 

I (Q, t ) I (Q, t   )
I (Q, t )

2

.

(3)

(3)

Here, t is the time of the first intensity measurement and t   is the time of the second
measurement. This correlation function can be related to the intermediate scattering
function f (Q, ) of the sample via:
2

g2 (Q, )  1    f (Q, )  .

(4)

(4)

Here  is the contrast of the incident beam. The intermediate scattering function is
defined by f (Q, )  S (Q, ) / S (Q,0) , with
1

S (Q, ) 
eiQ r r  e (r , 0) e (r , )d 3rd 3r  .

eV

(5)

(5)

For the case of Brownian motion in a dilute suspension, the intermediate scattering
function takes the particularly simple form

f (q, t )  e DQ .
2

(6)

Here D  kBT / 6 R is the diffusion constant of the particles, with  the viscosity, R
the particle radius, T the temperature and k B Boltzmann’s constant. Measured data for
72 nm Latex spheres in glycerol at -25C as a function of wavevector are shown in figure
3. Figure 4 shows the decay rate of the correlation function vs. wavevector. The
exponential form of the decay functions and the Q2 dependence of the relaxation times
both indicate that the measured XPCS follows the theory of Brownian motion quite
accurately.

(6)
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Figure 3. Intensity correlation functions g 2 as a function of wavevector for particles of
radius R .

Figure 4. Measured relaxation time obtained from exponential fits to the g2 (Q, ) as a
function of Q using eq. (6).

A summary of various techniques for measuring dynamics in condensed matter
physics has been made by Dierker [2] and later updated by Brian Stephenson et. al. [3]
and G. Grübel et. al. [4]. XPCS at third generation synchrotron sources is unique in its
ability to measure dynamics at length scales smaller than can be accessed with visible
light and time scales longer than can be resolved with neutron scattering or inelastic xray scattering. Some representative examples of XPCS experiments are given below.
In the small wavevector regime Gutt et. al. [5] obtained microsecond dynamics from
capillary waves at Q ~ 104 nm1 . In the large wavevector regime, atomic scale
dynamics were measured by Leitner et. al. [6] in CuAu alloys. However, due to the
weaker scattering at larger wavevectors, the measured time scales were in the range of
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hours. At intermediate scales, colloidal dynamics have been measured at millisecond
dynamics in the range of Q ~ 0.01 nm1 7 to Q ~ 0.1 nm1 8. It has not been possible,
however, with third generation sources to simultaneously look at the interesting regime
of short times and small length scales so as to obtain overlap with techniques such as
inelastic x-ray scattering or neutron spin echo.
Studies of potential science at recent SASE free electron laser sources [3] have
indicated that with the increase in instantaneous brightness achievable at these sources,
XPCS should be able to measure dynamics into the pico-second regime and thus
overlap with inelastic x-ray scattering and neutron spin echo measurements. This opens
up a wide range of new science studies such as measurements of atomic diffusion,
dynamics of polymers in the Rausse regime, dynamics of biomaterials in water, glassy
dynamics at the atomic scale, dynamic critical behaviour, dynamics of liquid surfaces at
short wavevectors and dynamics of magnetic materials. Using heterodyne techniques it
is also possible to measure velocity fields in materials [9]. Thus XPCS at XFEL’s and
XFELO’s can provide an important window on nanofluidics.
An XFELO source would have several distinct advantages over current third
generation sources for performing traditional XPCS measurements. The beam will be
fully coherent in the transverse direction. This yields the maximum possible contrast
and also the least sample damage. Current designs for XFELO’s anticipate a coherent
flux of order ≈1015 photons/s as compared with current values of ≈109 photons/s.
This increase in coherent flux will increase the range of length scales and time scales
which can be studied. While the average brightness of an XFELO is comparable to that
of current XFELs the megahertz timing of the pulse structure allows measurements of
dynamics in the microsecond to millisecond time ranges.
Consider the dynamics of colloidal particles diffusing through a fluid. For spherical
particles of radius R the scattering cross section goes as the square of the volume;
 ~ R 6 . For constant volume fraction of particles, the number of scatterers scales as
NR-3 and thus the total cross section will go as  R3. The relevant time scale for
dynamics is the time required for a particle to diffuse over its own radius, which for
Brownian motion scales as  ~ 1/ R . The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is given by 10
(7)
SNR ~  1/2 ~  R3.5
Hence the length scales accessible with XPCS should scale roughly as
(8)
Rmin ~  0.29
An increase of 10 6 in flux should allow a decrease of the smallest measurable
particle by a factor of 60, assuming all other conditions are comparable. Thus, for
example, current studies of millisecond dynamics of 100 nm particles in glycerol could
be extended to microsecond dynamics of 2 nm particles. This would allow study of the
anomalous thermal conductivity recently found in nanofluid suspensions by Eastman
and collaborators [11].
One may also want to look at faster dynamics without changing the particle size.
For example, it would be useful to extend current studies of diffusion of colloidal
suspensions in glycerol to diffusion of similar size proteins in aqueous suspension. The
change from glycerol to water would yield a consequent decrease in viscosity of a factor
of 10 4 . This measurement would require an increase in flux of only a factor of 100, and
should be easily feasible for an XFELO source. For identical values of wavevector and

(7)
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scattering cross section, dynamics should be measurable at a factor of 1012 times faster
than currently possible. Dynamics at very fast times are, however, ultimately limited to
the picosecond regime due to the pulse structure of the source and also limited by the
availability of fast area detectors; currently limited to ms time scales.
The longitudinal coherence of XFELO’s is considerably enhanced relative to that
from current third generation sources. The longitudinal coherence length is defined by
the energy bandwidth of the source as
   ( E / E ) .

(9)

Here E is the energy and E the bandwidth. The longitudinal coherence length of
current 3rd generation undulators is proportional to the number of periods in the
undulator, E / E  N . For a typical APS undulator N  72 yielding   10 nm. For
small angle scattering these short coherence lengths can be acceptable. The longitudinal
coherence length can also be increased by using a monochromater. Si-111 gives
 ~ 1 m . For an XFELO E / E  107 yielding longitudinal coherence lengths on the
scale of millimeters. The longer coherence length of XFELO’s implies that much
thicker samples can be used even in the wide angle scattering regime. Furthermore,
heterodyne measurements, in which the scattering from a sample is mixed with a
reference signal, would become much easier, since the source of the reference signal
must be held within the longitudinal coherence length of the sample.
Even if there is sufficient x-ray flux to measure sample dynamics with XPCS it may
not be possible to measure samples if the damage from the x-ray beam destroys the
sample during the measurement. Current XPCS measurements are close to the threshold
of damage so it is a serious concern whether the higher fluxes available at an XFELO
would make measurements impossible. The relevant quantity to consider when
evaluating damage is what is the minimum x-ray exposure required for a specified value
of the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Consider a sample which has a correlation time Tcorr .
The intensity measured within this time will add coherently, while integration over
times longer than Tcorr will only decrease the noise in quadrature. Thus we expect for a
measurement of total time Tmeas that
SNR ~  TmeasTcorr

(10)

The damage, D, on the other hand, will scale as D~ Tmeas. This implies that if one
tries to make up the SNR for shorter correlation times by measuring longer, then sample
damage will be a limiting factor. The sample damage can be significantly reduced,
however, by moving the sample to fresh spots during the measurement. The rate at
which the sample can be moved is limited by the condition that the exposure time for
any given spot must be longer than the expected correlation time, Tcorr . If we move the
sample to a fresh spot on a time scale roughly of order Tcorr then the damage at each
spot is given by D~ Tcorr and thus, the faster the dynamics of the sample, the less the
damage from x-rays. This conclusion relies on the availability of a large sample so that
many fresh spots can be exposed. The experimental station must also be equipped with
a sample translator that can reposition a sample on microsecond time scales.
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Furthermore, this analysis assumes, that sample damage is due to ionization and does
not consider thermal loading.
In the traditional mode of performing XPCS the scattering pattern is read out as a
function of time, which requires a fast detector. An alternative to performing XPCS
from a sequence of individual intensity measurements is to use a split pulse scattering
method. In this scheme, a short pulse is split using crystal optics into two pulses with a
time delay set by an optical path length difference. These two pulse each scatter from
the sample yielding speckle patterns which are simultaneously recorded on an area
detector. If the sample configuration has not significantly changed during the interval,
then the two speckle patterns will add together and the net contrast will be equal to the
contrast obtained for each speckle pattern alone. If, however, the sample moves within
this interval the speckle patterns will differ and the net contrast of the resulting sum will
be lower. Thus, by measuring the contrast of the speckle pattern as a function of time
delay, one can obtain the correlation function for dynamics faster than the detector can
be read. The largest time delay that can be measured in this scheme is set by the largest
path length difference that can be practically obtained in the beam splitter. To give a
sense of scale, a L  3mm path length difference corresponds to a time delay of
T  L / c  10 ps.
As has been noted by Stephenson et. al. [3] and Grübel et. al. [4] a significant
limitation to this beam splitting method is the need to have sufficient flux in a single
pulse to create a measurable speckle while at the same time not having so much flux
within a single pulse so as to destroy the sample by overheating it. The required flux
per pulse depends on the atomic number of the sample, Z, and on the number of atoms
scattering coherently, Mcorr. They find, for example, that for XFEL values of 1015
photons/cm2/pulse, and at energy of 8 keV, there is sufficient flux to measure samples
down to values of M corr ~ 10 . For a XFELO, the expected pulse intensity is three orders
of magnitude less. However, since the increased longitudinal coherence length makes a
monochromator unnecessary, the effective flux delivered to the sample is only a factor
of 100 less. In this case the, XFELO cannot measure down to as small as M corr ~ 10 ,
but would be able to measure dynamics from larger scattering regions of size
M corr ~ 1000 . However, sample heating sets limits on the maximum intensity per pulse
that can be delivered. Under the assumptions used in the studies of Stephenson et. al. it
would only be possible to employ the greater flux available at XFEL’s, as opposed to an
XFELO, for atomic number less than around 16. Thus the advantage of XFEL’s over
an XFELO would only be realized for relatively low Z materials.
The analyses used by Stephenson et. al. and Grübel et. al. assume that only a single
pulse with be used for a measurement. In fact, as long as the sample can be moved
between pulses in order to expose a fresh spot, it should be possible to average a large
number of measurements together from different pulses. Assuming, for example, that
one were willing to expend 100s total integration time on a measurement, and that the
pulse repetition rate was 1MHz, the signal to noise ratio could be increased by a factor
of 104.
There are, as discussed above, a wide range of measurements, which would become
possible if a XFELO were available. Here we discuss one putative experiment as an
example of the kinds of new physics which could be studied. Studies of colloidal
diffusion of systems such as Latex in Glycerol 1 have formed one set of important
results from third generation based XPCS studies. It would be extremely useful to
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extend such measurements to the biological regime, which would allow measurements
of the diffusion of proteins through aqueous suspension. One biologically relevant
colloidal system is the lens of the eye, which contains a mixture of three types of
proteins called crystallins. The concentrations of these proteins within the eye lens are
close to those at which the proteins undergo a liquid-glass transition in their dynamics.
XPCS studies of dynamics of eye-lens crystallins could provide information on the
viscoelastic properties of the lens and on the causes of presbyopia, a disease which
leads to a stiffening of the lens with age. Previous dynamic light scattering results by
Giannopoulou et. al. [12] were able to measure the dynamics of this system for a range
of protein concentrations spanning the glass transition. However, light scattering is not
able to probe dynamics at length scales corresponding to the inter-protein spacing, and
thus cannot explore the microscopic origins of the glass transition in these systems.
Current XPCS measurements at sector 8 of the Advanced Photon Source have probed
the dynamics in the glassy phase [8], but the intensity of current sources is not sufficient
to explore dynamics in the fluid phase. An XFELO would provide sufficient flux to
measure the dynamics of this system through the glass transition and thus provide
important insight on the microscopic origins of the glass transition.
Finally, we consider some of the requirements for an XPCS beamline which would
be located at an XFELO.
1) Energy. There are two important considerations. First the energy must be high
enough to permit diffraction at atomic length scales. However, broad range
tunability is not generally required. The other major consideration for the energy
of the beamline is x-ray damage and heating. As one goes to higher energies,
the x-ray absorption decreases as E 3 up until the point where Compton
scattering becomes more important energy loss mechanism. One problem with
going to too high an energy, however, is the difficulty in stopping the x-ray
beam in a detector. Thus, one needs to make a compromise between detector
efficiency and sample absorption. Based on experience with current detectors,
XFELO energy of around 17 keV would be a good compromise, between
absorption, Compton scattering and detector efficiency. This would also allow
comparison of scattering results with the Mo tube line at 17.4 keV.
2) Optics. The beamline optics must preserve the coherence of the beam. This
mandates that beamline should have the minimum amount of optical elements.
However, focusing optics will probably be necessary in order to shape the
coherence area of the beam and in order to optimize the speckle size in the
detector. Those elements which are required should be either highly polished (if
used in reflection) or of extremely uniform density at the microscale if used in
transmission.
3) Mechanical stability. XPCS measurements will be extremely sensitive to
vibrations over time scales and length scales comparable to those expected for
the sample motion. Thus a highly stable vibration free experimental platform is
essential.
4) Single pulse optics. If single pulse speckle measurements are to be performed
then it will be necessary to design a beam splitter with a variable delay path.
5) X-ray camera with microsecond readout. In order to measure pulse-to-pulse
correlation functions it will be necessary to capture scattering images with a
time resolution comparable to the pulse spacing.
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In conclusion, an x-ray free electron laser oscillator would have many properties
which would benefit x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy. These include complete
transverse coherence, extremely long longitudinal coherence, high average intensity and
very short pulse structure. XPCS measurements could take advantage of the three
orders of magnitude increase in average coherent flux, allowing access to a wide range
of new systems. In particular, it may become possible to study biological dynamics in
aqueous suspension. The pulse structure could be used to measure dynamics on the
picosecond scale. Finally, in order to take advantage of such a source, new beamlines
would have to be designed which could perform sample measurements at the
microsecond time scales.
I would like to thank Brian Stephenson and Alec Sandy for helpful discussions and
Janae DeBartolo for the use of some figures from her Master’s thesis. [13]
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3.4.1 Introduction
The development of a transform-limited hard x-ray free electron laser will create a
large number of opportunities in the materials science and condensed matter physics of
emerging electronic materials. The key characteristics of such a source are a narrow
energy bandwidth, on the order of 1 meV or less, and short-duration high-repetition-rate
pulses with excellent shot-to-shot reproducibility.[1] The pressing need for new
characterization techniques can be illustrated using two specific problems: (i) the
challenge of characterizing the dispersion of phonons across the entire Brillouin zone in
nanomaterials and (ii) the problem of characterizing the dynamics of complex oxides in
large non-equilibrium electric fields. The unique features of an x-ray free-electron laser
oscillator will allow recent theoretical developments in both of these areas to be
connected with experiments for the first time.
3.4.2 Nanomaterial Phonon Characterization
Using size effects and heterogeneous interfaces to manipulate the dispersion of
phonons in nanostructures allows separate control of vibrational and electronic degrees
of freedom in thermoelectric and high-temperature nanomaterials. [2-4] The novel
mechanical and thermal properties arising from the small size of nanostructures are
fundamentally different from the properties of bulk materials of the same composition.
The potential to engineer the thermal properties of nanostructures is only beginning to
be explored because the appropriate experimental probes for atomic-scale vibrational
phenomena in nanomaterials do not yet exist.
Among the parameters that can be used to manipulate the thermal properties of
nanostructures are boundary conditions, size-dependent force constants, scattering rates,
surface and interface roughness, surface atom effects, and electron-phonon coupling. [2]
Despite the importance of these effects, their roles in defining large-scale properties are
relatively poorly known. Simulations, for example, are based on mechanical analyses or
molecular dynamics simulations using bulk elastic constants or empirical potentials –
without experimental evidence that these can be used at the nanoscale. [5,6] The effects
of individual parameters are difficult to disentangle because lumped materials properties
such as the thermal conductivity depend on all of them simultaneously. X-ray scattering
techniques enabled by a transform-limited x-ray laser will allow researchers to isolate
specific effects associated with phonon confinement. Hard x-ray scattering is an ideal
way to probe phonons because hard x-rays couple directly to the positions of core
electrons via diffraction, and via elastic or inelastic scattering.
The most important nanomaterials for thermoelectric devices are based on inorganic
semiconductors. Si nanowires, for example, promise to have lower thermal conductivity
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than bulk Si, which in turn raises the figure of merit ZT of thermoelectric devices. [2,7]
In a broader sense, Si nanostructures exhibit effects pertinent to other nanomaterials in
which phonon-mediated thermal transport effects are important, including ceramics and
semiconductors such as ZnO and III-V compounds. Effects linked to phonon
confinement in such systems are predicted to reduce the thermal conductivity of
composite materials for thermal barrier applications. [8]
The range of phonon frequencies and wavevectors relevant to the development of
optimized thermal properties is defined by the fundamental phenomena of thermal
conduction. As in bulk insulators and semiconductors, the thermal conduction at modest
temperatures in non-metallic nanomaterials is mediated by acoustic phonons with low
frequencies. [9,10] In addition to the low-energy modes relevant to transport in bulk
materials, recent calculations suggest that higher frequency modes may also be
important in nanowires as a result of increased boundary scattering of long-wavelength
modes. [11] The discreteness arising from confinement modifies both the phonon
dispersion and transport phenomena. In extremely small wires, quantized thermal
conductance can limit the conductance of wires to a value proportional to the number of
available phonon modes. [12] The relevant acoustic vibrational modes have been
difficult to probe with traditional scattering, spectroscopy, and mechanical techniques.
It is possible to probe the vibrational properties of bulk materials via two different xray scattering techniques: thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) and inelastic x-ray scattering
(IXS). Both allow the phonon dispersion to be determined quantitatively across the
entire Brillouin zone. Recent advances in synchrotron x-ray optics and experimental
facilities now allow TDS to probe nanostructures using tightly focused x-ray beams.
[13] But the future of this approach at storage-ring-based synchrotron radiation sources
may likely be limited by the indirect way that phonon energies must be deduced in TDS
experiments, and the marginal flux provided these facilities.
Inelastic x-ray scattering experiments are even more limited by the flux provided by
storage-ring based sources. The quantitative interpretation of IXS experiments is far
more straightforward than TDS measurements. For bulk diamond-structured
semiconductors, for example diamond, [14] IXS has yielded quantitatively reliable
results for over a decade, but requires samples with volumes of ~10 m3 or more. It has
proven difficult to extend IXS techniques beyond this scale because synchrotron
sources provide insufficient flux in the sub-1 meV bandwidth required to capture the
phonon phenomena illustrated in Figure 1. Radiation from the x-ray free-electron laser
oscillator will be essentially completely monochromatic in this bandwidth regime and
will thus allow experiments to proceed with far smaller sample volumes, commensurate
with the volume of nanowires and other structures can realistically be produced using
lithography. The high monochromatic flux of an x-ray free-electron laser oscillator will
place it in a unique part of parameter space and allow revolutionary probes of the
vibrational properties of nanomaterials.
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Figure 1: Phonon dispersions calculated by Becker et al. [6] for (a) a Si nanowire with a square
cross section measuring 6 atoms along the edge bulk Si and (b) bulk Si. For reference, 1 meV is
equivalent to a frequency of approximately 4 THz.

3.4.3 Dynamics in Complex Oxides
Recent developments in x-ray optics, scattering techniques, and epitaxial growth
now make it possible to understand the properties of complex oxide insulators in
regimes for which there have previously been no experimental tools. Fundamentally,
studies of complex oxides under in high electric fields and at short times address the
challenge of understanding the functional properties of materials at the atomic scale in
highly non-equilibrium environments. [15] Recent results have shown, for example, that
a very large strain of more than 2%, an extremely large elastic distortion, can be
developed in ferroelectrics in response to applied electric fields. [16] First-principles
predictions are now appearing in the literatures that are not testable using other
techniques. [17,18] The responses of complex oxides to applied fields involve
significant changes in structure that range from transitions of the crystallographic or
magnetic phase, as in multiferroics, [19] to the motion of magnetic or ferroelectric
domain walls. [20,21] The structural distortion associated with response to applied
fields makes x-ray scattering probes an excellent match for problems in this field. In
addition, complex oxides provide the ideal model systems for the development of new
x-ray scattering techniques applicable to other materials. Continuous and reversible
control of the properties of complex oxides has been demonstrated in only a few
instances. For example, the large carrier concentrations induced by a gate electric field
can lead to electronic or structural phase transitions, but this approach can be applied
only to materials integrated into field-effect transistors. [22] Alternatively, the biaxial
strain in epitaxial thin films grown on a piezoelectric substrate can be continuously
varied by distorting the substrate, but the magnitude of the variation in strain that can be
induced by the bulk substrate is typically limited to on the order of 0.1%. [23-25]
The results of structural studies of complex oxides can be compared directly with
predictions emerging from first-principles theoeretical studies. The precision with
which first-principles theory can be applied to the non-equilibrium properties of
complex oxides is rapidly improving thanks to of recently discovered methods for
working with electrically polarized materials in density function theory (DFT)
calculations. [26,27] There has recently been a series of very rapid developments in
first-principles theory techniques that allow the properties of materials in large electric
fields to be studied using DFT. [18,28] These discoveries have resulted in the capability
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to perform simulations under mechanical and electrical boundary conditions that
account for the stresses present in epitaxial thin films. [29]
The present synchrotron-based approach to the use of x-ray scattering to probe the
dynamics of complex oxides is shown in Figure 2(a). The top electrode used to apply an
electric field across a planar thin film absorbs a negligible fraction of the intensity of the
incident and diffracted beams at the hard x-ray photon energies of 8-12 keV used in
these diffraction experiments. Extensive studies of the fundamental properties of
ferroelectric thin films have been based on the use of electric fields provided by thin
film capacitors. [30-32] For example, the shift in the diffraction pattern of a BiFeO3 thin
film during a 12 ns electric field pulse, measured using this technique, in Figure 2(b),
allows the piezoelectric properties to be readily determined. [33]
X-ray free-electron laser oscillators promise to provide the picosecond-duration
pulses and total flux necessary to extend scattering techniques to the fundamental
timescales of piezoelectricity and structural phase transitions. The combination of a
high repetition rate, excellent pulse-to-pulse stability, and monochromaticity will allow
diffraction and scattering experiments to be conducted on complex oxides driven in to
non-equilibrium states and will fundamentally address the challenge of connecting
theoretical developments with experiments.

Figure 2: (a) An in situ x-ray microdiffraction probe for complex oxide capacitors. (b) Timeresolved diffraction from an epitaxial BiFeO3 thin film, acquired with photon energy 10 keV.
The 2 angle of the BiFeO3 thin film is decreased by piezoelectric electric expansion during the
12 ns electric field pulse, from P. Chen, et al., [33].
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3.5.1 Introduction
Mößbauer science is a mature field with a multitude of diverse applications, actively
pursued mostly at synchrotron sources all over the world. Next to interest in its own
right, it acts as an important tool in numerous other disciplines [1]. The improvement of
existing and the development of new techniques involving Mößbauer nuclei are
therefore highly desirable. Novel light sources will provide a higher average flux of
resonant photons, and thereby facilitate the implementation of more advanced and
potentially photon hungry methods. A broad class of experiments is expected to directly
benefit from this, e.g., if a better monochromatization of the incident radiation becomes
feasible.
But next to the improvement of the average resonant flux, also a qualitatively
different class of new experiments will become accessible, as the number of resonant
photons per pulse is increased from less than one at typical synchrotron sources by
several orders of magnitude. As a consequence, non-linear and quantum effects with xrays can be exploited, fueling the field of x-ray quantum optics. In the following, it is
argued that for the purpose of x-ray quantum optics, the x-ray free electron laser
oscillator (XFELO) is superior to competing light sources, including the prospected
seeded free-electron lasers (SFEL).
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3.5.2 Nuclear Quantum Optics
3.5.2.1

Motivation

From the visible frequency range, it is well known that it is mandatory to exploit
coherence, nonlinear light-matter coupling, and quantum effects to unleash the full
power of all possible and desired techniques and applications for a given target system.
For example, coherent and non-linear spectroscopy methods can lead to orders of
magnitude improvement of the signal rate and better separation from the background
compared, e.g., to linear absorption spectroscopy. Quantum effects promise an
improvement, e.g., of the spatial resolution achieved with light beyond classical limits.
The feasibility of such methods, however, is essentially determined by the availability
of suitable light sources. This has motivated the development of a large variety of lasers
across a broad range of the electromagnetic spectrum. For a long time, higher photon
energies were largely excluded from this development, and consequently, x-ray
quantum optics mostly remained a field of theoretical interest. But recent experimental
progress indicates that state-of-the-art and upcoming light sources will lead to a firm
establishment of quantum optical methods in the x-ray regime with Mößbauer nuclei
and other target systems alike [2].
3.5.2.2

State of the Art

Current progress in Mößbauer science towards x-ray quantum optics is driven by the
exploration of the border region between visible quantum optics and x-ray science. By
now, a number of archetype quantum optical schemes could successfully be
implemented with Mößbauer nuclei in the x-ray regime. Among the prominent
examples are the observation of the cooperative Lamb shift [3] or electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [4,5]. In particular the latter is of importance, as the
establishment of EIT often is regarded as a clear proof of the general suitability of a
given system for quantum optics. At the same time, EIT is the foundation for many
advanced applications. Also the possibility to dynamically control the light-matter
interaction has already been demonstrated, e.g., by rapid switching of applied magnetic
fields [6], or by dynamic modifications of the sample geometry [7]. Quantum
mechanical aspects have been touched in first experiments on x-ray photon
downconversion [8]. From these examples it is obvious that Mößbauer science and xray science as a whole can profit from well-established ideas developed in the visible
frequency range.
But it is important to realize that this knowledge and technology transfer also works
in reverse. In none of the above examples, the experimental success arose from a simple
transfer of setups from the visible frequency range to the x-ray range. For example, EIT
could be observed with two-level nuclei and a single x-ray laser field, despite the fact
that usually two individually controllable laser fields and three-level atoms are required.
This became possible due to a novel method of nuclear state engineering based on x-ray
waveguides. The nuclear switching required a controlled rotation of a huge magnetic
field (~33T) on an ns time scale, which usually is very challenging. For this, the
hyperfine field in specific host materials was exploited. These and other obstacles were
therefore overcome by inventing novel experimental techniques, geared towards the
specific properties and requirements of Mößbauer x-ray science. Going one step further,
recently, so-called spontaneously generated coherences (SGC) could be observed in
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Mößbauer nuclei [9], which are coherences between nuclear states induced by the
interaction with the environmental electromagnetic vacuum field alone. Such SGC have
been theoretically suggested for a broad range of fascinating applications, for example,
as they can lead to a suppression of spontaneous emission. But their experimental
exploration so far was hindered by fundamental restrictions also in the visible domain.
Again, a novel setup based on polarization-dependent engineering of light-matter
interactions with x-ray waveguides and cooperative effects in large ensemble of nuclei
enabled the observation and study beyond current capabilities in the visible frequency
range.
Many of these new ideas and techniques developed for x-ray quantum optics
potentially can be ported to other frequency ranges. Mößbauer nuclei thus form a novel
platform for quantum optics with unique properties, to the benefit of quantum optics as
a whole.
A second major ingredient to x-ray quantum optics with Mößbauer nuclei is a
suitable theoretical modelling. It is likely that a number of interesting quantum optical
effects are hidden in the vast multitude of experiments already performed with
Mößbauer nuclei. But for the purpose of developing x-ray quantum optics, this is of
limited use, if these effects are not unambigously identified and characterized. Usually,
rather different methods are used in visible quantum optics and Mößbauer science. For
example, whereas the so-called master equation as the equation of motion for the
system density matrix is ubiquitous in visible quantum optics, the light-matter
interaction with nuclei is often treated as a scattering problem. Recently, a quantum
optical model based on master equations and the so-called input-output formalism could
be developed for large ensembles of nuclei embedded in an x-ray waveguide [10]. In the
respective limits, it gives results analytically equivalent to those from the previous
modelling approaches. But on the one hand, it enables one to clearly identify all
physical processes contributing to the system dynamics. On the other hand, it goes
beyond previous models, as it encompasses non-linear light-matter interactions and
treats the light field quantum mechanically. As a first application, the quantum optical
modelling could be used to quantitavely identify the contributions of SGC in the nuclear
scattering signal [9].
3.5.2.3

Significance of the Light Source

A key feature of Mößbauer nuclei is their small line width. The most commonly
used 57Fe has a natural line width Γ of about 5 neV, which is tiny compared to the
smallest bandwidth achievable with present-day synchrotron (SR) or free electron laser
(FEL) sources. As a consequence, most photons form a non-resonant background, out
of which the signal typically consisting of only few photons per shot has to be extracted.
In particular, all synchrotron based quantum optical experiments with Mößbauer nuclei
so far have in common that they effectively operate on the single photon level. From the
viewpoint of quantum optics, e.g., synchrotron radiation (SR) facilities provide weak
classical light fields, with less than one resonant photon per pulse on average. By
registering only the successful photon detection events in the experiment, essentially a
post-selection to single-photon input pulses is achieved.
Counter-intuitively, this apparent restriction to low photon numbers is the reason
why quantum optical experiments could be performed with SR at all. This can be
understood as follows. One of the most important resources for quantum optics is
atomic (or nuclear) coherence, i.e., a fixed phase relation between different
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atomic/nuclear states. For example, in EIT, coherence between two ground states is
established. Because of the fixed phase relation, the two excitation channels from either
of the two ground states to a common upper state can destructively interfere, such that
no light is absorbed. The such-generated transparency is perfect only if the coherence
between the two nuclear ground states is complete. This coherence is imprinted on the
the matter by the temporal (or longitudinal) coherence of the applied light fields. While
SR as a whole usually has very low temporal coherence, a single photon resonant with
the nuclei within a SR pulse is temporally coherent, as evidenced by the fact that it can
interfere with itself in the time domain. Therefore, quantum optical methods
successfully could be implemented despite the fact that the SR as a whole has low
temporal coherence.
This picture changes if a light source provides many resonant photon per pulse, as it
will be possible with novel source types such as the SFEL or the XFELO, see Table 1.
These compress the photons in a given shot into a smaller energy bandwidth and thus
naturally increase the number of resonant photons per shot available for experiments
with Mößbauer nuclei. The temporal coherence of the light source then determines,
whether the different near-resonant photons within a given light pulse can interfere
among each other. This temporal coherence is related to the line width of the light
source, i.e., the spectral width around the resonance frequency. A finite line width acts
as a source of decoherence in quantum optics, limiting the amount of matter coherence
which can be established. As a direct consequence, for example, perfect transparency in
EIT is only achieved if the line width of the light source is small compared to the line
width of the atoms/nuclei.
While XFELO and SFEL promise a similar average resonant flux and a similiar
number of resonant photons per pulse, the XFELO is expected to achive smaller
bandwidths than that of the SFEL. This is due to the different structure of the XFELO
pulses: Rather than having a smooth frequency distribution of a certain bandwidth as
the SFEL, it consists of a number of phase-coherent modes. While the SFEL will still
have a bandwidth considerably larger than the nuclear linewidth, an individual mode of
the (stabilized) XFELO can achieve bandwidths which are below the natural linewidth
of the nuclei. In this sense, the XFELO is superior to SFEL sources, since it does not act
as a source of decoherence due to limited temporal coherence.
Apart from this advantage of a narrow line width, the XFELO also promises to
achieve a high stability in terms of shot-to-shot intensity and timing fluctuations, which
will be beneficial in particular for schemes exploiting non-linear light-matter
interactions, dynamical control of the light-matter interaction, or synchronization to
other light sources.
Table 1: Comparison of expected performance of synchrotron radiation (SR), seeded free
electron lasers (SFEL) [11], and the x-ray free electron oscillator (XFELO) [12].
Parameter
Bunch separation
Avg. Flux (ph/s/Γ)
Fluence (ph/pulse/Γ)

SR
200ns
5 × 104
10-2

SXFEL
200ns (μ-bunch)
2 × 108
6 × 103

XFELO
1 μs
3 × 108
3 × 103
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3.5.2.4

Future Perspectives

Next to the existing experiments discussed above, a number of perspectives for
nuclear x-ray quantum optics have been developed [2]. Broadly speaking these can be
devided into applications of coherence, quantum effects, or enhanced control of nuclei.
A number of schemes have been suggested related to the dynamical control of the
intermediate nuclear excitation state, the so-called nuclear exciton. Such excitons could
be steered without any material motion, or spectrally manipulated, e.g., to enhance the
light-matter interaction [13]. Building up on the dynamical switching of the light-matter
interaction demonstrated in [6], alternative switching setups can lead to improved
photon storage [14]. Also a control of nuclear branching ratios is possible, with
applications, e.g., in the selective population of specific nuclear target states [15].
Using suitable dynamical switching, also single photon entanglement in the x-ray
range has been suggested [16]. Quantum light could also be provided by down
conversion [8]. A true x-ray single photon source would enable the exploration of
quantum mechanical aspects of light-matter interactions in the x-ray range. After initial
proof-of-principle experiments close to visible counterparts, it has been suggested that
for certain applications x-ray implementations could be superior to setups in the visible
frequency range, in particular due to the potentially much higher photon detection
efficiency of x-rays, the low background at higher photon frequencies, as well as the
large photon momentum. Current experiments have already demonstrated that x-ray
quantum optical systems are exceptionally clean, in the sense that essentially no
decoherence perturbs quantum mechanical coherence and interference phenomena [9].
The increased number of photons per pulse expected in XFELO or SFEL also
allows reaching the strongly non-linear regime. A rough estimate based on the Kerr
nonlinearity enhanced by EIT shows that already in this conceptionally rather simple
system, the non-linear phase shift is expected to be of a similar order than the
corresponding linear phase shift [4].
Further exploration of x-ray quantum optics is facilitated by the implementation of
advanced nuclear level schemes. By exploiting the magnetic substructure together with
the polarization of incident and detected light, a large variety of complex and
dynamically controllable level schemes can be achieved [9,10]. A suitable polarimeter
operating at the 57Fe resonance frequency with exceptional polarization purity is already
operational at synchrotron radiation facitility [17]. A large number of mutually coherent
photons could also be used to form several independently controllable control fields,
rather than the single incident beam available to present-day experiments. This would
further enrich the range of accessible level schemes.
Finally, also a number of more speculative but far-fetching proposals for x-ray
quantum optics have been raised. EIT together with the related reduction of the group
velocity of an incident light pulse could be used to implement optical analogues of
phenomena from general relativity, such as even horizons [18,19]. Also interferometric
setups to explore the boundary between gravity and quantum mechanics have been
suggested, as summarized in the contribution of B. W. Adams in this newsletter.
Nuclear forward scattering across a large number of macroscopically separated target
foils could also act as an experimental platform to study quantum transport [20]. Also xray optomechanics has been suggested as a promising avenue, in particular in view of
recent proposals to address fundamental questions with nanomechanical resonators [21].
Despite these ideas, in particular in comparison to visible quantum optics, x-ray
quantum optics still appears largely unexplored both theoretically and experimentally at
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this point. Nevertheless, the existing experimental progress together with the
improvement in source quality expected from SFEL and XFELO make it very likely
that eventually quantum optical ideas will play an important role in all areas of x-ray
science.
3.5.3 Perspectives for Mößbauer Science
Next to the development of x-ray quantum optics, novel light sources will also lead
to a revolution in more traditional applications of Mößbauer science [19]. All of the
methods presented below require a large flux of resonant photons, and many in addition
benefit from improved temporal coherence. Methods have been suggested to generate
tunable light with sub-meV energy resolution based on Mößbauer nuclei [22]. This
would be of considerable interest, e.g., in the study of solid state excitations, such as
non-equilibrium lattice dynamics. Next to the high energy resolution, nm-scale position
sensitivity could be achieved by selectively doping parts of the sample with 56Fe or
57
Fe. Due to the long signal tail of photons scattered off of the narrow nuclear
resonance, an effective separation of signal and background is achieved. Using double
pulses, pump-probe experiments with high spatial, frequency and temporal resolution
can be realized. It has also been suggested that the scattering function S could be
measured with position- and time resolution over a large parameter range in the time
domain, based on Mößbauer nuclei [23]. High time resolution can also be achieved by
rotating nuclear targets, which convert the time coordinate into a spatial coordinate.
This "nuclear light house effect" has been demonstrated already in proof of principle
experiments [24].
In view of the greatly improved average flux of resonant photons, the substantially
improved possibilities to focus and monochromatize the incident light, as well as
advanced detection schemes, it is clear that Mößbauer science as a whole will benefit
from novel monochromatic sources of light, opening access to a whole range of new
applications.
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3.6.1 Introduction
The proposed X-ray free-electron laser oscillator (XFELO) will open up completely
new possibilities in the field of nuclear resonant scattering (NRS) with qualitively new
applications in many fields of the natural sciences. This is mainly due to the enormous
spectral flux of 109 ph/sec/neV anticipated at such a machine in the regime of hard xrays. For comparison, at existing 3rd generation synchrotron radiation sources this value
is about five orders of magnitude lower. From this comparison alone it becomes already
clear that an XFELO will allow for experiments that are completely impossible at
exisiting sources. An an XFELO, there are more outstanding properties that render such
a device even more attractive for applications of NRS. Those are a) the lateral
coherence of the radiation that will enable one to perform focusing with spot sizes in the
range of a few 10 nm and b) the short pulse duration in the regime of a few ps that
faciltitates the study of time-resolved processes in non-equilibrium dynamics. While
those properties are also available at 'conventional' hard x-ray XFEL facilites, it is the
intrinsic meV energy bandwidth of an XFELO that makes is particularly attractive for
NRS because it obviates the need for extra meV monochromators that would be
required at an XFEL. Combining all these properties of an XFELO, one arrives at
applications of NRS in many areas of the natural science that are hardly possibly with
any other technique. Some of them will be discussed here in more detail:
1) Dynamical properties of artificially structured materials on mesoscopic length
scales via inelastic x-ray spectroscopy with eV resolution
2) Exploring the dynamical origin of friction
3) Non-equilibrium dynamics with nanometer spatial resolution via inelastic
nuclear resonant scattering in pump-probe experiments
4) Nuclear quantum optics
3.6.2 Dynamics of Artificially Structured Materials
The artificial structuring of condensed matter on (mesoscopic) length scales
between 1 nm and a few m offers outstanding possibilities to obtain materials with
tailored functionality. Examples are nanocomposites consisting of metals and polymers
or hybrid materials made of crystalline and amorphous phases. In all of these cases the
material properties strongly vary over short length scales, thus affecting propagating
excitations like phonons and leading to new dynamical properties that have no
counterpart in homogeneous bulk materials. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the phonon
frequencies of mesoscopically structured materials are substantially smaller than those
of crystalline materials and the first Brillouin zone extends to much smaller q-values.
As can be seen in the phase-space diagram in Fig. 1, a great part of the corresponding
range in phase space is not covered by existing methods (grey shaded areas).
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Figure 1: Left: Materials structured sructured on mesoscopic length scales between 1 nm and a
few m like phononic crystals [4] exhibit vibrational excitations in the range between eV and
meV. Right: Overview of methods for probing solid-state excitations via inelastic scattering or
correlation techniques. The shaded areas indicate the range of (energy, momentum) as well as
(space, time) coordinates covered by the respective technique. The hatched rectangle displays
the regime in phase space that can be covered by eV-resolved spectroscopy at an XFELO as it
will provide access to a regime that is not covered by any of the other techniques. (EELS =
electron energy loss spectroscopy, (X)PCS = (X-ray) Photon Correlation Spectroscopy, IXS =
Inelastic X-ray Scattering, INS = Inelastic Neutron Scattering, NRS = Nuclear Resonant
Scattering).

While vibrational spectroscopy in the eV range is typically done via Brillouin light
scattering, there is currently no such technique available for x-rays. This is, however,
highly desirable, because visible light scattering is restricted due its small penetration
depth in opaque materials and its limited range of momentum transfers. For the
determination of the phonon density of states of mesoscopic structures (dimension L),
the full q range up to 2/L has to be accessible.
The best energy resolution that is currently achieved by state-of-the art inelastic xray spectrometers is about 1 meV. This is not sufficient to analyze the dynamical
properties of mesoscopically structured materials as those shown in Fig. 1. For that
reason it is necessary to develop a new type of spectrometer thatcallows for an energy
resolution in the eV range. Such a resolution can be achieved by employing the
nuclear lighthouse effect at the 14.4 keV resonance of 57Fe [1,2]. Nuclear resonant
scattering from a sample rotating with frequencies up to 70000 s-1 leads to angular
deflection of the resonantly scattered radiation, thus extracting a eV wide bandpass
out of the incident beam [3].
The deflected radiation can be energetically tuned over several meV by transverse
displacement of the rotor relative to the beam [3]. The layout of a corresponding
spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2. The proof of principle of this approach has been
demonstrated in a recent experiment at the ESRF, where a photon flux of bout 105 s-1 at
the sample position could be reached at an energy resolution of about 30 eV. This
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photon flux is still not enough for routine inelastic scattering experiments. If operated at
an XFELO, however, one expects a photon flux of 1010 s-1 at the sample position, so
that IXS experiments with eV resolution become truly feasible. Since the radiation
was monochromatized via nuclear resonant scattering, the inelastically scattered
radiation can be analyzed via a nuclear resonant scattering process as shown in Fig. 2.
In operation, this type of spectrometer can cover a range in phase space that is marked
by the purple rectangle in Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Scheme of a spectrometer for eV-resolved inelastic x-ray spectroscopy based on the
nuclear lighthouse effect. The beam from the XFELO passes a 57Fe containing rotor that is
spinning at a frequeny of several 10 kHz. A slit selects the red shaded part of the timespectrum
that serves then as the primary beam incident on the sample. The energy of the deflected
radiation can be tuned over several meV by transversely displacing the rotor. At an XFELO one
obtains an incident flux at the sample position of about 1010 s-1 that opens a new regime of IXS
experiments with eV energy resolution.

3.6.3 Exploring the Dynamical Origins of Friction
Energy dissipation due to friction amounts to economic losses of more than 10
percent of the gross national product of the industrialized nations. A fundamental
understanding of the frictional processes, resulting in the synthesis of reduced-friction
materials would thus have an enormous economic impact. Despite great advances in the
measurement of frictional forces on the atomic scale, the mechanisms of frictional
energy dissipation, however, are not resolved to date. Friction coefficients between two
materials are still empirical quantities. The reason for the lack of understanding in this
field is the fact that the contact region between two materials is hardly accessible to a
direct study. This region can be efficiently investigated by using a focused beam of hard
x-rays from an XFELO, as shown in Fig. 3. The combination of high-resolution
inelastic nuclear resonant scattering with structural x-ray probes allows one to identify
the dynamical origins of friction with very high spatial resolution. Such studies will
eventually reveal the mechanisms of energy dissipation on length scales from
macroscopic to nanoscopic dimensions that are indispensable to understand and prepare
materials with tailor-made frictional properties.
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The key element for understanding friction in the real world (on macroscopic scales) is
the knowledge about the vibrational properties on all length scales of the material. Once
this is known, one can establish a model for the dissipation of energy along these
channels and how they are excited. Particularly exciting are the answers to the
following questions:
a) How can the structural properties of thin films (metallic, polymer,
nanocomposites) be modified to obtain materials with significantly reduced
friction ? Is there 'superlubricity' also at mesoscopic length scales?
b) What is the spatio-temporal dependence of energy dissipation during sliding
friction ? What happens during different phases of stick-slip motion?
c) What are frictional properties of magnetic surfaces and how do they depend on
the magnetization state? Apparently, this field is completely unexplored up to
now.

Figure 3: Left: Micro- and nanofocused beams of hard x-rays from an XFELO will be used to
selectively investigate the contact area (blue) between two materials that slide relative to each
other. Right: By deposition of isotopic probe layers in selected depths or decoration of the
contact region with isotopic nanoparticles the frictional dynamics can be studied with very high
spatial resolution.

3.6.4 Nuclear Inelastic Pump-Probe Experiments
A unique future application of inelastic nuclear resonant scattering will be the field
of time-resolved (non-equilibrium) lattice dynamics: Since the incoherent signal reflects
the phonon occupation number at the very moment of excitation this method is very
suitable to be applied in pump-probe experiments, as sketched in Fig. 4. A pump pulse
creates a high occupation number of phonons, where the coupling mechanism is crucial
for the spectral distribution of the phonons and their corresponding lifetime: A simple
heat pulse will create thermal phonons with lifetimes in the ps range or below. Highly
monochromatic phonons with lifetimes of several 100 ns can be created by coupling the
laser pulse to impurity resonances that decay via electronic relaxation [5]. The decay of
such non-equilibrium phonon states provides valuable information about the thermal
transport properties of the sample.
The spectral and temporal evolution of these phonon states can be determined as
follows: If for a fixed time delay t1 between pump and probe pulse the photon energy of
the probe pulse is varied around the nuclear resonance, one obtains a snapshot of the
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phonon spectrum that has developed during this time interval. On the other hand, tuning
the time delay between the pump and probe pulse at a fixed off-resonance x-ray energy
allows one to monitor the time evolution of particular vibrational states. Using the meV
beam from an XFELO, it will be possible to study non-equilibrium lattice dynamics on
a ps time scale. An immediate application will be the study of the dynamics of heattransfer on nanoscopic length scales, for example.
Due to the isotopic sensitivity of the absorption process an extremely high spatial
resolution can be obtained by the use of probe layers, making this technique a rather
unique application of the XFELO.

Figure 4: Inelastic nuclear resonant scattering in a pump-probe arrangement. If a pump pulse
hits the sample at a time – t1, the x-ray pulse probes the phonon states that have developed
during the time interval between pump and probe pulse (Figure taken from [6].)

3.6.5 Nuclear Quantum Optics
Quantum optics is a very rich and wide field [7] that is dominantly attached to the
regime of visible light due to the availablity of tunable short-pulse laser sources.
Quantum optical experiments in the x-ray regime, however, are scarce mainly due to the
fact that the photon number degeneracy of conventional synchrotron radiation sources is
well below 1. For a recent review, see, e.g., ref. [8]. This situation will significantly
change with the advent of sources like the XFELO that is expected to provide more than
103 photons per mode of the radiation field in one pulse. This is particularly attractive
for the field of NRS, as resonant Mössbauer nuclei constitute almost ideal two-level
systems that form the basis for many quantum optical phenomena [9]. Some of these are
already observable at the single-photon limit. Those are the cooperative optical
phenomena like superradiance and effects that are associated with it like the collective
Lamb shift [10] and electromagnetically induced transparency [11]. It will be extremely
interesting to explore these phenomena at higher photon number degeneracies as they
are provided by sources like the XFELO. This will allow one to enter the regime of
nonli ear quantum optics with potential applications for new high-resolution
spectroscopies that are unthought of today but will be at the frontier of science in the
future.
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3.6.6 Conclusion
Nuclear resonant scattering and spectroscopy have benefitted greatly from the
evolution of synchrotron-based photon sources over the past decades. Given a boost of
several orders of magnitude in spectral flux as expected at an XFELO compared to
existing sources, it is anticipated that completely new research areas will open up for
nuclear resonant scattering techniques. A selection of them has been discussed in this
article without the claim to be comprehensive. More potential areas of applications are
discussed, e.g., in [12].
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3.7.1 Introduction
X-ray quantum optics (XQO) is an emerging field offering perspectives ranging
from fundamental physics to practical applications [1]. It builds upon the much more
mature field of “visible” quantum optics (VQO) at photon energies of a few eV and
below [2]. Nonetheless, there is considerable new territory to be explored due to the
different ways that eV-scale photons and keV-scale photons interact with matter. Most
quantum-optical experiments require light sources of very high coherence and stability,
as well as a wide range of intensities. The XFELO [3-6] can meet these requirements by
stabilizing the cavity relative to an external, absolute reference. Nuclear resonances are
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well suited for precision references because they typically occur in the x-ray wavelength
region and are exceedingly sharp due to the relative isolation of nuclei from
environmental perturbations [7]. The most widely known nuclear resonance is that of
57
Fe at 14.4 keV with a natural linewidth of about 5 neV.
When comparing different x-ray sources for their coherence and stability properties,
there is a clear progression from tubes to storage rings to x-ray high-gain, single-pass
free-electron lasers [8,9], to self-seeded SASE XFELs (SSS-XFEL) [10,11], to the
XFELO, and, finally, to the nuclear-resonance-stabilized XFELO [12], which we will
refer to as NRS-XFELO in this text. Contemporary storage ring sources emit x-rays into
hundreds or thousands of transverse modes, and, depending on the monochromator,
typically thousands of longitudinal modes. The mode degeneracy, i.e., the number of
photons per mode is typically about 0.1-1.0. SASE XFELs emit about 1012 – 1013
photons into a single transverse mode and hundreds of longitudinal modes. Self-seeding
will reduce the number of longitudinal modes to a few, or even one, but some intensity
fluctuations will remain. However, there will be no coherence between pulses. A selfseeded SASE XFEL (SSS-XFEL) can provide temporal coherence for pulses shorter
than a few tens of fs.
The output from an XFELO consists of pulses transmitted though the optical cavity
each time the circulating, intra-cavity pulse hits one of the Bragg crystals, which is thin
to transmit a few percent of the intra-cavity pulse. Each XFELO output pulse is fully
coherent transversely as well as temporally—a so-called transform-limited pulse in the
visible-laser community. An XFELO pulse contains about 109 photons, smaller by three
to four orders of magnitude compared to SASE. However, the XFELO repetition rate is
much higher, and the intensity stability between pulses is also much higher than SASE,
even with self-seeding.
A distinguishing feature of the XFELO is that, due to the pulse recirculation, the
output pulses can be coherent with each other if the cavity length can be held fixed. The
output spectrum then consists of a comb of sharp lines spaced at, typically, 10 to 20 neV
from each other. If left to itself, however, the cavity length will fluctuate, and other
phase errors will also accumulate, so the comb lines will be effectively broadened up to
their spacing, and inter-pulse coherence is lost. This can be prevented by locking the
cavity length to an external reference to obtain an inter-pulse coherence commensurate
with the stability of that reference. A convenient external reference is nuclear
resonances, hence NRS-XFELO.
3.7.2 The Comb Structure of an XFELO and Tolerance Requirements
Consider an ideal XFELO in steady state. Electron bunches arrive at a constant
interval Te and meet the x-ray pulse circulating in the optical cavity at the undulator
entrance. We write the electric field, say at just outside the cavity, of one of the output
pulses, call it the 0-th pulse, as
(1)
E0 (t )  ei t A(t ) .
FEL

Here ωFEL is the frequency in the middle of the XFELO bandwidth and A(t) is the
envelope function, which we assume to be a Gaussian of rms width σt peaked at t  0 .
The (n-1)-th pulse is from the intra-cavity pulse after circulating n times and its wave
form is therefore displaced by n round-trip periods. However, we should pay attention
to the fact that the round-trip periods of the pulse envelope and the pulse phase are in
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general different. The round-trip period for the phase is given by Tph  Tc   / FEL ,
where Tc = L/c is the round trip time of the phase in the absence of the FEL interaction
and  is the phase delay due to the index of refraction of the FEL interaction [13].
The latter in radians is approximately equal to the value of the incremental gain, which
is small (<0.2) and, to the first order, independent of both Te and Tph. We will therefore
neglect it and simply write Tph = Tc in the following. The round-trip period of the pulse
envelope is the same as electron bunch spacing Te in steady state operation and should
be slightly longer than Tc to compensate for the lethargy effect arising from the fact that
the later part of the x-ray pulse receives more amplification [14]. For FEL gain to be
effective, we must require
(2)
Te  Tc   t .
We now see that the electric field of the nth pulse is given by

En (t )  eiFEL (t nTc ) A(t  nTe ) .

(3)

The electric field for the sum of N pulses in frequency representation is

E ( ) 

1
2

N 1

it
 dt e  En (t )
n 0



 1
   exp in Te  FEL (Te  Tc    
dtei ( FEL ) A(t ) 

 n 0
 2

N 1

.

(4)

The second factor in the above gives the FEL spectral envelope while the first factor
gives rise to a comb structure for large N, with teeth located at

  FEL

Te  Tc 2

n ; n  0, 1, 2,...
Te
Te

(5)

Note the similarity of Eq. (5) with that occurring in a mode-locked optical laser [15].
For the nuclear-resonance stabilization to work, the fluctuation in frequency due to
fluctuations in cavity length and electron bunch spacing should be smaller than the
comb spacing 2π / Te. To see what this condition implies, we introduce a very large
integer nFEL as follows:
2
(6)
FEL 
nFEL .
Tc
Then Eq. (5) can be written as

  FEL 

2
 n  nFEL  .
Te

(7)

The tolerances on the fluctuations δTc and δTe are determined by the following
condition:
T
2 .
(8)
  FEL  2 2e  n  nFEL  
Te
Tc
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This leads to two conditions. First
T
c Tc 2
2
L
FEL  c FEL 


 1 .
Tc
Tc FEL
Tc
FEL

(9)

Here δL is the cavity length fluctuation. Second,

 Te
Te

(n  nFEL )  1 



 Te (n  nFEL )  t 
 1
t
n
2

 Te (n  nFEL ) 1
 1
t
n
4

.

(10)

In the above, σω is the rms FEL bandwidth, σn = (Tc / 2π) σω is the corresponding spread
of the comb-line numbers. In the last step, we used the fact that σt σω = 1/2 for a
Gaussian coherent pulse. The last inequality in Eq. (10) is not difficult to satisfy; for σt
<< 0.5 ps, we can set δTe ≤ 5 fs and |(n – nFEL) / σn | ≤ 0.1, and the LHS of the last
inequality becomes less than 10-4.
The fact that the tolerance on the electron pulse period on the spectral comb is much
more relaxed compared to that on the phase period could have been anticipated from the
fact that the electron pulse period enters in the pulse envelope rather than the pulse
phase, as described by Eq. (3).
3.7.3 Cavity Stabilization
3.7.3.1

Schematic

In a specific XFELO example with an L = 90-m round-trip cavity, the comb lines
are spaced at E = 14 neV from each other. A single x-ray pulse has an rms duration of
about σt = 500 fs corresponding to the transform-limited FWHM energy bandwidth of
1.6 meV. If the cavity is left unstabilized, then thermal drift, seismic and instrumental
vibrations, as well as FEL-intrinsic noise changes the phase relationship between pairs
of subsequent pulses, and the modal comb will broaden the comb lines, as discussed
above, until the entire 1.6-meV spectrum becomes effectively continuous. The line
broadening can be reduced drastically by locking one of the spectral teeth in the comb
to a nuclear resonance. Figure 1 shows schematically how the cavity stabilization is
done: a nuclear-resonant sample (here 57Fe) is placed in the XFELO output beam, and
the resonance fluorescence and inner-shell electronic fluorescence at 6 and 7 keV are
monitored as a measure of how close one of the XFELO longitudinal modes is to the
resonance.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the cavity-stabilization scheme. A nuclear-resonant sample (here 57Fe)
is placed into the XFELO output, and the nuclear-resonant and K-shell electronic fluorescence
are monitored as a function of cavity tuning with a piezoelectric actuator. A feedback loop
keeps one of the ca. 106 longitudinal modes of the XFELO on resonance with the sample.

The comb lines shift by one comb spacing if the cavity length changes by one
XFELO wavelength. Therefore, the x-ray fluorescent response can be maximized by
scanning the cavity length over the resonance wavelength (0.86Å for 57Fe) with a
piezoelectric actuator on one of the cavity mirrors. Once the maximum resonancefluorescent response of the NR sample is found, a feedback loop can maintain it. Figure
2 shows this response over a cavity-length scan of one wavelength for the cases
T /  1,2,..5. For ideal bandwidth   4.7 neV and T = 300 ns, T /  2.14. Even
taking into account some inhomogeneous line broadening to about 8 neV, T /  3.64,
and the fluorescent response can resolve the 14-neV mode spacing of the NRS-XFELO.

Figure 2: Signal contrast over a cavity-length scan of one x-ray wavelength.

The sample in Figure 2 should be sufficiently thick to intercept enough photons for
a strong signal, yet still optically thin enough to suppress superradiant line broadening.
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At an optical thickness of 0.1 and 109 photons per pulse in 106 longitudinal modes (teeth
of the comb), the sample will absorb about 100 photons per pulse and will emit close to
that number into 4 as 14.4-keV photons (a fraction of about 11%), and Fe fluorescence
(89%). In order to measure the fluorescent response at an accuracy of 1%, one then
needs to collect the signal from 100 pulses (assuming Poisson statistics). At a pulse
repetition rate of 3 MHz, this means that the signal can detect deviations from the
resonant condition at frequencies up to fFB ~ 30 kHz.
Several approaches for feedback making use of the fluorescence signal will be
possible. One approach is the null-detection feedback technique employed at the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) in which the fluorescence
signal is processed while one of the XFELO Bragg mirrors is given a small-amplitude
oscillation [16]. The method was successfully tested in a pilot experiment with a highresolution, six-crystal x-ray monochromator at APS Sector 30 [17]. Another approach
is to use the signal from multiple longitudinal modes by moving several samples at
velocities in multiples of about 0.3 mm/s. As is well known in the Mössbauerspectroscopy community, this velocity introduces a Doppler shift equal to the 14-neV
mode spacing. With this technique, one can both increase the signal strength, and thus
improve the bandwidth of the feedback loop, and avoid the non-Doppler-shifted mode
altogether to leave it for experiments with stabilized radiation. Furthermore, samples
can be Doppler-shifted to frequencies slightly above and below a resonance to obtain
sign information for the feedback loop by taking the difference of their signals. This is
shown schematically in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Using the Doppler shift on multiple samples (left) to increase the signal strength and
(right) to obtain a sign signal for the feedback in addition to the
maximum signal.

3.7.3.2

Sources of Phase Noise

There are several sources of phase noise that can degrade the lines of the output
comb. Most types of phase noise occur while the intra-cavity pulse circulates in the xray cavity, from the fluctuation of the mirror position, the fluctuation in the gain due to
the fluctuation in the electron beam parameters, etc. These phase noises are additive and
lead to phase diffusion, resulting in spectral broadening as will be discussed shortly.
Phase fluctuation occurring in transit through the outcoupling crystal and during the
delivery to the sample will not, in general, be additive. Non-additive phase noise gives
rise to a reduction in the coherent part of the signal. Here, we will assume that such
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noises can be controlled to an acceptable level and will not consider them further. With
additive phase noise, the nth pass electric field in Eq. (3) is modified to

En (t )  ei n iFEL (t nTc ) A(t  nTe ) ,

(11)

n 1

 n   k .

(12)

k 0

Here k is the random phase picked up at the kth pass. Assuming that k is a Gaussian
random variable with an rms average σ and that each k for different passes of k are
independent, the average of the phase factor becomes

ei n  e n

2

/2

.

(13)

Since n ≈ t / Te for the nth pass, we see that the radiation frequency becomes complex,
with an imaginary part given by σ2 / 2T (here we simplify the time interval as T when it
is not necessary to distinguish Te and Tc), giving rise to a Lorentzian spectral shape with
the half width
(14)
eff   2 / 2T ,
as discussed by Lax [18] in the analysis of a noise-driven harmonic oscillator.
In the above we have not taken into account the slow fluctuations that stay constant
over several periods. It can be shown that the slow fluctuations may be taken into
account by the substitution

 2   eff 2  12  2 2 2  3 32  ... .

(15)

Here σq is the rms value of the fluctuation that stays constant over q periods. The sum in
the above extends to q = qmax = 1 / (fFBT), where fFB is the bandwidth of the feedback
system controlling the fluctuation.
Let us consider specific sources of additive noise. First, there is spontaneous
undulator emission, which is superposed on the radiation from the FEL gain process.
The spontaneous power emitted into one transverse mode is about 10-8 of the FEL-beam
power itself, corresponding to σ2 ~ 10-8. From Eq. (14), with T = 300 ns, the
corresponding spectral width is about 10-17 eV.
Next, there are cavity-length fluctuations due to seismic vibrations of the mirror
mounts. This has been studied in detail in the context of laser-interferometric
gravitational-wave detectors [19]. The seismic motion amplitude exhibits strong
frequency dependence, as expressed by the empirical formula for spectral power density
4

 10 Hz 
L2 [m2 ]
.
 1018 
  G( f )
f [Hz]
f



(16)

The fluctuations that remain constant for the duration of qT will come from frequency
near f ~ 1 / (qT). The fluctuation from all frequencies over an interval from f0 to 1 / T is
then
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(17)

Requiring σ to be about 0.1 (δL ~ 1% of the x-ray wavelength), we obtain f0 ~ 8 kHz,
i.e., below the feedback-loop bandwidth determined above. Great care must be taken,
however, to keep vibrations from equipment and machinery below the natural seismic
level.
Heat load from x-ray absorption in the cavity mirrors couples to mechanical motion
through thermal expansion. This requires detailed engineering studies, which are not
available at this time. Nonetheless, a few design guidelines may be mentioned: at
cryogenic temperatures the thermal expansion of diamond is drastically reduced to the
10-9 / K level [20, 21]. Heat conduction is greatly improved by the use of isotopically
pure diamond, as is standard in the electronics industry. The heat load is pulsed at 3
MHz, and therefore mechanical resonances should be kept far from this frequency. That
leaves only lower-frequency vibrations due to an envelope of the pulsed x-ray intensity.
Fluctuations in electron beam parameters will also contribute to the phase
fluctuations through fluctuation in FEL gain. These effects are expected to be small but
need further analysis.
3.7.4 Applications
3.7.4.1

Time and Length Standard

Nuclear resonances are typically extremely sharp and thus hold great potential as
time and length standards. An NR-XFELO would be an intense source of very
narrowband radiation for use in metrology. The isotope 45Sc with a 10-15-eV linewidth
of a resonance at 12.4 keV would match the natural linewidth of an XFELO with the
above parameters for an accuracy of 10-19, and other isotopes, such as 103Rh (39.8 keV,
1.35×10-19 eV) may improve this even further. This is several orders of magnitude
better than current atomic clocks. To fully make use of such an ultra-stable x-ray
reference, one has to tie the x-rays to optical-wavelength standards. This can be done
interferometrically, as first proposed by Shvyd'ko [22]. In that concept, a pair of
sapphire crystals forms a Fabry-Perot interferometer simultaneously for x-rays and for
visible light. To count x-ray fringes, the fluorescence response of resonant nuclei would
be monitored, which respond only to a narrowband section of a potentially much
broader incident spectrum from, e.g., a synchrotron radiation source. In a cm-long scan,
about 108 x-ray fringes and 104 optical ones are counted. To reach an accuracy of 10-12,
corresponding to the natural linewidth of 57Fe, one would then have to interpolate
104-fold for the x-rays, and 108-fold for the optical interference, i.e., measure the
intensities in steps of the order of 10-14 m.
An NRS-XFELO offers a way of achieving the same accuracy with significantly
relaxed requirements on the resolution: by scanning a standing x-ray wave over a
distance of, say, 10 m, an accuracy of 10-12 can be reached in steps of 10-11 m, i.e., by
interpolating 10-fold and 105-fold between x-ray and optical fringes, respectively. The
highly collimated, single-transverse-mode output of an XFELO is needed in this scheme
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to eliminate geometric path errors over the 10-m scan range. In order to avoid jumping
of modes leading to mis-counts of fringes, nuclear-resonant cavity stabilization of the
XFELO is required. Furthermore, with isotopes exhibiting narrower resonances than
57
Fe, the cavity stabilization is essential to keep the radiation on-resonance all the time,
and not just a fraction statistically proportional to the ratio of resonant linewidth to
cavity-mode spacing (here, 14 neV).
Figure 4 shows a possible implementation with an assembly of two x-ray-focusing
Fresnel zone plates and a single nucleus of 57Fe embedded in a host crystal of light
elements (diamond or beryllium metal) traveling along a 10-m-long standing-wave field
generated by back-reflection of the output from an NR-XFELO. The distance of this
assembly from the back-reflecting mirror is measured optically to 10-11 m, which is
possible with commercial heterodyne interferometers. The left-hand zone plate focuses
the incident beam to 50 nm, and the right-hand one re-collimates it and then focuses the
returning beam. With an absorption cross section of 10-22 m2 [7] and a flux of 103
resonant photons per pulse repeating at 3 MHz, a single 57Fe nucleus in that focus will
absorb a few thousand photons per second for a reasonably strong signal. Using a single
nucleus eliminates inhomogeneous broadening, which is especially important for
isotopes narrower than 57Fe. Sparse sampling using pre-existing knowledge of the
resonant wavelength can be employed to significantly reduce the number of fringes to
be counted.

Figure 4: Schematic depiction of how to probe a meter-to-kilometer-long x-ray standing-wave
field while comparing to an optical length standard. Two Fresnel zone plates generate a 50-nm
x-ray focus that travels along the standing waves. A single 57Fe nucleus in the focus senses the
standing-wave intensity through resonance fluorescence.

For narrower-line isotopes, the scan could be extended to cover, say, 1 km. As long
as the cavity stabilization is maintained, the signal from the narrow-line nucleus is of
the same order of magnitude (some percent fraction of 2) as that from 57Fe.
3.7.4.2

Coherent Control in Quantum Optics

In quantum optics, light is used to control matter, and the back-action of the matter
on the light is measured. X-rays can significantly expand the scope of such experiments,
making use of the different types of matter-light interaction (x-rays interacting with
inner-shell electrons and nuclei rather than valence electrons, x-ray photons
approaching the pair-production energy, and x-rays carrying significantly higher photon
momentum than eV-scale photons). Especially attractive for quantum optics is the use
of nuclear resonances because these offer clean two-level interactions with very little
decoherence from coupling to other degrees of freedom. One may even observe
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spontaneously generated coherence [23]. Most experiments require well-defined lightmatter interactions strengths. For example, coherent population transfer (/2 pulses to
generate 50% superposition states, or  pulses for full transfer from ground to excited
state) is achieved by light pulses of a carefully controlled intensity-time integral, and
with carefully defined tuning relative to a resonance. Evidently, the NR-XFELO is an
ideal radiation source in such experiments. Examples are given in the next two sections.
See also the article by Jörg Evers in this issue.
3.7.4.3

Matter-wave Interferometry

Atomic and molecular matter-wave interferometers have become a standard tool of
quantum optics, and are used in experiments ranging from studies of fundamental
physics to precision measurements of magnetic or gravitational fields. In a reversal of
roles compared to optical interferometers, laser standing waves act as beam splitters and
mirrors through the transfer of pairs of photon momenta by absorption from one wave,
and stimulated emission from the other. A limitation in these experiments is the
relatively small photon momentum at the eV scale, which makes it impossible to
spatially separate interfering beams for realistic beam velocities (m/s) and cross sections
(sub-mm). This will be quite different with x-rays [24]. For example, the recoil velocity
of a 57Fe nucleus after absorption of a 14.4-keV photon is 42 m/s. It is thus easy to
achieve large opening angles between the arms of a matter-wave interferometer and
explore macroscopic distances of gravitational or other resonance-shifting fields. One
may also think of placing a shielded region containing a vector potential inside the
interferometer, similarly to experiments exhibiting the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
A very interesting possibility would be to realize a recently proposed experiment to
explore the linkage of quantum physics and gravitation [25]. In this proposal, the
interfering matter has a built-in clock that measures the proper time of passage through
the interferometer arms. If the two arms are at different gravitational potentials, then
which-way information may be extracted by reading the clock, and this should reduce
or eliminate the interference-fringe contrast. Such an experiment might be realized
using an NR-XFELO and molecules with two or more resonant nuclei. The nuclei fulfil
the dual roles of taking up large momenta from x-ray standing waves and as built-in
clocks. Making this work without incurring which-way information in the absence of
gravitational red-shift requires some careful design.
A possible realization may be as follows in a combined matter-wave and Ramsey
interferometer, as illustrated in Figure 5. A beam of molecules containing two 45Sc
atoms in the nuclear ground state g enters an x-ray standing wave tuned to the intensity
of a /2 pulse from a 45Sc-NR-XFELO. Momentum is exchanged by photon absorption
or stimulated emission. Several processes, all occurring in quantum superposition can
lead to a net momentum transfer of zero, one, or two photon momenta in well-separated
beams. In addition to the beam separation of the matter-wave interferometer, the
quantum superposition of doubly exited and doubly ground-state molecules also is a
Ramsey interferometer, i.e., a clock ticking at about 1019 Hz. The next standing wave
acts as a reflector in the matter-wave interferometer while maintaining the quantum
superposition of doubly excited and doubly ground-state molecules. Finally, a third
standing wave acts as a recombining beam splitter of the matter-wave interferometer
and an interrogator of the Ramsey interferometer. The outcome after this pulse depends
on the dynamic-phase evolution between the preparation and interrogation pulses, i.e.,
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the proper-time including gravitational red-shifts. An NRS-XFELO is essential for this
to maintain coherence over the entire time of the experiment from preparation to
interrogation. Furthermore, the meV bandwidth covers the range of recoil Doppler
shifts. However, the line spacing of the comb must be chosen carefully to make a
Doppler-shifted molecule match a line in the comb.

Figure 5: Schematic of a combined matter-wave and Ramsey interferometer with resonant
nuclei. A beam of molecules with two resonant nuclei in their ground states (black) enters the
first standing wave, which is tuned to provide a /2 pulse for each of the two nuclei, leaving
each of them in a superposition of ground (black) and excited (green or red) states (Ramsey
state preparation). Photon absorption and stimulated emission also lead to momentum transfer,
and thus a separation of beams. Only those molecules in which two absorption/stimulatedemission events have taken place are shown—singly-excited molecules continue on the dashed
path and are discarded.

“Green” and “red” are the same excited state and are thus indistinguishable. The
colors serve only to clarify the direction of momentum transfer. In the next standing
wave an exchange of two photon momenta reflects the beams. Molecules taking up one
or no net photon momentum are discarded. The third standing wave serves as both the
analyzer of the matter-wave interferometer and the interrogator of the Ramsey
interferometer.
3.7.4.4

Decoherence in Mesoscopic Quantum Physics

An experiment currently underway has the goal of understanding quantum
decoherence in mesoscopic cases [26]. There is reason to believe that there is a
transition of the character of decoherence as one goes from the microscopic world to
that of real-sized cats, or other macroscopic entities, and that this goes beyond the
simple argument of multiplicity of degrees of freedom. The experiment aims to trap
glass spheres of about 100 nm diameter in a laser standing wave, where dielectric forces
push the glass towards the intensity maxima. The spheres are then to be cooled to the
vibrational ground state in the trapping potential without necessarily being cold with
respect to their internal degrees of freedom. The wavefunction of the 100-nm object
then has a size of a few 100 nm, corresponding to the wavelength of the light. When the
trapping potential is turned off, this wavefunction can spread out over time. A laser
pulse focused into this wavefunction can either lead to light scattering, thus localizing
the glass sphere, or it can miss the sphere. In the latter case, the sphere then exists in a
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quantum superposition state of being to the left or the right of the focus, and this will
lead to interference in the further evolution. X-rays can be focused much tighter than
visible or UV light and can thus be used to probe the earlier time scales of the quantum
evolution of the mesoscopic object. For this, one would use a glass sphere with a
nanoparticle of nuclear-resonant material, such as 57Fe, and an NR-XFELO tuned to this
resonance. If the focused x-rays produce resonance fluorescence, the nanoparticle and
thus the surrounding sphere are localized; otherwise they are not.
3.7.5 Summary
A cavity stabilized XFELO using nuclear resonance, NRS-XFELO, will vastly
improve its coherence properties of an XFELO and thus its science reach. Realizing an
NRS-XFELO appears to be within the current state of the art, at least with 57Fe
resonance. Extending the stabilization to narrower resonances by an order of magnitude
should also be feasible. NRS-XFELOs for even narrower resonances will be quite
challenging but worthwhile as they provide new scientific techniques hitherto not
available in hard x-ray wavelengths, with applications in fundamental physics such as
quantum gravity and the study of how decoherence emerges in mesoscopic systems.
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Abstract:
X-ray free electron laser oscillators (XFELO) will produce fully coherent x-rays
with record spectral purity and average brightness in the hard x-ray regime from
≃5 keV to ≃25 keV. Feasibility studies of x-ray cavities for XFELOs are reviewed here.
We discuss optical schemes of the x-ray cavities as well as technical challenges, and
present results of experimental and simulation studies. The results show that the
technical challenges are demonstrably solvable. No principle obstacles have been
detected yet, that would hinder the feasibility of the XFELO x-ray cavities.
3.8.1 Introduction
An x-ray FEL oscillator (XFELO) is predicted to produce x-rays with
unprecedented spectral purity and average brightness in the hard regime from ≃5 keV
to ≃25 keV [1-4]. Two technologies are of critical importance for the realization of the
XFELO: first, an ultra-low-emittance injector producing low intensity electron bunches
at a constant repetition rate ≃1 MHz, and, second, a stable, low-loss x-ray cavity
consisting of Bragg back-reflecting crystals and curved grazing-incidence collimating
and focusing mirrors.
XFELO x-ray cavities are closed low-loss circuits for x-rays, comprised of Bragg
reflecting diamond crystals as primary mirrors combined with grazing-incidence curved
focusing and collimating mirrors for transverse mode profile control. The main
challenges for the XFELO cavities are: achieving diamond crystals and grazingincidence mirrors with high reflectivity and low wavefront distortions; stringent
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tolerances for angular, spatial, and heat load stability of the optical elements; and
radiation damage of optical elements.
The feasibility of the x-ray cavity, and thus of the XFELO in general, was
questioned by experts, because of “the mirror limitations” [5]. In the framework of
R&D started at Argonne National Laboratory in 2008, the main technical challenges,
including the mirrors issues, have been addressed.
Non-tunable and tunable x-ray cavities have been proposed for the XFELO [1, 2, 6].
In both cases, the main components are Bragg reflecting crystals and grazing-incidence
focusing and collimating mirrors. There are two main requirements to the optical cavity
and its components. First, the FEL gain should overcome the round-trip cavity loss. As
a result, the cavity loss should not be more than 20%. This means that each element, the
crystals and mirrors, should feature more than 96% reflectivity with minimum
wavefront distortions. Second: the cavity elements have to be stable. In particular, the
relative angular stability of the crystals’ orientation should be better than 10 nrad (rms),
the spatial stability better than 3 μm (rms), and the temperature variations on the
crystals (expressed in the units of the photon energy variations) should be less than a
few meV, sometimes less than a few tenths of meV. These requirements determine the
milestones for the R&D program on the feasibility of the optical cavity, which includes
four main components: (i) study of the availability of high-quality crystals of high
reflectivity; (ii) feasibility of grazing-incidence mirrors with ≲0.1 μrad (rms) slope
error; (iii) stabilization of the optics components (angular, spatial, temperature); and (iv)
damage of the optics components by XFELO x-ray beams.
The paper presents an overview of the solutions or approaches to the solutions of the
principle problems.
3.8.2 Optical Schemes of X-Ray Cavities
3.8.2.1

Two-Crystal Cavity

Figure 1: Scheme of an x-ray cavity with two crystals at near-normal incidence. The grazing
incidence mirror M1 collimates the x-ray beam, while M2 focuses x-rays onto the electron
bunch e- in the undulator [2]. This cavity configuration has a very restricted range of tunability
because of the small grazing angle of incidence φ≃1 mrad.

The basic configuration of an XFELO cavity is shown in Fig. 1. An x-ray pulse
about 1 ps (rms) long is stored in an optical cavity consisting of two crystal Bragg backreflectors A and B, and grazing-incidence mirrors M1 and M2. Each time the pulse
arrives at the undulator entrance it meets an electron bunch, and they travel together
through the undulator leading to an amplification of the x-ray pulse. The pulse energy
increases exponentially as the pass number increases, assuming that the FEL gain can
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overcome the round-trip cavity loss. Eventually, the gain decreases due to nonlinear
effects, and the FEL reaches a steady state when the gain balances the loss [1,3]. One of
the crystals is made thin so that a fraction ≃5% of the intracavity power is coupled out
as the output power.
The grazing-incidence curved mirror M1 collimates the x-rays radiated from the
undulator to almost parallel beam impinging upon the backscattering crystals, and thus
ensures the maximum crystal reflectivity. A small grazing angle of incidence φ≃1 mrad
is chosen for high mirror reflectivity. Crystals are oriented so that the incident and exit
x-rays at each crystal form the same angle Θ with respect to the diffraction vector H,
normal to the reflecting atomic planes. The angles of incidence and reflection are equal.
Ellipsoidal grazing-incidence mirror M2 closes the loop of the x-ray path and focuses xrays onto the electron bunch e- in the undulator. The focal length of mirrors M1 and M2
has to be carefully chosen to control the intracavity mode profile and optimize the
coupling of the x-ray and the electron beams [3]. Line M1M2 passes through the
XFELO undulator. The length L of the path M1M2 is large, much larger than the
undulator length, which is typically 50 m. In examples considered in the following
L≃100 m. This value also determines the round trip flight time 2L/c≃0.66 μs and
minimal repetition rate ≃1.5 MHz of the electron bunches.
The mirror is oriented so that the incident and exit x-rays are symmetric to the
normal of the mirror surface. The grazing angle of incidence on the mirror is then 2Θ.
The photon energy E is determined by Bragg’s law E = EH/sin. Here, EH is the Bragg
energy, the energy of photons reflected at normal incidence from the atomic reflecting
planes with the Bragg diffraction vector . The angle of incidence Θ is complementary
to the Bragg angle  = π/2−Θ. The photon energy E can be changed by changing Θ,
which is accomplished by changing the distance L and reorienting the crystals to
maintain Bragg reflection. However, the tuning range in this configuration is restricted
by the requirement that the grazing angle of incidence φ = 2Θ on the mirror be much
smaller than the critical angle cr of total reflection. For photon energy E≃10 keV,
typically cr  1-3 mrad. This requirement turns out to be too strict to allow practically
interesting tuning ranges.

Figure 2: A scheme of a four-crystal (A,B,C, and D) x-ray optical cavity allowing a broad
range of energy tuning assuming that the focusing elements are the ellipsoidal mirrors M1 and
M2 used as collimating and focusing elements.
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3.8.2.2

Tunable Four-Crystal Cavity

An x-ray cavity that is tunable over a broad energy range can be constructed by
employing a four-crystal configuration or more than four-crystal configurations, as was
proposed by Cotterill almost 40 years ago [7, 8]. Figure 2 shows how this could be
adopted for the XFELO [2]. Four identical crystals A, B, C, and D are placed at the four
corners of a trapezoid, so that the x-rays propagate along the zigzag path. The function
of the grazing-incidence mirrors M1 and M2 is the same as in the case of the two-crystal
cavity in Fig. 1. To change the energy of x-ray photons trapped by the cavity, the angles
of incidence Θ for all four crystals have to be changed simultaneously. The positions of
crystals A and D as well as of the mirrors are fixed for convenience, so that the lengths
L, L’, and ΔG are constant. The positions of crystals B and C are changed to adjust the
same angle Θ for all crystals. The dependence of the lengths G, F, and S on Θ is
determined by the requirement that the round-trip path length for x rays in the cavity is
constant, i.e., independent on Θ. These dependencies of the lengths and crystal angles
on photon energy are derived in [1]. The length L of the path AD is long, about 100 m
for examples considered in Ref. [2]. The four-crystal geometry requires that Θ<π/4. An
equivalent crystal configuration is used in the so-called (+−−+) four-crystal x-ray
monochromator, and therefore, its theory was applied to describe the single-pass
spectral properties of the cavity (see, e.g., [9] for references and details).
3.8.2.3

Tunable Multi-User Compact Cavity

Figure 3: Schemes of a six-crystal non-coplanar x-ray cavity with crystals (orange blocks) set
into Bragg reflections with Bragg angle =65 [6]. (a) Top view. (b) Side view. If the Bragg
angle changes to =75 (crystals new positions are shown as gray blocks) the energy of photons
circulating in the cavity changes by ≃6%. A constant time of flight is ensured by changing the
longitudinal size of the cavity L, keeping L’, and G constant. If G=0.5 m, then H=0.38 m, and
H’=0.84 m.

The tunable cavity shown in Fig. 2 is not compact. Its lateral size G is almost as
large as the size L along the undulator. A tunable cavity, with a smaller lateral
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dimension can be designed, however, the number of crystals and Bragg reflections have
to be increased to six. The crystals should be also arranged in a non-coplanar, i.e, threedimensional, scattering geometry as shown in Fig. 3 [6]. There are two “backscattering”
units comprising three crystals C1, C2, C3 on one side of the undulator and C4, C5, C6, on
the other side of the undulator. Collimating and focusing elements are shown as CLR1
and CLR2. These elements could be grazing-incidence mirrors as in the schemes of
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In the schematic shown in Fig. 3 they are presented by another
possible alternative – compound refractive lenses (CRL) [10, 11].
In each backscattering unit, three successive Bragg reflections take place from three
individual crystals to reverse the direction of the beam from the undulator. Assuming all
the crystals and Bragg reflections are the same, the Bragg angles can be chosen in the
range 30 <  < 90. Bragg angles close to =45 should be avoided to ensure high
reflectivity for both linear polarization components, as the reflection plane orientations
for each crystal change. The cavity allows for tuning of photon energy in a large
spectral range by changing synchronously all Bragg angles. To ensure constant time of
flight, the cavity length L and the distance between the crystals H have to be changed
with . The lateral size G can be kept constant and small, ≲0.5 m. In the example
shown in Fig. 3, the photon energy is changed by ≃1 keV, assuming an average energy
E≃15 keV. The linear positions of the crystals are changed by less than 1 m.
Because C1C6 and C3C4 lines are fixed, the intracavity radiation power can be outcoupled simultaneously for several users at several different places in the cavity.
Outcoupling through crystals C1 and C4 is most favorable, as the direction of the
outcoupled beam does not change with photon energy. Additional outcoupling for more
users through crystals C3 and C6 could be possible too.
Of course, such cavities are more involved. In particular, to keep total cavity losses
at a low level, crystal reflectivity should be close to 97%-99%, or higher FEL gain
would be required. Controls and stability are also more demanding.
3.8.3 Diamond Crystals as Bragg Reflecting Mirrors
The single-pass gain of the XFELO must overcome the radiation losses incurred in
the optical cavity. The losses include those due to out-coupling of the x-rays from the
cavity for the XFELO users (≲5%), absorptive losses, and incoherent scattering losses
in the cavity crystals and mirrors due to imperfections, relative misalignment, or
temperature differences and inhomogeneities. Single-pass gain of the XFELO may be as
low as 30%. This requires mirrors and crystals for the x-ray cavity, especially in fourcrystal of six-crystal configurations, to have high reflectivity R≳0.96. Feasibility of the
crystal “mirrors” with high reflectivity is addressed in this section. Reflectivity and
performance of the grazing-incidence mirrors will be discussed in Sec. 3.8.5.
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Figure 4: Color maps of averaged Bragg reflectivities 〈R 〉 of hard x-rays from thick crystals
H

averaged over the region of total Bragg reflection: (a) for diamond at 300 K and for comparison
(b) for Si at 120 K. The averaged reflectivities are shown for all allowed Bragg reflections
sorted by Bragg energies EH < 30 keV, and for the incident photon energies E > EH keV. White
contour lines indicate equal values of incidence angle Θ determined by Bragg’s law sinΘ=E /E
H

3.8.3.1

Reflectivity of Diamond Crystals

Figure 5: Nearly defect-free diamond crystal reflects more than 99% of hard x-ray photons
backwards in Bragg diffraction, with a remarkably small variation in magnitude across the
sample [12, 13]. (a)-(c) Reflectivity of 13.9 keV x-rays from the (8 0 0) atomic planes of a
diamond crystal in Bragg backscattering, and (d) X-ray Lang transmission topogram of the
diamond crystal. (top left) Scheme of the experimental layout with a specially designed
monochromator with a 1 meV bandwidth [14].

Total (100%) reflection is achieved in Bragg diffraction of x-rays from crystals
when the following conditions are met: first, there are no losses in the crystal due to,
e.g., photoabsorption; and second, the crystal is sufficiently thick, much thicker than the
ext

extinction length LH .
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In reality, photoabsorption always exists, and 100% reflectivity cannot be achieved.
However, the peak reflectivity could be close to 100% provided the photoabsorption
ext

length Lph in the crystal is much larger than the extinction length: Lph≫LH . This
condition is fulfilled for crystals that have a high Debye temperature and are composed
of low-Z atoms. High Debye temperatures ensure rigidity of the crystal lattice, so that a
smaller number of atomic planes are required for maximum reflectivity. Low-Z atoms
typically have larger photoabsorption lengths. Diamond, Be, BeO, Al2O3, SiC, etc., are
among attractive crystals. However, diamond, due to a unique combination of
superlative physical qualities, such as high thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion,
high radiation hardness, and others [15] is most promising for use in XFELO cavities.
Figure 4(a) shows color maps of averaged Bragg reflectivities 〈RH〉 of hard x-rays
from thick crystals averaged over the region of total Bragg reflection: (a) for diamond at
300 K, and for comparison for Si at 120 K (b). Even under backscattering conditions
when  = 90, the averaged Bragg reflectivity of diamond can be about 99%. The peak
reflectivity is even higher. In contrast, silicon crystals can feature such high reflectivity
only at small Bragg angles   20, not so interesting for XFELO cavity applications.
The high reflectivity of crystals in Bragg diffraction is intimately connected with the
perfect crystal structure. There is a valid concern about availability of high-quality
diamond crystals. Progress in fabrication, characterization, and x-ray optics applications
of synthetic diamonds was substantial in the last two decades [16-25]. Still, the diamond
crystals available commercially as a rule suffer from defects: dislocations, stacking
faults, inclusions, impurities, etc. Synthetic, high-purity (type IIa, low nitrogen content)
crystals grown with a high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) technique are generally
considered to have the highest crystal quality and lowest density of defects among
commercially available diamonds [21, 24, 25]. X-ray topography studies have
demonstrated recently crystals with relatively large ≃4×4 mm2 defect-free areas [24-26].
Since the X-FELO beam footprint size on the crystals will be small, about 0.2 mm in
diameter, small, high-quality single crystals look to be feasible.
Still, critical questions remains: Can the remarkably high reflectivity of diamond
crystals that is predicted in theory – Fig. 4 – be achieved in practice? Is the quality of
the presently available diamond crystals sufficiently high for practical use as highreflectivity x-ray mirrors for XFELOs?
In the experimental studies performed at the Advanced Photons Source, briefly
presented in Fig. 5, it was shown that the available synthetic type IIa diamond crystals
indeed exhibit a high degree of perfection over the required area. By direct
measurements, using hard x-rays with photon energies of E = 13.9 keV and E =
23.7 keV, it was demonstrated that nearly defect-free diamond crystals reflect more than
99% of hard x-ray photons backwards in Bragg diffraction, with a remarkably small
variation in magnitude across the sample. Systematic observations of the more than
99% reflectivity eliminate high-reflectivity mirror limitations in the regime of hard xrays, and marks an important step towards achieving x-ray cavity mirrors for XFELOs.
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3.8.3.2

Wavefront Distortions upon Bragg Reflection

Figure 6: Wavefront Distortions upon Bragg Reflection. (a) A 0.1-mm thin diamond crystal
plate in the (001) orientation in a graphite holder presently in use for self-seeding of the LCLS
XFEL [27]. (b) The crystal was studied for the presence of defects by white beam topography
using the (133) reflection in Laue geometry [26]. (c)-(e) The wavefront distortions upon Bragg
diffraction from the (220) Bragg reflection in Laue scattering geometry were studied using a
Talbot interferometer [28]. Interference fringes reveal small ≲0.5 μrad distortions in the defectfree areas (c) and (d). Crystal defects produce substantial wavefront distortions seen in (e).

XFELO cavity optics should have not only the highest reflectivity, it should also
introduce minimal wavefront distortions of the radiation circulating in the cavity. The
angular spread of x-rays from an XFELO with perfect x-ray cavity optics is expected to
be ≃1 μrad (rms) or ≃2.4 μrad (FWHM) [1, 3]. Therefore, the real x-ray cavity optics
may introduce wavefront angular variations much less than 1 μrad (rms) or 2.4 μrad
(FWHM). There is a valid concern whether the available diamond crystals and crystal
surface are sufficiently perfect to comply with such requirements.
With this purpose, the first wavefront measurements using a Talbot interferometer
upon Bragg diffraction from a diamond crystal have been performed recently on
diamond crystals from different manufacturers, such as Element6 and TISNCM [28]. In
particular, a 0.1-mm-thick diamond crystal manufactured in TISNCM – Fig. 6(a) – was
set into the (220) Bragg reflection in a Laue scattering geometry and showed only small
wavefront distortions, with ≲0.5 μrad (FWHM) angular variation of the wavefront –
Fig. 6(c)-(d) – across the defect-free area of 2×4 mm2 – Fig. 6(c)-(d). These
measurements represent more very encouraging results for the applicability of presently
available diamond crystals as Bragg mirrors in XFELO cavities.
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3.8.3.3

Heat Load Problem and Thermal Stability

The high reflectivity of crystals in Bragg diffraction is intimately connected with the
perfect crystal structure. Temperature gradient δT⇒ may disrupt the perfect crystal
lattice by producing gradients in crystal lattice spacing. Therefore, it may cause energy
spread δE/E=βδT of the reflection bandwidth, which may diminish the reflectivity.
To maintain high reflectivity, it is required that, when the next XFELO pulse arrives
on the Bragg mirror, the energy variation of the reflection bandwidth caused by
temperature gradients is much smaller than the Bragg reflection bandwidth itself. Since
Bragg bandwidths are in the meV range, we require that temperature variations cause
energy variations δE≲1 meV. Incident power of the XFELO pulse is ≃50 μJ/pulse [1,
3]. We assume that 2% photons are absorbed, i.e., the absorbed power is ≃1 μJ/pulse.
The footprint of the beam on the crystal is ≃100×100 μm2. Can such heat load cause
detrimental energy variations and thus cause a problem for XFELO operations?
Figure 7 shows results of simulations of the time dependence of the crystal
temperature, calculated for different offsets from the center of the beam footprint, and
for different initial crystal temperatures T(0) [29]. Simulations of the heat load on
diamond crystal have been performed using time-dependent heat transport calculations.
The temperature jumps occur every time a radiation pulse arrives at the crystal, due to
almost instantaneous photoabsorption. The subsequent decay of the crystal temperature
is due to the thermal diffusivity process in the crystal.

Figure 7: Temperature of the diamond crystal mirror exposed to the periodic XFELO undulator
radiation pulses as a function of time [29]. Time dependencies are plotted in different colors
corresponding to differing offsets from the center of the beam footprint on the crystal; the
correspondence between color and transverse position is shown in the inset. The calculations are
performed for three different initial diamond temperatures: (a) T(0)=300 K, (b) T(0)=100 K, (c)
T(0)=50 K. X-ray photon energy E=12.4 keV, is assumed. The graph (d) shows the coefficient
of linear thermal expansion in diamond measured at low temperatures [30, 31], used here to
translate the temperature variation (left axis) to the photon energy variation (right axis).

The simulation results show that for diamond crystal to sustain the heat load of the
radiation in the XFELO cavity, it is imperative to maintain the diamond crystal mirrors
at low temperatures T≲100 K. In this case, the diamond has sufficient time to conduct
the heat away into the bulk, so that the crystal temperature becomes completely
homogeneous before the subsequent radiation pulse arrives – see Fig. 7(b)-(c).
Conversely, if the crystal is maintained at room temperature – substantial temperature
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gradients stay behind as shown in Fig. 7(a). The favorable effect of low temperatures is
due to the record high values of thermal diffusivity of diamond at T<100 K [15] and the
extremely low linear thermal expansion coefficient of diamond at low temperatures –
Fig. 7(d) [30, 31]. Isotopically enriched diamond crystals would be advantageous for
such applications because of their improved thermal conductivity [32, 33].
3.8.3.4

Dynamical Response of Crystals to Instantaneous Heating

An XFELO x-ray pulse interacts with the Bragg reflecting crystal through
diffraction and photoabsorption. The duration of the interaction, in the first
approximation, is connected to the propagation time of the x-ray pulse through the
crystal and to the pulse duration time. Both times are not more than 1 ps. The crucial
question, related to the performance of the XFELO cavity is: Is it possible that during
this short interaction time, a fast temperature change due to photoabsorption may result
in a very fast deformation of the crystal lattice and therefore result in a reduced
reflectivity? Assuming for simplicity the temperature rise is instantaneous, then
common sense says that the deformation propagates with the longitudinal sound
velocity, which is 18 μm/ns in diamond. Therefore for a 0.1-mm thick crystal the crystal
deformation may take place after a few nanoseconds. This time is, however, too large to
produce a negative effect on the reflectivity of the XFELO pulses.
To check this hypothesis, direct observation of the dynamics of thermal expansion
using a pump-probe experiment with a laser pulse a as pump (instantaneous heating)
and high-energy-resolution x-ray diffraction as a probe was performed [34]. Time
evolution of the thermal expansion in the crystal lattice of diamond was studied on a
time scale from 100 ps to 18 μs upon heating the crystal through its entire thickness
with a penetrating 70−μJ optical laser pulse 8 ps in duration. About 26 μJ of the pulse
energy were absorbed by the crystal in a spot area of 350 μm in diameter. The
conditions were close to those expected for the XFELO. The results of the studies have
basically confirmed the hypotheses. Crystal deformation takes place with sound
velocity. No changes to the crystal reflectivity have been observed on a time scale less
than 1 ns. The results are very important for the development of the XFELO x-ray
cavity.
3.8.3.5

Radiation Damage

Figure 8: Diamond crystal in a water-cooled holder of a high-heat-load monochromator
(HHLM) at APS. (a) Before the diamond crystal was exposed to the synchrotron beam. (b)
After one year exposure to the synchrotron beam of 150 W/mm2 power density. Blackening is
observed of the crystal surface. No significant degradation in the performance of the HHLM is
observed after years of operation.

The radiation delivered by the XFELO will have a very high average power density,
about 4 kW/mm2 on diamond crystals of the cavity. Diamond is known for its unique
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high radiation hardness. However, the power density is really high, and there is a valid
concern whether such a high average power density may produce irreversible changes
in the perfect crystal lattice structure and thus damage the diamond x-ray mirrors.
For comparison, the average radiation power density delivered by the most powerful
undulators at third-generation synchrotron radiation sources such as the APS is about
150 W/mm2, i.e., about 30 times less.
From the experience of operating high-heat-load double-crystal diamond
monochromators exposed to direct undulator beams at the APS, it is known that some
blackening appears on the surface of the first diamond crystal – Fig. 8(b). Blackening is
already observable after several days of exposure. However, the blackening is not
necessarily the result of the radiation damage. It maybe related to deposition of carbon
or other light elements on the crystal surface from residual gasses in the UHV
environment. This issue has not been studied yet. However, no significant degradation
in the performance of the diamond HHLM at the APS was observed after years of
operations, albeit, Bragg reflections with a broad ≃0.5 eV bandwidth were in use.

Figure 9: Performance of a water-cooled two-crystal diamond monochromator exposed to
synchrotron radiation with a time-averaged power density of 3.5 kW/mm2 [35]. (a) Layout of
the experimental setup. (b) Two diamond reflection curves measured at low and high power
levels.
In an experiment performed 20 years ago at the ESRF [35], the performance of the
two-crystal diamond monochromator was tested under conditions very close to those
expected for XFELOs. The beam from the undulator was focused to a small spot on a
diamond water-cooled monochromator. Due to the focusing, the power density became
3.5 kW/mm2. Figure 9(a) shows the layout of the setup. Figure 9(b) shows two diamond
reflection curves measured with low and high power levels. No changes in reflectivity
or in the reflection width were observed.
These facts may indicate that the danger of radiation damage to the diamond mirrors
in the XFELO cavity is not high. However, the spectral reflection width of the XFELO
mirrors is only a few meV, i.e., one to two orders of magnitude smaller that the spectral
reflection widths of the diamond crystals in the double-crystal monochromators studied
at the APS or ESRF. Therefore, the sensitivity of the XFELO mirrors to the damage
might be higher. To ensure reliable operations of the XFELO cavity we should learn
more about the radiation damage and how to mitigate this damage in diamond.
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3.8.4 Focusing and Collimating Optics
Along with the high-reflectivity Bragg crystals that reflect x-rays at large angles,
focusing and collimating elements are another major component of the XFELO cavity.
The function of the focusing elements is to confine the radiation in the cavity and to
optimize its interaction with the electron beam, i.e., to maximize the FEL gain. Much
like the Bragg crystals, we require the focusing elements to have high efficiency and
low losses. Grazing-incidence ellipsoidal mirrors and compound refractive lenses
(CRLs), have been proposed as two of the most favorable options (see Figures 1-3 and
text in Section 3.8.3). Each approach to realize the focusing and collimating optics has
advantages and disadvantages. In the following we will present curved grazingincidence mirrors as the presently preferred baseline design choice.
Grazing-incidence mirrors have the advantage of (i) being achromatic and therefore
applicable to a relatively broad range of x-ray energies; (ii) having high reflectivity, i.e.,
low loss; and (iii) having the potential of partially reducing the heat load on the
backscattering crystals. Disadvantages of the grazing-incidence mirrors include: (i)
relatively complex alignment and potential source of XFELO instabilities, especially if
the Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors system [36] is considered; (ii) challenges in
manufacturing mirrors with ≲0.2 μrad (rms) figure error, which are required to avoid
distortion of the x-ray beams with ≃1 μrad (rms) divergence.
To preserve the coherence and to achieve 98% efficiency in focusing (Strehl ratio =
1/2

0.98), the λ/50 Maréchal criterion has to be met for the height error hrms≲λ/100φN
over the entire length of the mirror. Here N is the number of the reflective optics
elements, and φ is the incidence angle. Assuming N=2, and φ=1 mrad, we obtain the
estimate for the admissible height error: hrms=7λ nm, with the wavelength λ expressed
in nm. This requires mirrors that have a slope error <0.1 μrad (rms), a height error
<1 nm (rms), and a mid- to high-spatial roughness <0.1 nm (rms). Mirrors with such
parameters are state of the art [37, 38].
Coating the mirrors with amorphous carbon is advantageous (because of the small
photoabsorption in carbon) for achieving higher reflectivity and for avoiding damage
due to exposure to intense XFELO radiation. An almost theoretical reflectivity of 97%
from a carbon-coated KB mirror system has been demonstrated recently with 10-keV xray XFEL beams [39].
At present such mirrors can be fabricated in 1D parabolic (elliptical) configuration.
2D focusing or collimation is achieved using the KB-mirror system. KB system has
several clear disadvantages: reduced reflectivity, complex alignment, decreased stability,
and, last but not least, the KB mirrors break the coplanar scattering geometry, thereby
making the cavity configuration more complex. Nevertheless, curved grazing-incidence
mirrors are the only focusing element to have demonstrated the high reflectivity
required for the XFELO, and therefore is the preferred baseline design choice.
3.8.5 Stability of the Optical Cavity
Reliable operation of the XFELO requires precise control of the x-ray cavity. An
angular stability of 10 nrad (rms) for optical elements of the cavity is required to
preserve a mode structure that develops around the optical axis [2]. Stability in the
optical path length of better than ≈ 3 μm is needed to achieve sufficient gain.
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There are two characteristic time scales directly related to operation of the XFELO:
the x-ray cavity mode lifetime TQ≈0.01 ms (fQ≈100 kHz) related to the quality of the

cavity, which we expect to be ≃10, and mode creation time TG≈0.1 ms (fG≈10 kHz)
related to the time (number of passes ≃500) required to built the XFELO mode. It is
anticipated that angular disturbances with amplitude ≳ 10 nrad rms do not exist in the
system on such time scales. In particular, high-frequency disturbances in crystal
positions and orientations can be easily eliminated by appropriate mechanical design
(vibration damping). It is expected that the low-frequency disturbances that exceed 10
nrad will be compensated by a multi-channel feedback system.
A variety of technical solutions have been considered to deal with this problem.
Among them, of major practical importance is stabilization by direct feedback on the
signal of interest, the XFELO output, as opposed to indirect stabilization (e.g., using a
visible light optics scheme with reflectors coupled to the Bragg mirrors of the cavity).
An essential requirement is to stabilize several elements with several degrees of
freedom. A null-detection feedback system employed at LIGO appears to be promising
in achieving such a goal, because it also allows for stabilization of several optical axes
with a single detector1.
Null-detection feedback has been tested on an x-ray monochromator consisting of
six crystals. It was found that an angular stability of ≈ 13 nrad (rms) can be achieved,
with the characteristic correction time given by the integration time constant of the
feedback loop (1 s) [40]. This number is approaching the angular stability required for
the realization of the XFELO. Further improvement in stability is anticipated. Most
important, in the next step, a multi-axis system with nanoradian-scale positioning
resolution and a multi-axis feedback system for positioning and temperature control of
the optical components of the x-ray cavity have to be designed and tested.
3.8.6 Conclusions and Outlook
X-ray cavities for XFELOs are most likely feasible. This is the main message that
can be drawn from the experimental and theoretical studies performed recently and
reviewed in the present paper. This builds confidence in the feasibility and success not
only of the x-ray cavity, but also of the XFELO project in general.
In the next step, the "most likely" has to be removed from the message, and the
feasibility of the x-ray cavity has to be demonstrated with a prototype cavity, up to the
limits of the technical requirements. This is the strategic goal of the x-ray optics part of
the XFELO endeavor.
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3.9

Nanopositioning Stages to Enable XFELO Optics Mounting and
Manipulating Capabilities
Deming Shu
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Mail to: shu@aps.anl.gov

3.9.1 Introduction
In developing an x-ray free-electron laser oscillator (XFELO), high-precision
positioning techniques present a significant opportunity to support state-of-the-art
coherence preserving x-ray optics. Meanwhile, the required instrument positioning
performance and capabilities, such as resolution, dynamic range, repeatability, stability,
and multiple axes synchronization, are exceeding the limit of commercial availability.
This newsletter summarizes the current flexure-based nanopositioning stages developed
for x-ray nanoprobe, high-resolution x-ray monochromators and analyzers for the
Advanced Photon Source (APS) x-ray beamlines. Future nanopositioning techniques to
be developed for the XFELO are also discussed.
3.9.2

Basic Nanopositioning Techniques Developed at the APS

Four major techniques have been developed for nanopositioning at the APS:
 A rotary, high-stiffness, weak-link mechanism with stacked, thin-metal sheets
having 10-nrad driving sensitivity with excellent stability [1,2].
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3.9.3

A linear, high-stiffness, weak-link mechanism with stacked, thin-metal sheets
having sub-100-pm driving sensitivity with excellent stability [1,2].
A novel laser Doppler encoder system with multiple-reflection optics for sub100-pm and 10-nrad-level linear and angular displacement measurement [3,4].
A digital-signal-processor (DSP)-based, real-time, closed-loop feedback system
for active relative vibration control on the nanometer scale [5].
Linear Weak-link Stages for Hard X-ray Nanoprobe
3.9.3.1

Linear Weak-link Stages with Ultrahigh Positioning Resolution

The APS has developed the hard x-ray nanoprobe beamline at APS Sector 26, which
has been operated, in partnership with the Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM), since
2008. This system covers an energy range of 3-30 keV and utilizes diffraction,
fluorescence, and full-field transmission imaging to enable the study of nanoscale
materials and devices. The nanoprobe has to date achieved a spatial resolution of 40-nm
in scanning mode and 30-nm in full-field mode. The high spatial resolution is enabled
by a combination of a high-resolution positioning system based on flexural stages, and
high accuracy provided by laser interferometer-based encoders [6-8].
A nanopositioning diagnostic setup has been built to support the CNM nanoprobe
instrument commissioning process and future nanopositioning instrument development
at the APS. Its laser Doppler interferometer system and ultraprecision PZT-driven linear
weak-link stages are the same as the initial systems applied for the CNM nanoprobe
instrument. One-nanometer closed-loop positioning control is demonstrated on the twodimensional diagnostic setup with APS-designed high-stiffness linear weak-link stages
[9,10]. The 0.1-nanometer closed-loop positioning control is achieved on a onedimensional linear high-stiffness weak-link stage test setup [11].
3.9.3.2

Linear Weak-link Stages with Extended Travel Range

Ball-bearing-based or roller-bearing-based linear positioning stages are capable of
providing a larger travel range. However, their positioning resolution is limited by the
friction of the bearing-based guiding system. Moreover, their linear motion straightness
of trajectory usually is not repeatable in nanometer scale due to the roundness errors of
the bearing’s rolling element and the uncertainty of the rolling ball’s or roller’s sliding
effect. In the travel range of less than a few hundred microns, commercial PZT-driven
flexural linear stages are available, but, it was hard to find any suitable for a travel range
larger than a few millimeters with high stiffness and load capacity [12].
Linear vertical/horizontal flexural stages APS T8-31/32, with 3-mm travel range
using fishbone-shaped multiple parallelogram weak-link structures as shown in Figure 1
[13], were developed at the APS for nanopositioning of a specimen holder for an
multilayer Laue lenses (MLL)-based hard x-ray nanofocusing test bed at APS [14].
Table 1 shows the design specifications for the APS T8-33/34 linear vertical/horizontal
flexural stages system.
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Figure 1: A 3-D model of the linear vertical/horizontal flexural stages APS T8-33/34.
Table 1: Design specifications for the APS T8-33/34 linear vertical/horizontal flexural stages
system.
Parameter
Overall dimensions (mm)
Travel range (mm)
Max. load capacity (kg)
Min. incremental motion (nm)
Driving mechanism
Encoder type
Stage weight (kg)

3.9.3.3

Vertical stage T8-33
174 (L) x 135 (W) x 139 (H)
3
4
1
PI Nexline N-216TM
External optical sensor
5

Horizontal stage T8-34
218 (L) x 180 (W) x 121 (H)
3
2
1
PI Nexline N-111TM
External optical sensor
2

Linear Flexure Stage with Centimeter Travel Range

To further extend the travel range of the linear flexural stage and keep the stage
compact, a prototype of a new T8-52 flexural linear stage system was designed and
constructed at the APS using novel deformation-compensated flexural pivot
mechanisms [15]. The prototype of the T8-52 stage is driven by the combination of a
commercial PZA-12 PZT motor from NewportTM mounted on the stage base and a
commercial P-841.10 PZT actuator from PITM mounted on the stage carriage. The PZT
motor provides 12-mm travel range with 100-nm resolution, and the PZT actuator
drives the stage with sub-nanometer positioning resolution in a 15-micron travel range.
The preliminary test for the prototype T8-52 stage was performed with two sets of laser
interferometer systems. The results show that the stage has a ~30 micro-rad linear
motion straightness of trajectory in the pitch direction within a 7-mm travel range.
However, the straightness of trajectory was repeatable in ~5 micro-rad range. Figure 2
shows a photograph of the test setup for the prototype of the T8-52 flexural linear stage.
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Figure 2: A photograph of the setup for the prototype of T8-52 flexural linear stage preliminary
test with the RenishawTM and SiosTM laser interferometer systems.

3.9.4 Angular Flexure Stages at the APS
3.9.4.1

Horizontal Axis Angular Weak-link Stages

The first high-stiffness weak-link mechanism with stacked thin-metal sheets was
developed for the APS high-energy-resolution beamline 3-ID [16-18]. Using a laminar
structure configured and manufactured by chemical etching and lithography techniques,
we were able to design and build a planar-shape, high-stiffness, weak-link module for
horizontal axis high-precision angular stages. The precision and stability of this
mechanism allowed us to align or adjust an assembly of crystals to achieve the same
performance as does a single channel-cut crystal, so we called it an “artificial channelcut crystal.”
A less-than-25-nrad-per-hour angular drift of two crystals was
demonstrated in a two-hour stability test with a 1-meV bandwidth monochromatic beam
[17].
Since then, more than 50 sets of such rotary weak-link mechanisms have been made
for APS users in applications such as high-energy-resolution monochromators for
inelastic x-ray scattering, and x-ray analyzers for ultra-small-angle scattering and
powder-diffraction experiments. Their typical angular positioning resolution is 10-30
nrad with a travel range of up to 1.2 degrees [9].
The advent of the use of high-stiffness laminar weak-link mechanisms also benefits
the regular monochromator design with silicon (1 1 1) or germanium (1 1 1) channel-cut
crystal optics because of the improvement in the polishing quality on the crystal optical
surface. Figure 3 (Right) shows a water-cooled ultra-high-vacuum (UHV)-compatible
artificial channel-cut crystal monochromator. It is designed and constructed to meet the
challenging stability and optical requirements of the x-ray photon correlation
spectroscopy (XPCS) program at beamline 8-ID-I at the APS [19,20]. Similar UHV
monochromator designs with laminar weak-link mechanisms are applied to the x-ray
beamlines at APS Sector 16 (HP-CAT) [21] and at Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.
The applications were also expanded to the high-resolution crystal analyzer array for
x-ray powder-diffraction instrumentation. An analyzer array was built for an x-ray
powder diffraction instrument at APS Sector 11 as show in Figure 3 (Left). There are
twelve silicon (1 1 1) or germanium (2 2 0) crystal analyzers in this array; each of them
includes a PZT-driven laminar weak-link mechanism for the crystal’s fine pitch
adjustment with a resolution of better than 0.05 arc-sec [22].
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Figure 3 (Middle) shows a photograph of the CDFDW monochromator prototype
tested at the APS beamline 30-ID. The abbreviation CDFDW stands for: C –
collimating crystal, D – dispersing-element crystal (two D-crystals are used in each
CDFDW), F – anomalous transmission filter, and W – wavelength-selector crystal [23].
A 0.65-meV combined energy resolution of the monochromator-analyzer pair was
demonstrated in the in-line configuration, as well as sharp tails of the spectral
distribution function [23,24]. A total of four angular weak-link stages and four linear
weak-link stages are used in the monochromator-analyzer prototype setup.

Figure 3: Left: Photograph of the analyzer array for an x-ray powder diffraction instrument at
APS Sector 11. Middle: Photograph of the CDFDW monochromator prototype tested at APS
Sector 30. Right: Photograph of a water-cooled UHV-compatible artificial channel-cut crystal
monochromator at APS Sector 8.

3.9.4.2

Vertical Axis Angular Weak-link Stages

To expand the applications of the angular weak-link mechanisms to vertical axis
configurations, we need to enhance their load capacity and stiffness along the rotation
axis. An advanced x-ray stereo imaging instrument for particle tracking velocimetry
(PTV) [25] has been developed at APS Sector 32 using the new vertical axis rotary
weak-link stage. To enhance the load capacity and stiffness in a vertical axis
configuration, six linear weak-link modules are mounted on the sides of the base plate
and top plate, orthogonal to the angular weak-link plane, and act as a vertical stiffener
for the vertical axis [25]. With this new design, 2-kg or higher vertical load capacity is
achievable. The vertical axis rotary weak-link stage is mounted on top of a commercial
precision rotary stage manufactured by AerotechTM. The PZT-actuator-driven weak-link
stage extended the motor-driven rotary stage’s angular displacement resolution to the
ten-nanoradian-scale level in an angular travel range of 0.1-mrad.
3.9.4.3

Multi-dimensional Alignment Apparatus

Recent developments in hard x-ray focusing on the nanometer scale with MLLs as
reported by H. C. Kang et al. have demonstrated a promising new x-ray optic for
focusing hard x-rays in a few nanometers. Using tilted partial MLL structures, a onedimensional focus as small as 16 nm with efficiencies up to 44% has been performed
with 19.5-keV synchrotron radiation [26,27]. The high efficiencies should make it
practical to produce a point focus using two MLLs in a crossed configuration [28]. A
precision multidimensional alignment apparatus is needed for this challenging technical
approach.
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The first prototype of precision multi-dimensional alignment apparatus for 2-D
MLL x-ray focusing was designed and constructed for an MLL test bed at APS
beamline 26-ID in 2008 [14]. With this test bed, MLL demonstrated the focusing
capability of hard x-rays to a 2-D focus of 25 nm horizontal x 27 nm vertical FWHM at
a photon energy of 12 keV, and of 25 nm horizontal x 40 nm vertical FWHM at a
photon energy of 19.52 keV [29]. Commercial flexural pivots are applied in the
apparatus for tip-tilting angular adjustment as shown in Figure 4 (Left). Figure 4 (Right)
shows a similar flexural-pivots-based precision alignment apparatus applied in UHV
diamond-crystal monochromator for the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) hard xray self-seeding project as the result of collaborations between the APS at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) and the LCLS at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
[30,31].

Figure 4: Left: Photograph of the precision multi-dimensional alignment apparatus for 2-D
MLL x-ray focusing at APS Sector 26. Right: A 3-D model of the precision alignment apparatus
applied in an UHV diamond crystal monochromator for the LCLS hard x-ray self-seeding
project.

3.9.5 Prototype of Tip-tilting Stage with Resolution in Nanoradian Scale
Based on the experiences gained from the high-stiffness vertical-axis weak-link
structure with 2-kg load capacity, a two-dimensional tip-tilting stage system Z8-53 has
been designed for precision x-ray optical alignment with ultra-high motion control
resolution and stability. The two-dimensional tip-tilting weak-link stage system consists
of two high-stiffness weak-link stages: (1) a vertical-axis rotary weak-link stage, which
is of the same design developed for PTV application, located at the top and a new
horizontal-axis tip-tilting stage at the bottom; and (2) the new horizontal-axis tip-tilting
stage is combined with six linear weak-link modules to enhance lateral stiffness, as
shown in Figure 5 (Left). Figure 5 (Right) shows a photograph of the prototype. Table
2 summarizes the design specifications for the Z8-53 high-stiffness two-dimensional
tip-tilting weak-link stage system.
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Figure 5: Left: A 3-D model of the prototype of the APS Z8-53 tip-tilting stage. Right:
Photograph of the prototype.
Table 2: Design specifications for the Z8-53 2-D tip-tilting weak-link stage system.
Parameter
Overall dimensions (mm)
Normal load capacity (kg)
Driver type
Encoder type
Angular travel range (mrad)
Min. incremental (nrad)

Vertical-axis angular stage
236 (L) x 158 (W) x 50 (H)
2
PZT and PicomotorTM
Strain sensor/optical sensor
26
10

Horizontal-axis tip-tilt stage
212 (L) x 184 (W) x 108 (H)
5
PZT and PicomotorTM
Strain sensor/optical sensor
26
10

3.9.6 Summary
We briefly summarized the current flexure-based nanopositioning stages developed
for x-ray nanoprobe, high-resolution x-ray monochromators and analyzers at the APS.
The experiences gained from the development activities will benefit the design and
development of a prototype of the two-dimensional tip-tilting stage system for a
proposed XFELO project [32]. As part of the ultra-precision crystal manipulators for
the XFELO cryo-cooling optical cavities, the vacuum-compatible two-dimensional tiptilting stage system is required to have 2 – 4 kg vertical load capacity with nanoradianlevel resolution and stability. Cryo-cooling mechanisms with very low vibration will
also be required for the XFELO prototype development.
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BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia
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3.10.1 Introduction
The free electron laser (FEL) facility at Budker INP is being developed for more
than 15 years. It is based on the normal conducting CW energy recovery linac (ERL)
with rather complicated magnetic system lattice. Up to now it is the only one in the
world multiorbit ERL. It can operate in three different regimes providing electron beam
for three different FELs. Its commissioning was naturally divided in three stages.
The first stage ERL includes only one orbit placed in vertical plane. It serves as
electron beam source for terahertz FEL which started working for users in 2003.
Radiation of this FEL is used by several groups of scientists including biologists,
chemists and physicists. Its high peak and average powers are utilized in experiments on
material ablation and biological objects modification. The second stage ERL is
composed of two orbits located in horizontal plane. The second stage FEL is installed
on the bypass of the second orbit. The first lasing of this FEL was achieved in 2009.
The last stage ERL will include four orbits. Its commissioning is in progress now.
In this paper we report the latest results obtained from the operating FELs as well as
our progress with the commissioning of the two remaining ERL beamlines. We also
discuss possible options for the future upgrade.
3.10.2 Accelerator Design
The Novosibirsk FEL facility is based on the multiturn energy recovery linac (ERL)
which scheme is shown in Fig. 1. In this scheme the beam goes through the linac
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several times before it enters undulator. As the result one can increase the final electron
energy.
Multiturn ERLs look very promising for making ERLs less expensive and more
flexible, but they have some serious intrinsic problems. Particularly in the simplest
scheme shown in Fig.1 one has to use the same tracks for accelerating and decelerating
beams which essentially complicates adjustment of the magnetic system. This problem
can be solved by using more sophisticated scheme based on two linacs [1].

Figure 1: Simplest multiturn ERL scheme: 1 – injector, 2 – linac, 3 – bending magnets, 4 –
undulator, 5 – dump.

At present the Novosibirsk ERL is the only one multiturn ERL in the world. It has
rather complicated lattice as it can be seen from Fig. 2. The ERL can operate in three
modes providing electron beam for three different FELs. The whole facility can be
treated as three different ERLs (one-turn, two-turn and four-turn) which use the same
injector and the same linac. The one-turn ERL is placed in vertical plane. It works for
the THz FEL which undulators are installed at the floor. This part of the facility is
called the first stage. It was commissioned in 2003 [2].

Figure 2: The Novosibirsk ERL with three FELs (bottom view).

The other two ERL orbits are placed in horizontal plane at the ceiling. At the
common track there are two round magnets. By switching these magnets on and off one
can direct the beam either to horizontal or to vertical beamlines. The 180-degree
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bending arcs also include small bending magnets with parallel edges and quadrupoles.
To reduce sensitivity to the power supply ripples, all magnets on each side are
connected in series. The quadrupole gradients are chosen so that all bends are
achromatic. The vacuum chambers are made from aluminium. They have water-cooling
channels inside.
The second horizontal track has bypass with the second FEL undulator. The bypass
provides about 0.7 m lengthening of the second orbit. Therefore when the beam goes
through the bypass it returns back to the linac in decelerating phase and after two
decelerations it finaly comes to the dump. This part (the second stage) was
commissioned in 2009. The final third stage will include full-scale four-turn ERL and
FEL installed on the last track.
The basic beam and linac parameters common for all three ERLs are listed in Table
1.
Table 1: Basic ERL parameters
Injection energy, MeV
Main linac energy gain, MeV
Charge per bunch, nC
Normalized emittance, mmmrad
RF frequency, MHz
Maximum repetition rate, MHz

2
10
1.5
30
180.4
90.2

Depending on the number of turns the maximum final electron energy can be 12, 22
or 42 MeV. The bunch length in one-turn ERL is about 100 ps. In two and four-turn
ERLs the beam is compressed longitudinally up to 10-20 ps. The maximum average
current achieved at one-turn ERL is 30 mA which is still the world record.
One essential difference of the Novosibirsk ERL compared to other facilities [3,4] is
using of the low frequency non-superconducting RF cavities. On one hand it leads to
increasing of the linac size but on the other hand it also allows to increase transversal
and longitudinal acceptances which allows to tolerate longer electron bunches with
large transversal and longitudinal emittances.
The location of different parts of the facility in the accelerator hall is shown in Fig.
3.

Figure 3: Accelerator hall (bottom view).
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3.10.3 The First Stage FEL
3.10.3.1 Design and Basic Parameters
The first stage FEL includes two electromagnetic undulators with period 12 cm,
phase shifter and optical cavity. Undulator pole shape is chosen to provide equal
electron beam focusing in vertical and horizontal directions. The matched beta-function
is about 1 m. The phase shifter is installed between undulators and it is used to adjust
the slippage. The optical cavity is composed of two copper mirrors covered by gold.
The distance between mirrors is 26.6 m which corresponds to the round-trip frequency
(and the resonance electron repetition rate) 5.64 MHz. Radiation is outcoupled through
the hole made in the mirror center. The optical beamline is separated from the vacuum
chamber by diamond window. The beamline pipe is filled with dry nitrogen.
The FEL generates coherent radiation tunable in the range 120-240 micron as a
continuous train of 40-100 ps pulses at the repetition rate of 5.6 - 22.4 MHz. Maximum
average output power is 500 W, the peak power is more than 1 MW [5,6]. The
minimum measured linewidth is 0.3%, which is close to the Fourier-transform limit.
3.10.3.2 Operation Experience
For the last two years about 30 experiments were carried out at the Novosibirsk THz
FEL. They include: pioneering works on THz ablation; study of micro- and
nanoparticles, vaccines, polymers, metamaterials; production of nanotubes and
nanostructures; composite diagnostics; terahertz radioscopy, imaging, detection of
concealed objects; interferomety, holography & tomography; speckle and Talbot
metrology; ellipsometry; fast water vapor detection; flame and gas detonation study;
impact of THz radiation on genetic materials; impact of THz radiation on cells; study of
integrated proteomic response; coherent effects in gases; ultrafast time-domain
spectroscopy; interaction of atoms with strong THz EM-field.
Five user stations are in operation now. Two other are in progress. The new
spectrometer has been installed recently. It allows to measure continuously radiation
spectrum not interrupting user experiments (Fig. 4). Other radiation diagnostics include
Fourier spectrometer, thermograph, microbolometer matrix, Shottky diode together with
wideband oscilloscope. The last one is used for time-resolved measurements. It allows
to detect longitudinal power distribution of radiation pulses.
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Figure 4: Spectrum measurement diagnostic control (white line - the measured FEL radiation
spectrum, blue line - water absorption spectrum).

Recently the third harmonics lasing was obtained. It was achieved by suppression of
the first harmonics lasing using aperture-decreasing scrapers installed inside the optical
cavity and proper adjustment of the phase shifter. The measured detuning curves for the
first and third harmonics lasing are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Normalized detuning curves for the lasing at the first (blue) and third (red) harmonics
and the detuning curve for the amplified spontaneous emission at the third harmonic (pink).

3.10.4 The Second Stage FEL
The second stage FEL includes one electromagnetic undulator with period 12 cm
and optical cavity. The undulator is installed on the bypass where the electron energy is
about 22 MeV. Therefore the FEL radiation wavelength range is 40 - 80 micron. The
undulator design is identical to the first stage one but it has smaller aperture and higher
maximum magnetic field amplitude. The optical cavity length is 20 m (12 RF
wavelengths). Therefore the bunch repetition rate for initial operation is 7.5 MHz.
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The first lasing of this FEL was achieved in 2009. The maximum gain was about
40% which allowed to get lasing at 1/8 of the fundamental frequency (at bunch
repetition rate ~1 MHz).
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Figure 6: Compensation of quadratic dependence of the bending angle on energy by sextupoles
in the first orbit bending arcs.

The significant (percents) increase of beam losses took place during first lasing runs.
Therefore sextupole corrections were installed into some of quadrupoles to make the
180-degree bends second-order achromatic. It increased the energy acceptance for used
electron beam (Fig. 6).
The optical beamline (Fig. 7) which delivers radiation from new FEL to existing
user stations is assembled and commissioned. The output power is about 0.5 kW at the
9 mA ERL average current. Thus, the first in the world multiturn ERL operates for the
far infrared FEL.

Figure 7: Optical beamlines for the first and the second stage FELs. Radiation of both FELs is
delivered to the same user stations. Switching between FELs is done by retractable mirror.
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3.10.5 Third Stage ERL and FEL
Electron beam in the third stage ERL is accelerated four times. The third FEL
undulators will be installed on the last track where the beam energy is 42 MeV. In this
FEL three permanent magnet undulators with period 6 cm and variable gap will be used.
The wavelength range will be 5-30 microns. The scheme of the third stage ERL with
FEL undulators is shown in Fig. 8. The electron outcoupling is planned to be used here
[7].
Beam dump

Injector

Figure 8: The third stage ERL with FEL undulators.

All magnetic system elements and vacuum chambers of the third stage ERL are
assembled and installed and the first shifts for the lattice adjustment took place. By now
total (from the gun to the dump) recuperation efficiency of 90% is already achieved.
This allowed to obtain the repetition rate 3.75 MHz and the average current 3.2 mA
which is sufficient to get lasing at the third stage FEL. The signal from the BPM
installed in the accelerating structure near the dump is shown in Fig. 9. All eight peaks
here correspond to the same beam at different stages – the first four are in accelerating
phase and the last four - in decelerating phase. One can see that the first and the last
peak amplitudes do not differ significantly. It means that the beam losses mostly take
place at low energy in injector and near the dump.
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Figure 9: Signal from the BPM installed in the accelerating structure.

3.10.6 Future Prospects
In the nearest future we plan to continue the third stage ERL commissioning. The
third FEL undulators will be installed shortly. The optical cavity design and production
is in progress now.
The other important issue which we are working on now is the operation stability
and improvement of the existing FEL parameters. We plan to make some improvements
of the RF system. The new power supply for the existing gun and new RF gun are being
developed now. The lattice optimization is in progress. More serious modernization e.g.
using the new type of undulators with variable period [8] is also considered.
3.10.7 References
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3.11 A Program for Optimizing SRF Linac Costs
Tom Powers
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA
Mail to: powers@jlab.org
3.11.1 Introduction
Every well-designed machine goes through the process of cost optimization several
times during its design, production and operation. The initial optimizations are done
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during the early proposal stage of the project when none of the systems have been
engineered. When a superconducting radio frequency (SRF) linac is implemented as
part of the design, it is often a difficult decision as to the frequency and gradient that
will be used. Frequently, such choices are made based on existing designs, which
invariably necessitate moderate to substantial modifications so that they can be used in
the new accelerator. Thus the fallacy of using existing designs is that they will
frequently provide a higher cost machine or a machine with sub-optimal beam physics
parameters. This paper describes preliminary results of a new software tool that allows
one to vary parameters and understand the effects on the optimized costs of construction
plus 10 year operations of an SRF linac, the associated cryogenic facility, and controls,
where operations includes the cost of the electrical utilities but not the labor or other
costs. It derives from collaborative work done with staff from Accelerator Science and
Technology Centre, Daresbury, UK [1] several years ago while they were in the process
of developing a conceptual design for the New Light Source project. The initial goal
was to convert a spread sheet format to a graphical interface to allow the ability to
sweep different parameter sets. The tools also allow one to compare the cost of the
different facets of the machine design and operations so as to better understand the
tradeoffs.
3.11.2 Software Description
3.11.2.1 General structure
The program was written in LabView in a state machine format. This allows one to
separate, and/or modify the different subroutines, jump to different states, add different
parameters, and/or expand the program to include different aspects of machine design.
The input variables are contained in clusters of variables, one for the cavity/cryomodule
parameters, one for the system cost parameters and one for the cryogenic heat loads.
There is a cluster for the program outputs such as cost and design points.
3.11.2.2 Input / Output Parameters
The program has two loss parameters for cryogenic losses. Static losses of each of
the SRF cryo-assembly, called a cryomodule, and RF driven, or dynamic, losses. The
static heat losses include the cryomodule, associated valve box, and per kilometer
transfer line losses. A detailed list of the current input output parameters is given in
Table 1. Figure 1 shows the user interface for modifying variables in the program while
Figure 2 shows the graphical output that is available. At any given point in time all
parameters for a swept variable run can be output to a tab delimited text file.
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Table 1: Input/output parameter list.
SRF Parameters
Final Linac Energy (GeV)
Gradient (V/m)
Frequency (Hz)
Cavities Per Cryomodule
Active Length Per Cavity (m)
Packing Factor Tot L/Active L
Normalized Shunt Imp. (Ω/m)
BPEAK/EACC (mT/(MV/m))
Geometry Factor (Ω)
Beam Current (A)
Beam Phase (deg)
Detune Frequency Budget (Hz)
RF Power Margin
Operating Temperature (K)
Maximum Loaded-Q
Loaded-Q Uncertainty
Material and Treatment1
Beam Transient Handling2

Baseline Costs
Cryomodule Cost ($M/unit)
RF Power ($/W)
RF Control, etc. ($k/Cavity)
Inter CM Girder ($k/unit)3
Tunnel Civil ($k/m)
AC Power ($/MW-Hour)
5kW @ 2K Plant ($M)
5kW Plant Civil ($M)
Transfer Line ($k/m)
2K Plant Margin
% Increase Plant Cost @1.8K
% Decrease in Eff. @1.8K
Linac R&D Cost ($M)
RF Wall Plug Eff.
Controls AC Pwr / Girder (kW)
Operations Week
Power Overhead4
Static Heat Load/CM (W)5
Transfer Line Heat (W/km)

Outputs
Total ($M)
Construction ($M)
Cryogenic Plant ($M)
Cryomodules ($M)
Girders ($M)
Tunnel, etc. Civil ($M)
10 Year Power ($M)
Linac Length (m)
Num. Cryomodules
Num. Cavities
Num. Girders, etc.
CM Dynamic Heat (W)
Linac 2K Heat (W)
2K With Margin
Q0
Matched QL
RF Power Per Cavity (kW)
Cryo AC Power (MW)
Non-Cryo AC Power (MW)

Notes:
1. A combination of materials and treatments were modeled in the Q0 calculations.
These were permutations of fine grain niobium and large grain niobium and vacuum
baked at 120°C or not vacuum baked at 120°C.
2. The phase of the beam current can have a substantial impact on optimizing the
loaded-Q and RF power requirements in an SRF Cavity. [2] Under certain
circumstances the RF power requirements are substantially higher for short periods
of time. There are techniques which can be used to compensate for said transients,
such as slowly ramping up the beam current while the cavity tuners operate.
3. The inner cryomodule girder is the vacuum hardware, beam diagnostics hardware,
and magnets that make up the common beam line hardware set between
cryomodules. Also included in this item are the controls electronics and magnet
power supplies.
4. The Power overhead in the baseline costs column includes items such as lighting,
HVAC, and cooling tower power. An increase of 25% over the calculated electrical
demand was used for this parameter.
5. The static heat load per cryomodule included the losses in the cryomodule as well as
the associated valve boxes.
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Figure 1: Input / Output screen of optimization program.

Figure 2: Graphics screen of optimization program showing method for
selecting data to plot.

3.11.2.1 Calculating Q0
Q0 is calculated for each data point, and is based on a compilation of historic data.
This historical data is a compilation from measurements taken in the vertical test area at
Jefferson Lab, where, over the past 20 years JLAB staff has performed more than 1800
tests on superconducting cavities of various configurations and frequencies. A series of
curve fits were done on these data in order to determine a Q0 value as a function of
gradient, frequency and operating temperature.[3] The analysis was limited in a number
of areas due to a lack of completed data sets. It does take into account low to mid field
Q-slope as well as the basic material parameters, cavity shapes, etc. It does not take
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into account high field slope which is an area that is currently undergoing revision.
Another area that is under review is Q0 degradation between vertical test and
cryomodule installation in the accelerator, as well as long term degradation of the Q0 in
operational conditions. Figure 3, shows the value of Q0 as a function of frequency at
16 MV/m at three different temperatures. For this data the cavity models used had the
same geometry factor, and ratio of peak magnetic field to average electric field as the
CEBAF low loss cavities used in the 12 GeV upgrade.

Figure 3: Q0 as a function of frequency and temperature at 16 MV/m. All
frequencies scaled from CEBAF C100 upgrade cavity.

3.11.2.2 Calculating Loaded-Q and RF Power
The matched loaded-Q is the loaded-Q such that the installed RF power is
minimized. As discussed in the Input/Output Parameters section, the selected loaded-Q
values depend on the whether the RF power can maintain gradient regulation under all
transient beam loading conditions or only in a steady state condition. Eq. (1) provides
the matched loaded-Q value under all transient conditions, while Eq. (2) gives the
matched loaded-Q value under steady state conditions.
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Here, E is the gradient in V/m, I0 is the effective beam current in amperes, (r/Q) is the
normalized shunt impedance in Ohms/m, yB is the phase of the beam current relative to
the cavity gradient, δf is the difference between the RF frequency and f0 which is the
resonant frequency of the cavity. [4]
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Once the matched loaded-Q is determined, it is used along with the detune
frequency budget, the uncertainly in the loaded-Q and the remainder of the cavity
parameters to calculate the permutations on the forward power necessary for operation
at each point. The maximum value of this data set is used as the minimum RF power
required. This is multiplied by the RF power margin to determine the RF power per
cavity. There is no margin in the RF power for cavities operated above the design
value, which is an area for future modifications to the program.
3.11.2.3 Cryogenic Facility Costs
Figure 4 shows the cost and efficiency estimates used for the cryogenic plant as a
function of “2 K” power. The baseline plant and infrastructure costs that were used
were that of the 5 kW at 2 K plant that was built as part of the CEBAF 12 GeV
upgrade.[5] One major assumption is that the ratio of 50 K shield power to 2 K power
is similar to that in CEBAF. Another critical aspect of the actual costs is that the plant
was designed by, major components procured by, and the system integrated by JLAB
staff. Were the plant to be procured as a turn-key plant the costs would likely be
significantly higher. The procurement, installation and commissioning costs are scaled
as the ratio of the (2 K power/5 kW)0.7.[5] The wall plug efficiency, being the ratio of
the total AC power divided by the 2 K power, was determined by plotting the efficiency
achieved by several existing plants used at accelerators [6] and generating a third order
fit between 800 W and 5 kW at 2K. It includes all AC power including warm
compressors. Cooling towers, HVAC, lighting, etc. are included as part of a separate
line item based on the overall power budget. The plant cost and efficiency was
increased linearly by 30% between 2 K and 1.8 K. [5].

Figure 4: The wall plug efficiency and facility plant procurement costs for a
helium refrigerator operated at 2.0 K and 1.8 K respectively.

The steps at 5 kW and 3.8 kW for the 2 K and 1.8 K systems were based on the
practical aspect of building and shipping the components.[5] The primary issue is
shipping of an assembled cold box by truck. Above these power break points the plant
must be split into two sections. While one might consider using plants of different
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power ratings in order to reduce the cost, such plants might be less than ideal when
considering standby (half power) operations, spare parts, engineering design costs, and
overall maintenance costs. Based on this the model simply divides the plant into two
equal sized plants. The efficiency steps up to match that of the smaller plant.
3.11.3 Results
3.11.3.1 Cost as a Function of Frequency
One approach to the analysis of cost as a function of frequency is to maintain a
constant active length of the linac. Figure 5 shows such an analysis where a 2 GeV
linac was modeled with 21 cryomodules and a linac total active length of 118 m. In this
model, as is often done when performing this type of optimization, cavities are not
causal as it relies on a fractional number of cavities per cryomodule. Alternately one
could consider using an integer number of cavities per cryomodule, which would limit
the model to approximately 10 points for the same parameter sweep.

Figure 5: Relative cost of a 118 m active length, 21 cryomodule, 2 GeV linac
plus 10 years of electrical power as a function of frequency and temperature.

Figure 6: Relative cost of a 2 GeV linac plus 10 years of electrical power as a
function of frequency and temperature for 10 – 12 m cryomodules each with a
maximum of 8m of active length and an integer number of cavities.
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Alternately, one can use practical cryomodules. For the results shown in Figure 6,
the cryomodules were limited to 8 m of active length, resulting in 10 m to 12 m
cryomodule lengths. The number of cells per cavity was varied from 4 cells at
500 MHz up to 11 cells above 1800 MHz resulting in cavities that are less than 1.2 m
active length for any given cavity. This results in quantized steps in the relative costs
plots. In these results, the steps are changes in the number of cryomodules. Also as one
changes the frequency for a given cryomodule configuration the gradient must be
reduced slightly (up to 10%) so as to provide the target machine energy. At lower
frequencies the model for Q0 currently employed does not have gradient dependence
and thus there is a downward slope in the overall costs (lower cryogenic needs at lower
gradients). At higher frequencies the Q0 slope more than makes up for the reduction in
gradient and the Q0 losses increase as a function of frequency.
3.11.3.2 Cost as a Function of Gradient
For this model the program was set up with fixed cryomodule and cavity parameters
and by sweeping the gradient, one is able to better undersand the cost drivers and
implications. In actuality the program is sweeping through the number of cryomodules
and calculating the average gradient such that the desired energy is achieved. Note that
if the machine is run off crest, for a given number of cryomodules the gradient will have
to be increased by a factor of 1/cos(ψB) in order to provide the design beam energy gain.
Figure 7 shows the relative cost of the C100 cryomodule design which was used in the
12 GeV upgrade.[7] The C100 cryomodule contains 8 cavities, each with seven cells
operated at 1497 MHz, where each of the cavities has a normalized shunt impedance of
1288 Ω/m and a geometry factor of 280 Ω. This was compared to a cryomodule that
could be built out of 6 cavities, of 5 cells each operated at 748.5 MHz. For this model
the cavities had a normalized shunt impedance of 644 Ω/m and a geometry factor of
280 Ω.

Figure 7: Relative cost of a 2 GeV linac plus 10 years of electrical power as a
function of gradient and temperature.

Figure 8 shows the relative cost breakdown for the same C100 cryomodule
configuration. One can see that the cost driver at the lower gradients is the cryomodule
and accelerator civil construction costs. At higher gradients there is a step increase in
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cryogenic costs as the system exceeds a 5 kW or 3.8 kW cryogenic plant rating for
2.0 K and 1.8 K operating points respectively.

Figure 8: Relative cost breakdown for the components used in determining the
cost for the C100 cryomodule operated at 2.0 K.

3.11.4 Model Deficiencies and Future Improvements.
The model used for the results in this paper has a number of issues which still need
to be addressed. The cost estimates for items such as inner cryomodule girders,
cryomodules, RF power, RF control, construction costs, etc. need to be estimated on a
machine by machine, and location by location basis. Also since the current model uses
a fixed number for the cryomodule unit cost, it is important to note that cryomodules
with different numbers of cavities, couplers, etc. have different costs. In addition to
issues like coupler selection, etc. the program does not take into account the material
costs increases that occur when building cryomodules at lower frequencies.
The Q0 data used for the analysis was taken from vertical tests. Thus there is no
accounting for degradations and additional RF losses due to phenomena such as
imperfect magnetic shielding, fundamental power coupler losses, and long term
degradation due to new field emitters all of which occur when the cavities are installed
and operated in a cryomodule. The model does not include high field Q-slope or any
distribution function for field emission losses. Further analysis of state of art
production data as well as data from past production runs and data from operational
machines should allow us to refine the Q0 models used. Reviewing actual costs for
specific systems, hardware and constructions, as well as those included in proposals for
new machines should provide us with results that are more in line with reality. In
addition to addressing these issues we would like to also include more accurate
distributions of gradients into the model which will affect the cryogenic losses.
3.11.5 Conclusions
These tools allow one to better understand the tradeoffs relating to the top level
design parameters of an SRF linac. They allow one to make adjustments to the baseline
costs, cavity parameters, machine packing factors, etc. on the fly and to get a quick
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feedback as to the impact. One surprise to the author was the major cost implications
that occur when one exceeds the 18 kW at 4K helium liquefier limitations. Since this
describes initial applications of a new program, any use of the results of the simulation
in its current state should be done with care. For example, simple things such as
inclusion of field emission onset, or Q-slope changes at lower frequencies, can
dramatically change the optimum operations frequency, as both would tend to degrade
high field operations. Inclusion of high field Q-slope will lead to increases in costs at
the higher field levels and may lead to lower optimized field. Additionally, although
the baseline cost information is felt to be reasonable, different locations will have
different construction and electric power costs. Although we have made good progress
in developing the tools for understanding machine cost tradeoffs more work is
necessary in order to understand all of the impacts of the different parameters.
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3.12 Simulations of a Free-Electron Laser Oscillator at Jefferson Lab
Lasing in the Vacuum Ultraviolet
Michelle D. Shinn and Stephen V. Benson
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Abstract:
The UVFEL at Jefferson Lab has provided a 10 eV photon beam for users by
outcoupling the coherent third harmonic of the UVFEL operated at 372 nm. This can
provide up to tens of milliwatts of power in the VUV. Operation of the FEL at the
fundamental might enhance this power by up to a factor of 1000. With minor upgrades
to the accelerator now underway and a new undulator proposed by Calabazas Creek
Research, Inc. we show that we can lase in the fundamental at 124 nm. The predicted
output is higher by four orders of magnitude on an average power basis and six orders
of magnitude on a peak fluence basis than the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory.
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3.12.1 Introduction
Lasing in the vacuum ultraviolet is very difficult due to the lack of low loss optics in
this wavelength range. One way to get around this limitation is to operate in the
ultraviolet with a hole-coupled resonator and use the coherent third harmonic radiation
naturally emitted by the FEL. This has been accomplished already at Jefferson Lab [1]
but the power is rather low. If one can shorten the undulator wiggler wavelength, raise
the electron beam energy, and enhance the electron beam brightness it is possible to
produce gain sufficiently high for the relatively lossy mirrors in the vacuum ultraviolet.
3.12.2 FEL accelerator
3.12.2.1 Present Accelerator Configuration
The present accelerator for the Jefferson Lab FELs has already been described in
detail in [2], so it will be described very briefly here. The accelerator source is a DC
photogun operating at a nominal voltage of 350kV, which is then bunched and
accelerated to ~ 10MeV with a modified CEBAF-style 2 cell booster. A merger injects
this beam into a recirculating linac consisting of three cryomodules producing a total
beam energy of 135 MeV.
3.12.2.2 Proposed Upgrades
The injector for the Jefferson Lab FEL is presently undergoing an upgrade designed
to allow higher voltage from the gun and a more optimal accelerating cavity design for
the booster. Though this will not reduce the emittance and energy spread dramatically
at the FEL, it should reduce it by approximately 20%. The linac will also be upgraded
with the replacement of one cryomodule with a new high-performance version. With
this module in place the accelerator should be capable of up to 160 MeV of electron
beam energy. To obtain fundamental 10 eV with the present undulator it would be
necessary to increase the energy to 235 MeV. This is far beyond the capability of the
present accelerating voltage. To reach 124 nm we must change the undulator as well.
Calabazas Creek Research, Inc. [3] has proposed building an undulator with iron poles
embedded in a solenoidal field. Their design predicts an rms field of 5.1 kG in the
helical undulator with a period of 15 mm. The rms value of K would then be 0.707.
Similar undulators have been built in the past by several groups.
3.12.3 FEL Oscillator
3.12.3.1 FEL Modeling
The availability of a pulse repetition rate of 4.678 MHz allows for the operation of
the VUV-FEL as an oscillator, with a cavity length as long as ~32m. To overcome high
mirror losses, the small signal gain should be high, yet the overall wiggler length is
constrained to about 2 m in order for it to fit in the available space. The wiggler
wavelength of 1.5 cm is short enough that an in vacuo device is required but the
solenoid embedded design allows a helical undulator design, which permits a lower
field for the same FEL gain. We are therefore assuming here a helical undulator with a
period of 1.5 cm and an rms field of 5.1 kG. The bore of the wiggler would be 5 mm
diameter, which would be a problem for very high average current but will not be a
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problem for a current of at most a few milliamperes. Such a design might have very
good field quality and very low susceptibility to radiation damage. A more conventional
superconducting electromagnetic undulator could achieve a similar field but with much
more complexity and less flexibility in its design. A cryogenic permanent magnet
wiggler could also achieve an equivalent rms field strength in a linearly polarized
undulator, but would be more sensitive to radiation.
The performance of this FEL was predicted using two codes. One is a combination
of the time-independent version of Genesis 1.3 to model the FEL interaction in 3-D, and
the Optical Propagation Code (OPC) to model the oscillator [4,5]. OPC provides the
flexibility to look at the effects of mirror figure distortions, add intra-cavity apertures,
and analyze a number of other features, such as edge outcoupling, or the effect of mirror
decentering and tilts. The wiggler can be placed anywhere in the cavity and the mirror
ROCs can be unequal. It also allows one to evaluate the outcoupled mode and
determine its profile and beam quality. The other FEL oscillator code is Wavevnm,
developed by the Naval Postgraduate School. This code assumes the wiggler is located
in the center of the resonator, and calculates the mirror’s radii of curvatures (ROCs)
based on an input Rayleigh range and waist position. Both codes treat the FEL
interaction similarly in that a wiggle-averaged orbit approximation is used, i.e., the
interaction is evaluated at each wiggler period and the average motion of the electrons
over each period is used. In addition, the user defines a discrete mesh and the particle
distribution and fields are evaluated on the mesh nodes.
For the chosen wiggler, optical cavity, and e beam parameters, simulations in
Genesis 1.3 yield a single pass gain of ~3.6, insufficient for operation as a high-gain,
low-Q oscillator [2], where a small amount of power from the output is fed back to the
start to seed the next pulse. Instead, a near-concentric cavity is modeled, with the
parameters given in Table 1. Power is outcoupled through a hole in the center of the
mirror downstream of the wiggler. This provides an advantage in tunability, since for
photon energies less than 12.4 eV, the mirrors are relatively broadband and the
wavelength is controlled by the beam energy and the wiggler parameters. To add
tunability, we plan to use the multiple mirror design employed on the other FELs at
JLab [6] to change the coating parameters and outcoupler hole size.
The wiggler and optical cavity parameters for the Genesis/OPC simulations at 124
nm (10 eV) are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Wiggler, electron beam, and optical cavity parameters for 124 nm operation
Parameter
Wiggler period (cm)
Number of periods
Krms
Energy (MeV)
Emittance (microns)
Energy spread (%)
Peak current (A)
Cavity length (m)
Mirror radii (cm)
Mirror radius of curvature (m)
Hole radius (cm)
Mirror reflectivity (%)
Mirror microroughness (nm rms)
Slippage parameter
Nominal pulse bandwidth (FWHM)

Value
1.5
120
0.707
155
4
0.17
180
32.04196
1.27
16.072
0.1
80
≤0.5
0.33
0.2%

A few comments about the table are in order. The reflectivity at 124nm is typical,
or slightly poorer (< 5%) than the value determined from curves published on
manufactures websites, in order to provide a more realistic expectation of the losses
encountered at this wavelength. The pulse bandwidth is an estimate based on the
slippage parameter which itself is based on the electron pulse having an rms duration of
150fs. In comparing the results of the two codes, the Wavevnm simulations showed
little tendency to avoid the hole, whereas the Genesis/OPC simulations showed a mode
profile that was peaked slightly off center. The latter case matches our own experience.
Both codes predicted a profile resembling a TEM01 mode, as shown in Fig. 1, with a
peak roughly in the center. This is also true of the outcoupled profile. As shown in Fig.
2, the Genesis/OPC simulations indicate a peak lasing efficiency of 0.048%, an
outcoupling efficiency of 27%, and an output energy per pulse of almost 5 J, or 23W
average power at 4.678MHz.

Figure 1: Transverse profile on OC mirror
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Figure 2: Lasing efficiency (solid line) and net gain (dashed line) as a function of K rms

For comparison, the output at 10eV of the Advanced Light Source, operating at
500MHz with 70ps pulses, is about 3pJ/pulse with an average power of 1.6mW [2].
The measured 3rd harmonic output of the UV FEL was about 7 nJ [4]. Actual
performance might be poorer when the effects of mirror thermal distortion and
vibration, as well as electron beam slippage, are accounted for in the model.
3.12.4 Optics Considerations
Though the predicted output of the FEL makes it the highest average power laser in
this wavelength range, this output is modest compared to lasers at longer wavelengths.
Because the performance of the FEL is dependent on the Rayleigh range which is in
turn determined by the mirror radii of curvatures, the mirror substrates will be cryocooled silicon, as this material is athermal, i.e., has a negligible coefficient of thermal
expansion at ~120 K [7]. This material can also be superpolished to achieve a
microroughness below 0.1nm, although the metal coating with protective overcoat may
increase the roughness slightly. Besides the aforementioned thermal distortion of the
mirrors, which can be partially compensated by deforming them [6], there are technical
challenges associated with the maintenance of surface figure and finish along the
periphery of the hole in the outcoupler mirror, which we believe can be met using ion
milling and magnetorheological finishing.
The use of hole outcoupling in a near-concentric resonator architecture results in a
low outcoupling efficiency, so the intracavity power falling on the mirrors is roughly 4
times higher than the output power. To determine whether damage to the cavity optics
could be performance-limiting, consider that the mirror subjected to the highest
irradiance is the high reflector (HR) mirror, since the peak intensity falling on the
outcoupler mirror passes through the hole. The peak intensity on the HR is 3.46 x 108
W/m2, on a fluence basis it is 0.1mJ/cm2 for a 300fs pulse. This is well below the laser
damage threshold of 56mJ/cm2 estimated by using the measured damage threshold of
100mJ/cm2 for 300fs pulses at 400nm [8] and an inverse square root wavelength
dependence [9]. Thus, performance shouldn’t be limited by damage to the cavity
optics.
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3.12.5 Conclusions
We have simulated the performance of an FEL oscillator operating in the VUV
based on the existing Jefferson Lab linac and recirculator with an upgraded injector.
The performance is based on 3D simulations, so 4D effects, such as slippage and bunch
shape are ignored. The predicted performance is promising, with an outcoupled
energy/pulse of 5J and an average power of 23W, making it much brighter than
synchrotron light sources.
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4.1

Executive Summary

The 4th of July 2012 was a historical moment for high-energy physics (HEP). On
that day, CERN announced that both the ATLAS and CMS experiments had discovered
a new Higgs-like boson. In this report, we shall assume that this newly found particle
will turn out to be a Higgs boson, the key signature of the Standard Model. At the ICFA
meeting on July 8 in Melbourne, an ICFA Beam Dynamics Workshop “Accelerators for
a Higgs Factory: Linear vs. Circular” (HF2012) was approved. This workshop took
place from November 14 to 16, 2012 at Fermilab, USA. (conferences.fnal.gov/hf2012)
Seventy-one people from 31 institutions in Asia, Europe and North America attended.
The workshop agenda is in Appendix 1.
The next “big” collider after the LHC has been the subject of international HEP
community planning for more than a decade. For example, at the 2001 Snowmass
meeting, a number of options were considered: a linear e+e collider, a circular e+e
collider, a Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC) and a muon collider. Since then,
however, under the direction of ICFA, a series of decisions have been made:
 It should be an e+e collider;
 It should be a linear e+e collider;
 It should be a cold (i.e., Superconducting RF) linear e+e collider.
These major decisions have been followed by a number of significant steps. An
international collaboration for the ILC, defined as a Superconducting RF linear e+e
collider of a center-of-mass energy (ECM) 500 GeV was formed under the leadership of
the Global Design Effort (GDE). Substantial progresses in design, prototyping and
R&D have been made. A Technical Design Report (TDR) will be published in mid2013, complete with a cost estimate. The Japanese HEP community has proposed to
build a low-energy linear collider (ECM = 250 GeV) as the first step of the ILC.
The discovery of the Higgs-like boson at the LHC has placed the focus on the need
to study the properties of this new particle with high precision. Thanks to nature, the
light mass of the Higgs (~126 GeV) puts a Higgs factory closer to reach. Various
proposals are claimed to be able to reach the energy and luminosity of interest for a
Higgs factory: a linear e+e collider, either cold or warm (e.g., x-band), a circular e+e
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collider; a muon collider and a photon collider. They were put on the table at the
HF2012 workshop as possible candidates:
(a) Linear e+e colliders:
 ILC
 CLIC
 X-band klystron-based
(b) Circular e+e colliders:
 Fermilab site-filler
 LEP3
 TLEP
 SuperTRISTAN-40 and SuperTRISTAN-80
 CHF-1 and CHF-2
 VLLC
(c) Muon collider
(d) Photon colliders:
 ILC-based
 CLIC-based
 Recirculating linac-based (SAPPHiRE)
 SLC-type
The purpose of the workshop was to compare the pros and cons of these candidates
mainly from the accelerator point of view but not to recommend any specific machine,
which is only possible with further input from the physics side. Also it is not excluded
that multiple facilities may be required to complement one another in addressing the
entire breadth of Higgs physics. The comparison includes:
 physics reach
 performance (energy and luminosity)
 upgrade potential
 technology maturity and readiness
 technical challenges requiring further R&D
Cost was not included because it was too early for such a comparison at this stage.
Parameter comparison tables are in Appendix 2. These tables were provided by the
workshop presenters except for some obvious corrections and items derived from the
data provided.
The LHC will keep collecting valuable data and it is expected that more data from
the LHC will further clarify what kind of Higgs factory (or factories) will be needed.
For the candidates above (except the muon collider operating at the Higgs
resonance) delivered luminosities are in units of 1034 cm2s1. Assuming 1107 seconds
a year for effective machine operation, this leads to an integrated luminosity of 100 fb 1
per year. Since the cross-section for Higgs production (the ZH channel for e+e and schannel for ) is about 200 fb, the “quantum” is ~20,000 Higgs per year. The muon
collider operating at the resonance has a lower luminosity (1031-1032 cm2s1). But the
cross-section of μ+μ → H is much larger (~41 pb), which could compensate for the
lower luminosity and give a comparable Higgs production rate.
Before we compare linear and circular e+e Higgs factories, it will be useful to
review two e+e Z-factories operating at ECM around 91 GeV – the circular LEP
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(2.41031 cm2s1), and the linear SLC (31030 cm2s1). Both were successfully
designed, constructed and operated, and both achieved important physics results: 0.5
million Z decays at the SLC over 11 years and 4 million in each of four experiments at
the LEP over 7 years. The exquisite energy calibration at the LEP by resonant
depolarization led to 2 MeV precision on the Z mass and width. The single most precise
determination of the electroweak mixing angle
at the SLC was due to 80%
longitudinal electron polarization.
The SLC was the first (and only) linear collider ever built. Since then, extensive
studies on linear colliders have been carried out with an impressive level of detail. The
ILC and CLIC are two flagship programs. The former is based on Superconducting RF
technology while the latter on two-beam acceleration. Hundreds of millions of US
dollars (or equivalent) have been invested in these programs. Linear colliders are
extremely challenging and complex machines, but the key technologies are claimed to
be in hand. There exist well-organized international collaborations. The linear collider
community will soon be reorganized by combining the ILC, CLIC and detectors
together in a single organization – the Linear Collider Collaboration.
In terms of readiness, the linear e+e Higgs factory is clearly the front runner. The
main difficulty comes from the high cost of the project. Recently the Japan HEP
community issued a report advocating building a 250 GeV (ECM) linear collider in Japan
as the first stage of the ILC serving as a Higgs factory.
An x-band klystron-based linear collider was previously studied in great detail in
both the US and Japan. But the work was stopped after the ICFA selected SRF
technology for the ILC in 2004. However, the interest in an x-band linear collider was
renewed at CERN, KEK and SLAC during the discussion of a Higgs factory because its
cost would be lower than a CLIC at ECM = 250 GeV, and one could add a CLIC section
later for an extension to higher energy.
In addition to these linear e+e- colliders, another approach not discussed at the
workshop is the use of plasma (beam- or laser-driven) or dielectric wakefields to
provide the acceleration field. These technologies are not mature today and face
important technical challenges that require vigorous R&D, but have a large potential for
Higgs factories and beyond. A plasma scheme has been published at PAC 2009 (p.
2688). An update will be presented at IPAC 2013. A comparison of this technology
with other technologies for linear collider Higgs factory is a subject to be considered in
the future.
Contrary to the three different technologies (SRF, two-beam and x-band) for a linear
+ 
e e collider, all circular e+e collider are similar. The only difference is their size. From
the Fermilab site-filler (16 km) to LEP3 (27 km) to TLEP/SuperTRISTAN/CHF (40-80
km) to the VLLC (233 km), they share a number of common features.
The main limitation of a circular e+e collider is that its energy is limited by
synchrotron radiation (PSR  E4) and thus has no potential for an energy upgrade. (The
linear colliders, on the other hand, have advocated an energy up to 3 TeV.) However, a
circular e+e collider could be converted to a pp collider in the future as the next energy
frontier. This was discussed for instance in a plan presented by IHEP, China. It was
proposed to begin by constructing a circular 50-70 km circumference tunnel. In Phase 1,
the tunnel would host the China Higgs Factory (CHF), a 240 GeV e+e collider. Then in
Phase II (20-30 years in the future), when the high field superconducting magnet
technology has further matured, a 100 TeV pp collider could be built in the same tunnel.
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A noticeable feature of this plan is that it completely bypasses the ILC option and
focuses the physics on either low energy (Z, W and Higgs boson studies) or very high
energy (new frontier).
A main advantage of a circular e+e collider of sufficiently large size is to offer
a higher luminosity than a linear one at 240 GeV and below. Also, a circular collider
can accommodate more than one interaction point (e.g., LEP had 4 IPs). Dozens of
circular e+e colliders have been built and operated in the past five decades. The
technology is mature and the experience rich.
However, to meet the required energy (240 GeV) and luminosity (a few times 1034
2 1
cm s ) of a Higgs factory, several new major technical challenges need to be met.
Following the model of the B-factories and synchrotron light sources, all circular e+e
colliders adopted an additional circular accelerator as a full energy continuous injector
(top-up injection). Due to high beam intensity and small beam size, beamstrahlung
(synchrotron radiation of individual particles in the opposing beam’s field) will further
limit the beam lifetime. Managing this effect requires both the RF system and the
machine optics (in both the arcs and the interaction region) to have large momentum
acceptance (ranging from 2% to 6% depending on specific proposals). This is a
nontrivial design challenge, especially in view of the equally important requirement on
the optics for small emittance.
High synchrotron radiation power is another major challenge. The energy loss per
turn in these machines is on the order of 10 GeV, and the beam current on the order of
10 mA. These translate to ~100 MW radiation power and must be replenished by the RF
system. The major concerns are the RF power coupler, radiation shielding,
radioactivation and the required wall power. Even with a 50% wall plug efficiency
(which is several times higher than today’s most efficient accelerator, the PSI
cyclotron), one would need ~200 MW to compensate for synchrotron radiation. This is
higher than the current power consumption at CERN (183 MW) and almost four times
as large as that at Fermilab (58 MW). The total site power, including cryogenics,
magnets, water cooling and injectors would be even higher. At a given energy, this and
many other problems are easier in the machines of larger circumference.
Compared to a circular e+e collider, the muon collider has the advantage of no
synchrotron radiation or beamstrahlung problem due to the muon mass 207 times more
than an electron. This means a muon Higgs factory would be much smaller (a
circumference of 0.3 km). Even a TeV-scale collider could be accommodated in an
existing campus (e.g., Fermilab). Moreover, the cross section of the s-channel resonance
μ+μ → H is about 40,000 times larger than that of e+e (σ0 = 41 pb), which provides a
unique way for detailed measurement of the Higgs line shape should it be an
unconventional resonance. This requires a relative beam energy spread commensurate
to the expected Higgs boson width of 4 MeV – a few times 105! The technological
challenges are enormous, in particular the required 4D and 6D ionization cooling of
muon beams. Simulations of the cooling processes have made substantial progress, but
experimental verifications are lacking. Some critical issues (e.g., RF breakdown in a
strong magnetic field) are being addressed and progress has been made towards viable
solutions. The MICE international collaboration in the UK and the MAP program in the
US are tackling these issues.
Photon colliders were first suggested as possible extensions of two proposed linear
colliders (SLC and VLEPP). Photon colliders are based on Inverse Compton Scattering
(ICS) by shooting a low energy (~1 eV) laser beam into a high energy (10s of GeV)
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electron beam to generate a back-scattered high energy (10s of GeV) photon beam for
collisions. The advantage is that the cross section for  → H is large and comparable to
e+e → ZH (~200 fb) but the required energy is much lower (63 GeV for a photon
beam, corresponding to 80 GeV for an electron beam, compared to 120 GeV per
electron beam in an e+e collider). This makes a photon collider an attractive option for
either a low energy linear collider (80 GeV per electron beam) or a low energy circular
collider (80 GeV per beam). Furthermore, for a photon collider there is no need for
positrons and only one damping ring is needed. However, the physics of a photon
collider is not as comprehensive as a 240 GeV e+e collider. There are also machine
design issues (e.g., IR optics and removal of the spent electrons) that need to be
addressed.
Several photon collider proposals were presented at the workshop. One example is
ILC-based, another example CLIC-based. Their bunch structures are very different. The
former has long bunch trains (727 μs) and large bunch spacing (554 ns), whereas the
latter has short bunch trains (177 ns) and small bunch spacing (0.5 ns). This leads to
drastically different requirements for the laser. With large spacing an optical cavity can
be used, whereas a short train makes the use of a single laser shot possible. Thanks to
the newly formed ICFA-ICUIL collaboration, the study of the required lasers received
strong participation from the laser community. For example, the Lawrence Livermore
Lab is working on a fusion project LIFE, which will use 384 laser beams for fusion
ignition. Just one of these 384 lasers would be sufficient for a warm linac-based (CLIC
or x-band) photon collider. However, further R&D is required for either bunch spacing
scenario.
Based on the LHeC study at CERN, it was proposed to use an 80 GeV recirculating
linac for a photon collider (SAPPHiRE). SLAC, on the other hand, proposed an SLCtype photon collider that uses a single linac (room temperature or superconducting) to
accelerate both beams to 80 GeV.
One issue considered to be essential for inclusion in this workshop report is to give
a timeline for these proposals. This is a particularly delicate exercise that the HF2012
program committee is undertaking with great hesitation. Not all proposals are at the
same level of technical readiness and this is reflected in the uncertainty in the timeline.
Although the workshop has addressed in depth the technical readiness of various
proposals, many more issues in addition, e.g. cost, available manpower, funding profile,
and international setting, will all have great impact on the timeline. Using the best
information available the committee generated the timeline of various proposed Higgs
factories. These are in Appendix 3.
The study on Higgs factories will continue. The ILC has finished the TDR. The
CLIC has completed the CDR and is proceeding to the TDR stage. But design reports
for other proposals (circular e+e colliders, muon collider and photon colliders) have not
yet been produced. The proponents are encouraged to move from the parameter design
to conceptual design with the goal of publishing a report.
This workshop provided a useful and convenient platform for the international
community to meet and discuss issues of mutual interest related to a future Higgs
factory. Thus, it will be continued. The next workshop is expected to take place in late
2013. The exact dates and venue are yet to be decided.
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4.2

Higgs Physics

Is the new particle discovered at the LHC the Higgs boson of the Standard Model?
Or does it carry evidence for physics beyond? High precision measurements of the
properties of this new particle are the next step. The session on Higgs physics [1] began
with a presentation of the LHC achievements in the discovery of the Higgs boson
candidate [2-3] and the present status of measurements of its properties. This was
followed by an estimate of what measurements can one reasonably expect to come from
LHC after the “nominal” run of 300 fb-1 at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, or, after
the high luminosity upgrade, to 3000 fb-1 (HL-LHC) [4-5]. The theoretical introduction
described the role of the Higgs boson as a clear instrument and signal of symmetry
breaking of the Standard Model and its minimal but somewhat “ad-hoc” nature, as well
as the variety of scenarios that have been advocated to introduce it perhaps more
naturally. This calls for a variety of measurements of Higgs properties and of other
electroweak quantities. A number of scenarios for New Physics Beyond the Standard
Model have been given in the literature [6-8], but a clear ansatz of the precision
required to achieve their detection is still work in progress. The “Higgs factories” are
accelerators-detector facilities that can do precisely that, and the following were
addressed:
 the LHC itself, both “nominal mode” and HL-LHC
 the e+e colliders, either linear collider projects (ILC, CLIC) or the more recent
proposals of circular machines operating in the range mZ < ECM  350 GeV
 the +  collider operating at ECM = mH
 a  collider operating just above ECM = mH
4.2.1 Physics Case
The Higgs boson candidate is such a special particle that it should be studied in all
possible ways. However, there is still much work to do to understand quantitatively the
physics case for building a Higgs Factory given that the theorists are only starting to
answer the question “how precisely should Higgs properties be measured?” With
available information effects of New Physics at the TeV scale could be of the order of a
few percent, maybe up to O(5%) on Higgs couplings. A discovery (i.e. 5 observation
of a discrepancy with the Standard Model prediction) would then require precision well
below a percent. How to compare or combine the information given by the LHC, e+e
colliders at ZH threshold, e+e colliders at high energy and a + or  collider is still
in its infancy.
A caveat to the physics discussion is in order: The main purpose of the workshop
was to initiate an in-depth accelerator discussion. Nevertheless a number of important
new results on the precision achievable for Higgs couplings were presented. At the
same time, significant differences of views were highlighted – the most important ones
are described in the following sections. It is clear that the physics discussion was only a
beginning, and will need to be continued in a dedicated, broader framework with
participation of experts from all proposals.
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4.2.2 The LHC as a Higgs Factory
It was certainly one of the highlights of the meeting that projections showed
potential of HL-LHC to reach percent precision. The cross-sections for Higgs
production, shown in Figure 2.1 are very large (20 pb at 8 TeV, and increase by
substantial factors when going up in energy). Numbers would be even better for the
high energy option HE-LHC in the LHC tunnel with new magnets allowing 33 TeV
ECM, or for the super-high energy option SHE-LHC in a new, 80 km tunnel, allowing to
reach 100 TeV, especially for the determination of the Higgs self-couplings as the
double Higgs production increases by a factor 9 when going from 14 to 33 TeV.
Assumptions on available luminosity and scaling of systematic errors were discussed
extensively. LHC experiments so far have actually performed significantly better than
expected.

Figure 2.1: Higgs production cross-section at the LHC operating at 8 TeV center-of-mass
energy. On the right are indicated the five main production mechanisms, which upon tagging
can provide coupling measurements to the gluon, W, Z and top.

LHC measurements address the mass, the spin-CP properties and couplings to
bosons {gamma, gluon, W, Z} and fermions (top, b, tau, muon) to a few percent. The
accessible channels represent Bvis98% of the SM Higgs decays. The spin-CP question
is expected to be settled with data available by the end of 2012. The LHC observables
are cross-sections times branching ratios and can be expressed in terms of new physics
as such



 

 




,

where: I , f , H represent the ratio between the true value and the Standard Model
value for initial and final state coupling to the Higgs and for the total Higgs width; and
is the flux factor representing the probability of finding the initial state
within a pp collision of the given energy. For a selected final state, the initial state can
be identified by kinematic selection. The systematic errors originate from i) various
detector efficiencies and performance which tend to improve with increasing statistics,
and ii) uncertainties in the flux factors.
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In addition, the LHC experiments have come to the preliminary conclusion that, by
identification of final states with two Higgs boson decays, an indicative measurement of
the effect of the Higgs self-coupling could be obtained with HL-LHC with a precision
of the order of 30% or better.
The LHC measurements provide many
observables with i= gluon-fusion,
Vector-Boson-Fusion, or radiation from top, W or Z, for 7 different final states.
Phenomenological predictions should be compared directly to these observables. For
the sake of comparison with other facilities, projections were made in terms of factors,
see Table 2.1, with
to match the e+e notations. In effect what LHC is
able to determine very precisely are ratios of branching fractions. What cannot be
determined is the common factor H that would affect the total width, and could be
changed in a global way by new undetected Higgs boson decays. For instance an
increase of the total width stemming from a global factor increasing all couplings would
result in an increase of the observed cross-sections, while a similar increase due to a
significant invisible width would decrease them – conceptually a conspiracy could take
place. The power of the variety of initial states available at the LHC is illustrated by the
precisions with which the ttH coupling or gluon-gluon Higgs couplings can be
determined at the LHC.
4.2.3 Higgs Physics of Electron-Positron Colliders
The most studied Higgs Factory is the e+e collider. Most studies have been made of
linear colliders [9-12], but the Higgs physics in e+e depends only marginally on the fact
that the collider is linear or circular [13-14]. It then boils down to the availability of
high luminosity at the desired energies.
The specific feature is presented by the

reaction, shown in Figure 2.2.
The events can be detected inclusively, independently of the Higgs decay mode, by
tagging e.g. a leptonic Z decay with a recoil mass equal to the Higgs mass. This crosssection is proportional to
, while the cross-section for


is
proportional to
 , thus allowing the Higgs total width to be determined (this
assumes a single resonance). In addition, the investigation of tagged ZH events can
reveal invisible or exotic decays that would have escaped detection at the LHC, thus
removing the ambiguity between new physics in couplings or in new decay modes. The
best place to study this reaction is just below the cross-section maximum of 200 fb at
ECM ~ 240(10) GeV; the chosen value depends on the energy dependence of the
luminosity in a given machine. Thus in circular machines the lower end of the bracket is
preferred, in linear colliders the upper end. This reaction can also be investigated at any
energy where enough statistics can be collected, so that the CLIC studies [11-12]
concentrate on the higher energies from 350 GeV up.
For the study of HZ, beam polarization is not essential; a high level of longitudinal
electron polarization combined with 30% positron polarization can be arranged to
provide a 30% increase of the rate; this was taken into account in the ILC estimates. At
240 GeV the unpolarized cross-section is 200 fb, so that collection of a million ZH
events requires an integrated luminosity of 5 ab-1. In most e+e Higgs studies the
precision is limited by the available statistics. At the linear collider, the studies of
thebb andcc decays benefit from the very small beam spot size at the IP and from the
specific time structure of the accelerator that allows operation of the vertex detectors in
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a pulsed mode. Whether this quality can be preserved on a circular machine with a
collision rate between 10 kHz and 1 MHz and in the presence of synchrotron radiation
needs further study.

Figure 2.2: Unpolarized Higgs boson production cross-sections at low energy e+e colliders.
The regions of interest for the direct study of the Higgs boson are: 1) the threshold region,
between 210 GeV and 240 GeV; 2) the region of cross-section maximum around 240-250 GeV
and the regieon up to thett threshold (340-350 GeV).

Figure 2.3: High energyttH and HH cross-sections in e+e colliders. Note the two to three
orders of magnitude lower cross-sections compared to the ZH process.

The e+e colliders can also collect high statistics of Higgs decays at higher centerof-mass energies, where the most abundant production mechanism is Vector-Boson
Fusion

 , Figure 2.3. This reaction in combination
with the ZH measurements can improve significantly the determination of the Higgs
width. At high energies, the reactions

(above 475 GeV) and

(in the TeV range) can give a handle on the Higgs coupling to the top
quark and on the Higgs self-coupling. Here the longitudinal beam polarization is useful
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(although not essential) as a means of controlling the backgrounds and enhancing the
signal.
There are different views on the need for an e+e Higgs factory to run at energies
higher than the ZH maximum. Everyone agrees that reaching 350 GeV ECM is a definite
bonus, allowing the study of the reaction

and of direct top quark pair
production. This is possible for the ILC, CLIC and, although close to their limit, for the
larger circular machines such as CHF and TLEP. The relative merits of running above
350 GeV for Higgs physics alone depend on the machine considered. While the linear
collider proponents emphasize that the study of the Higgs-top coupling and the triple
Higgs coupling require an e+e machine at least up to 1 TeV, the proponents of circular
machines argue that these measurements will in all likelihood be performed, earlier, at
the HL-LHC with a precision similar to what is advertised for, e.g., the 1 TeV ILC –
this was rather new information at the time of the workshop. Running only above 350
GeV as advocated by CLIC proponents is another possible strategy that remains to be
fully evaluated. The Higgs self-coupling is an extremely difficult measurement, the best
reported sensitivity (very preliminary, 11%) would be from CLIC running at 3 TeV for
2 ab-1. A further physics case beyond H(126) for a Linear Collider at an energy above
350 GeV may come from the discovery of one or more new particles at the LHC in the
coming years.
In addition e+e colliders are unique for the precision measurements of quantities
sensitive to new particles through electroweak radiative corrections (EWRCs). These
provide important tests of the completeness of the Standard Model and of the Higgs
mechanism. This can be best done by revisiting the Z peak with a high luminosity
machine. TLEP claims 1036 cm2s1 (TeraZ). The main question there is how one could
take advantage of these potentially huge statistics to improve on the LEP measurements,
some of which are already at the limit of systematics.
In this context, the availability of longitudinal beam polarization is extremely
valuable for the measurement of the inclusive and exclusive beam polarization
asymmetries
and
. This is straightforward in a linear collider and has been
advocated for obtaining a measurement of the weak mixing angle sin2efflept with a
precision of a few 105. If longitudinal polarization could be achieved with colliding
beams in a circular machine at the Z peak, a small fraction of the advertised luminosity
would allow these measurements to reach an extremely interesting level of accuracy.
The availability of very precise energy calibration, as available from the transverse
polarization in a circular machine using resonant depolarization, would allow a new
measurement of the Z mass and width with ten-fold precision improvement, or better,
over the present errors of about 2 MeV. The W pair threshold would offer a
measurement of the W mass with better than 1 MeV precision if a measureable level of
transverse polarization can be achieved at ~80 GeV per beam.
4.2.4 Physics of +  Higgs
A muon collider [15-18] can do everything that an e+e collider of the same energy
can do, with some advantages in terms of precise knowledge of the center-of-mass
energy distribution, which can be extracted exquisitely from (g-2) spin precession
detected from the decay electrons. However, a + collider has the additional feature
that the coupling of muons to the Higgs is m/me times larger than for electrons, leading
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to a useable cross-section of 40 pb for the s-channel production +  H(126). The
study of the resonance requires a machine of precisely Ebeam = mH/2 with a precision of
better than H = 4.2 MeV. The demand on both reproducibility and beam energy spread
is thus very stringent. The energy spread can in principle be reduced to 3×105 by
emittance exchange but this is done at the expense of transverse emittance and the
luminosity is expected to be around 1031 cm2s1.

Figure 2.4: Direct measurement of the Higgs decay width  by using muon beams of high
energy resolution.

About 2300 Higgs decays would be observed for one year of running (100 pb 1).
Then the Higgs boson mass can be obtained with a precision of 0.1 MeV, the line shape
width directly with a precision of 0.2 MeV (5%), the peak cross-section with a precision
of 2-3%, from which the Higgs width can be extracted with a relative precision of 3%
and the muon coupling to 1.5%.
In conclusion, the muon collider Higgs factory is unique in its ability to check that
the Higgs boson is a single resonance of the expected line shape; the Higgs mass can be
determined with a precision of a 0.1 MeV, and the muon coupling to the percent level.
Unless a significantly higher luminosity can be achieved, all other measurements seem
to be better done with a hadron or e+e collider. Studies are going on to increase the
luminosity at the +  H(126) resonance to 1032 cm2s1. At higher energies, the
muon collider retains its potential as a unique tool to study, via the s-channel resonance,
the line shape of possible heavier neutral Higgs bosons, or to investigate very high
energy lepton collisions.
4.2.5 Physics of   Higgs
The photon collider can be seen as an add-on to a linear collider [19] or as a
dedicated machine [20]. The reaction of interest is the direct s-channel   H which
has a cross-section of 200 fb. The Higgs cross-section is enhanced for photons of
circular polarization in the J=0 state, so the use of a polarized laser allows a significant
enhancement of signal over the background. The use of linearly polarized photons
allows selection of specific CP states.
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The unique attribute of the photon collider is the initial coupling to a pair of photons.
Higgs can be observed in e.g. the  orbb final state, following which, using thebb
partial width measured at another machine, the H   partial width can be extracted in
absolute terms to a precision of 1%. This quantity is of particular interest because this
decay proceeds through an inclusive loop that can potentially reveal heavier particles
into which the Higgs cannot decay directly. Experimentation would have to be
developed to control the luminosity spectrum at the appropriate level of precision.
4.2.6 Higgs Physics Summary
The main purpose of the workshop was to initiate an extended accelerator
discussion. It is clear that the physics discussion was only a start, and will need to be
continued in a dedicated, broader framework. However a number of important results
on the Higgs couplings were already presented.
The relative precisions on Higgs couplings to various particles that
were presented for the various proposals are listed in Table 2.1. The table is not yet
fully complete but a few conclusions can already be drawn.







HL-LHC will already be a Higgs factory, able to perform precise measurements
on the relative values of the , gluon-gluon,tt, W and Z couplings.
An e+e Higgs factory operating at ZH maximum with the anticipated luminosity
for the ILC or LEP3 will access the Higgs boson physics observables that will
not be accessible at the LHC (total width, invisible width, and ccbar decay), and
allow some improvements over the precision available at the HL-LHC for a few
of the other couplings (see Table 2.1), in particular thebb coupling.
To attain the sub-percent precision measurements sensitive to new physics at the
TeV scale it is of interest to pursue investigation of accelerators that could give
significantly higher luminosities at ZH threshold and below. These are the
proposed large circular colliders such as CHF or TLEP.
Unfortunately, none of the proposed facilities is able to make a very significant
measurement of the Higgs self-coupling 2 ; investigation of this important
question may have to wait for a higher energy collider beyond the
LHC/ILC/CLIC.

It should also be emphasized that testing the closure of the Standard Model by
precision measurements at the Z peak or the W threshold is one of the important tasks
for a next generation lepton collider.

2

The most significant prospects come from the CLIC studies. Recent and preliminary indications
are that a precision of 22% at 1.4 TeV or 11% at 3 TeV could be attained with 1.5 ab-1 (resp 2 ab-1)
integrated luminosity [12].
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Comments on Table 2.1:
 For the LHC:
Measurements at the LHC are extracted from final state Higgs decay crosssections. Since there is no tagged Higgs channel at the LHC there is an unknown
overall scaling factor that can be taken as either an unknown total width
normalization or an uncertainty in invisible channels. Except for invisible width
limits, the precisions given in the table were obtained under the assumption that
there is no invisible decay mode of the Higgs boson so that the total width is the
sum of the observed partial ones. One can alternatively, and without model
dependence, interpret these numbers as precision of the relative couplings. The
first set of numbers corresponds to the hypothesis in which the systematic errors
remain the same as in today’s LHC results; the second set of numbers
corresponds to the assumption that experimental systematic errors scale down
with statistics, while the systematic errors of theoretical nature (flux factors)
could be reduced by a further factor of two – this second assumption is
considered the most realistic at the moment, but does not take into account
possible improvement in the detectors. Except for gHHH, the estimated precisions
are for one single LHC experiment.
 For the the e+e facilities – The quoted integrated luminosities and the expected
sensitivities are based on the following assumptions:
(a) All luminosity numbers were taken at face value from the proponents of
the various facilities (Tables 8.1 and 8.2). Some are optimistic, others
conservative. The integrated luminosities correspond to the total
delivered by each facility. It is the sum of two experiments sharing one
IP at ILC, or the sum over four experiments for LEP3 and TLEP.
Operating time of 107 seconds per year was assumed.
(b) The integrated luminosities for the ILC and CLIC were based on a model
with slow initial build-up for machine operation.
(c) The numbers of Higgs for the CLIC do not include the effects of beam
polarization except for the HHH coupling studies.

4.3

Linear e+e Colliders

4.3.1 Introduction
ILC R&D has been based on a truly global international collaboration. In its RDR
and TDR phases, the Global Design Effort (GDE) has been the global working force on
ILC
accelerator
R&D
with
about
130
participating
institutions
(http://www.linearcollider.org). The core technology for ILC of 2×10 km linacs is
Superconducting RF (SRF) technology. It features seventeen thousand 1.3 GHz SRF
cavities with accelerating field of 31.5 MV/m in 1,700 cryomodules and is based on
over 20 years worldwide R&D efforts. The TDR was completed at the end of 2012. The
volume covering accelerators consists of two parts: Part I: R&D, Part II: Baseline
Reference Report. Based on the TDR, staging scenarios to start with a Higgs factory of
250 GeV extendable to 1 TeV are proposed.
CLIC is an international collaboration of 44 institutions from 22 countries. CLIC
has a staged design to reach a center-of-mass energy of 3 TeV. Different from
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conventional klystron powered linac, CLIC adopts a drive beam scheme to produce the
main linac RF (distributed klystron scheme), with a drive beam current ~100 times
greater than the accelerated beam current. In 2012, CLIC has published a CDR in three
volumes: Vol. I: The CLIC accelerator and site facilities, Vol. II: Physics and detectors
at CLIC, Vol. III: CLIC study summary. The feasibility of the CLIC scheme has been
established. The CLIC staging scenarios include a first stage at 500GeV that can be
used as a Higgs factory. Higher energy stages will still contribute to the Higgs studies,
e.g. to the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling and the coupling to WW.
The main advantage of the linear collider is that the cost grows as A+BECM, thus
“only” linearly with energy; the main drawback is that both A and B are very large. The
challenge is to achieve reliably very high bunch intensities and very small beam sizes
for the two beams simultaneously and to collide them. There are specific proposals (ILC
and CLIC) which have been designed to the point that the main technologies are in hand,
although the level of readiness are somewhat different. International collaborations have
been set-up and organized. The luminosity grows linearly with energy with a value of
21034 cm2s1 at ECM = 500 GeV. The luminosity can be doubled by increasing the RF
power by a factor of about 1.5 at a capital cost increase of several percent. The machine
delivers beam to one IP. High level (80%) of any type of beam polarization is readily
available for electrons, whereas a lower level (30%) is achievable for positrons. Beam
energy calibration relies on accurate beam spectrometers with a relative precision of a
few 104. Beamstrahlung induces a broadening and some uncertainty in the center-ofmass energy, but this is not of great importance for Higgs physics. The collision
environment features electromagnetic residues which have been carefully studied. The
beam comprises 5 bunch trains per second which allows the use of very thin detectors
operating in a pulsed mode. There exists a proposal to establish a linear collider in
Japan starting with a center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV.
Compared with other types of Higgs factory, linear e+e Higgs factories have the
following features:





Advantages:
 Extensive design and prototyping work have been done.
 Key technologies are in hand after large investment for R&D.
 There exist well-organized international collaborations led respectively
by the ILC GDE and CLIC Collaboration (soon to be combined in the
Linear Collider Collaboration).
 It is an important step towards high energy e+e- collisions.
 Polarized beams (e 80%, e+ 30%) can be created.
 It is the front runner (in terms of readiness).
Challenges:
 High cost
Specific issues:
 ILC
 Final Focusing System (FFS)
 Positron source for a Higgs factory needs 10 Hz operation of the
electron linac for e+ production, or the use of an unpolarized e+
beam as a backup scheme
 CLIC
 Accelerating structure
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 Industrialization of major components
 From CDR to TDR
The KEK x-band e+e /  Higgs Factory is based on CLIC-type cavities and the
existing conventional RF technology. An optical FEL can also be used to produce highenergy photon beams for a  collider. In the first stage of operation (e+e → Z, WW
and  → H) the proposed facility could be built on the KEK site. If the initial
operational mode is with photon beams, then there is no need for an e+ source or a
positron damping ring. The total length of the two linacs would be short, about 3.6 km
at ECM(ee) ~ 250 GeV.
The machine-detector interface (MDI) for ILC 500 GeV and CLIC 3 TeV has been
studied. The requirements for MDI are to provide reliable collisions of ultra-small
beams (~few nanometers), with an acceptable level of background.
4.3.2 ILC-based Higgs Factory

Figure 3.1: Layout of the ILC.

ILC is in the advanced design stage. (Figure 3.1) The Technical Design Report
(TDR) was completed at the end of 2012. The official printed version will appear in
June in 2013 after a few review steps. The TDR concentrates on the design of a
machine of center-of-mass energy ECM = 500 GeV and does not describe in detail the
design as a Higgs Factory. However, the technology for the Higgs Factory is obvious.
Up to the center-of-mass energy 500 GeV ILC can adapt to any staging scenarios
required by physics. The difference is only the lengths of the linac and the tunnel. The
estimated cost of the 250 GeV Higgs Factory is 67% of the cost of the 500 GeV collider
and is 75% if the tunnel for 500 GeV is constructed. The required total site power is
about 120 MW and 125 MW, respectively. (The power for 500 GeV operation is 160
MW.) In the present scope of ILC, when going beyond ECM = 500 GeV, an R&D is
planned for higher accelerating gradients for cost savings. Even without higher gradient
the cost increase for the 1 TeV machine is around 10% of the 500 GeV machine.
In the case of ECM < 300 GeV, 10Hz operation (5 Hz for collision and 5 Hz for
positron production) is planned in the baseline design because the positron production
in the undulator scheme is somewhat inefficient when the electron energy ECM /2 is
lower than 150 GeV. (Figure 3.2) This does not cause any problem technically, but is
not very elegant. The 10 Hz operation requires an extra length of electron linac
corresponding to 150  250/2 = 25 GeV and extra electric power ~25 MW. Thus, if 10
Hz operation is avoided, the construction cost ~3% and the operation power ~25 MW
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can be saved compared with the values quoted in the TDR. A possible way to avoid 10
Hz operation is to adopt the electron-driven, conventional method. This is a proven
design. The only change in physics is that the positron is unpolarized.
In all cases the luminosity presented in Table 8.1 assumes 1312 bunches per pulse.
This can be upgraded by a factor of 2 by adding about 50% more RF system.

Figure 3.2: Positron yield (blue) and polarization (red) as a function of the drive electron beam
energy.

There are a few items that require final steps of R&D.
First, the target for the positron production still needs several months or 1-2 years of
further study. However, the design of the backup scheme, which uses conventional
electron-driven system, has been completed. If ILC has to start construction in 2013,
this backup scheme can be adopted. The only disadvantage is that positron polarization
would not be available.
Second, the test of the final focusing system is still going on at KEK-ATF2. There
have been delays, including that due to the 2011 earthquake, but no fundamental
problem is expected. The latest operation in December 2012 achieved a vertical beam
size ~70 nm (Figure 3.3), which differs from the design (37 nm) by only a factor of two.
Further study is being planned in 2013. [21]

Figure 3.3: Vertical beam size from the ATF2 experiment.
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4.3.3 CLIC-based Higgs Factory

Figure 3.4: Layout of the CLIC.

Figure 3.4 shows the layout of the CLIC. The CLIC baseline design proposes
building in stages of increasing energy. The choice of these stages will have to be fixed
taking into account future LHC results. Currently two example scenarios exist, named
A and B, in order to illustrate the staging strategy. Scenario A has stages at 500 GeV,
1.4 TeV and 3 TeV, while scenario B has stages of 500 GeV, 1.5 TeV and 3 TeV.
Scenario A provides higher luminosity at 500 GeV, while scenario B has a lower
integrated cost for the three stages. Each of the energy stages contributes to the Higgs
studies. Table 3.1 lists the parameters of the 500 GeV and 3 TeV stages of scenario A.
It is possible to operate each energy stage of CLIC at a lower than nominal energy.
This can be achieved by operating the main linac at a reduced gradient, i.e. by reducing
the drive beam current. The main bunch charge also needs to be reduced in this mode in
order to preserve the same beam quality. At certain reductions of the gradient it is
possible to increase the length of the drive and main beam pulses. The resulting
increased number of bunches per beam pulse allows an increase in luminosity. The
main and drive beam complex is fully prepared for this type of operation. The power
consumption at lower than nominal collision energy is somewhat lower than at 500
GeV, the exact value depends on the collision energy.
The CLIC physics study group envisages performing the Higgs measurements at a
center-of-mass energy of 500 GeV or 350 GeV, rather than at 250 GeV. The total
number of Higgs that can be expected at different center-of-mass energies is shown in
Figure 3.5 for the e+e → ZH and e+e → ννH; the parameters for 250 GeV and 350
GeV are given in Table 3.1.
If large importance was attributed to the operation at 250 GeV, one could also
consider adding an extraction line in the main linac, to extract the beam at 125 GeV.
This would result in somewhat increased luminosity. The same luminosity would be
obtained if CLIC were built for this collision energy only. However this is currently not
foreseen since it delays the program at higher energies.
The feasibility of the CLIC concept has been established with the studies
documented in the CDR. In particular the drive beam concept has been proven at a test
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facility (CTF3) and very high gradients have been achieved experimentally. Specific
challenges as the unprecedented alignment and stability tolerances have been
successfully addressed experimentally. The main remaining challenges are to develop a
technical design, based on the conceptual design. This includes an optimization of the
accelerator components and systems and preparation for industrial procurement. In
particular small series production of accelerating structures is important.

Figure 3.5: The rate of Higgs bosons produced in the 500 GeV stage of CLIC scenario A
operated at different center-of-mass energies. The design is slightly modified with respect to the
CDR: the same number of wigglers has been installed in the damping ring as for the 3 TeV case.
The quality of the luminosity spectrum is in all cases similar or better than at 500 GeV.
Table 3.1: The luminosity at different energies for scenario A. The effective cross section for
Higgs production and the number of Higgs per 107 sec is also given. It has been calculated
based on a parameterization of the cross section derived with Wizzard2 [22] and adding the
beam-beam and initial state radiation with GUINEA-PIG. Polarisation has been neglected,
which increases the rate for e+e → ννH by 80%.
Design ECM [GeV]

500

3000

Operating at ECM [GeV]

250

350

500

3000

L [1034 cm-2s-1]

1.37

2.13

2.3

5.9

L0.01 [1034 cm-2s-1]

1.04

1.30

1.4

2.0

σ (e+e → ννH) [fb]

20.4

32.4

67.6

415

σ (e+e → ZH) ) [fb]

208.2

141.3

70.1

4.6

e+e → ννH per107 sec

2,795

6,901

15,548

244,850

e+e → ZH per107 sec

28,551

30,097

16,123

2,714
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4.3.4 X-band Klystron-based Higgs Factory
An X-band e+e /  Higgs factory studied at KEK is a conventional klystron-based
facility. Linear accelerators are based on CLIC-type cavities and the existing RF
technology (XL4 klystrons, ScandiNova modulators, SLED II system). A two-beam
scheme could be implemented at a later stage as a test facility for CLIC. An optical FEL
can be used to produce high-energy photon beams for a  collider. In the first stage of
operation (e+e → Z, WW and  → H), the proposed facility can be built on the KEK
site. If the initial operational mode is with photon beams, then there is no need for an e+
source or a positron damping ring. With a crossing angle of ~25 mrad for both e+e and
 beams, only a single set of beam dump lines would be required. For some processes,
the required center-of-mass energy is considerably lower at the proposed facility than at
an e+e collider. The rich set of final states in e+e and  collisions is instrumental for
measuring the properties of the Higgs boson.
4.3.5 Machine-Detector Interface
The Machine Detector Interface (MDI) for linear e+e colliders, such as ILC and
CLIC, allows for essentially full solid angle acceptance. Beam parameter measurements
(energy, polarization, luminosity) allow control of beam-beam effects on physics
analyses. MDI magnet technologies are well into development, such as a compact SC
magnet for the ILC, and a hybrid permanent magnet for the CLIC. The risks to machine
performance due to single pass collisions of nm-size bunches will be controlled via IP
luminosity feedback, especially advantageous is IP feedback for the ILC bunch
structure.

Circular e+e Colliders

4.4

4.4.1 Introduction
A number of proposals exist for Higgs factories based on a circular e+e collider
with a center-of-mass energy of 240 GeV and in some cases extending to 350 GeV or
500 GeV. Circular colliders have been successfully used for lower energy machines in
the past and the concept and technology are well developed. The highest energy facility
was LEP2, which reached a maximum center-of-mass energy of 209 GeV. Circular
colliders allow for more than one interaction point and potentially could provide more
luminosity than linear colliders of equal energy. However their energy reach is limited
and a number of issues may compromise their performance as will be detailed below.
The proposals are in a very early stage with no design reports, which makes it difficult
to evaluate them. A brief summary of the advantages and challenges of circular e+e
colliders in general are given below:


Advantages:
 At 240 GeV and below, a higher luminosity than a linear collider when
the ring is sufficiently large
 Based on mature technology and rich experience
 Some designs can use existing tunnel and site
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 More than one IP
 Tunnel of a large ring can be reused as a pp collider in the future
Challenges:
 Beamstrahlung limiting beam lifetime and requiring lattice with large
momentum acceptance
 RF and vacuum problems from synchrotron radiation
 A lattice with low emittance
 Efficiency of converting wall power to synchrotron radiation power
 Limited energy reach
 No comprehensive study; design study report needed

4.4.2 Circular e+e Colliders Considered
The main parameters for the different proposals considered at the Workshop are
listed in Table 8.2.
The driving parameter of a circular collider accelerator design is its circumference,
which is in some cases determined by external constraints and in some cases by a cost
optimization. Otherwise the design strategy is fairly similar for all proposals. Based on
the choice for the ring circumference, the colliders can be grouped as follows:


LEP3 has a circumference of 26.7 km in order to be installed in the existing
LHC tunnel, leading to a serious cost reduction. However, installation of LEP3
for concurrent operation with the LHC is complicated and unlikely.

Figure 4.1: Sketch of LEP3 (white circle) and TLEP (yellow circle).



As its name suggests, the Fermilab site-filler would fit on the Fermilab site. It
therefore is limited to a smaller circumference than the other designs of about 16
km. It is conceivable to later reuse this machine as an injector for a very large
hadron or lepton collider with a very large circumference in excess of 200 km.
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Figure 4.2: Left: Fermilab site-filler; Right: SuperTRISTAN.



TLEP, the different versions of SuperTRISTAN and the IHEP Higgs Factory as
well as VLLC use larger circumferences on the order of 40 to 233 km with the
aim to optimize the machine performance and to be able to reach 350 GeV and
in the case of VLLC with 233 km circumference also 500 GeV. In these cases
one can conceive of installing a hadron collider in the same tunnel at a later
stage. This collider could have proton energies a factor of a few higher than
LHC, the exact value depending on the size of the ring and the magnet
technology used. One could even contemplate lepton-hadron collisions.

4.4.3 Technical Challenges
The main challenges of the various proposals are fairly similar. Basically, the
storage ring collider technology is well established, so the technical issues have been
based on well-established accelerator physics and technologies of the past including the
LEP2, the B-factories and the circular synchrotron light sources. A possibility that some
unforeseen technical issues are waiting around the corner, although present, is relatively
small. Some of the issues below, however, are critical because they require various
degrees of extrapolations from past experience, and because at this time there has been
very little conceptual design or R&D work devoted to these circular colliders.
4.4.3.1

Energy Reach and Upgradability

The proposed center-of-mass energy is 240 GeV for all machines. For the larger
rings TLEP and SuperTRISTAN also 350 GeV is proposed. It is considered that
reaching higher energies further would lead to a strong increase in the cost of the
projects and is therefore not practical or even forbidding. In particular the potential to
increase the energy of an existing circular collider will be very limited. Operation at the
Z peak and W pair threshold can be envisaged with luminosities 2-5 orders of
magnitude higher than in the LEP.
The energy that can be reached with a circular e+e collider is determined by the size
of the ring and the installed RF voltage, which are both important cost factors. The
circulating beams emit synchrotron radiation. The average energy loss Eloss of each
particle per turn is given by Eloss = 88 keV (E/GeV)4/(ρ/m), for a beam energy E and
bending radius ρ. For example, a 120 GeV electron in the LEP/LHC tunnel would emit
about 7 GeV per turn. This loss needs to be compensated with accelerating RF with a
total voltage exceeding the loss. In order to reach a higher energy, either the RF voltage
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or the radius, or both, has to be increased. A simple cost model can be applied to
conclude that the RF voltage and the cost of accelerator are expected to scale as E2.
Circular colliders are therefore basically machines operating between the Z peak and the
240 GeV ZH cross-section maximum, possibly up to the top threshold at 350 GeV.
They become highly unpractical approaching the level of 500 GeV, and impossible
substantially above 500 GeV. The decision on whether or not to go in the direction of
circular colliders depends critically on what required center-of-mass energy is needed to
explore the Higgs coupling constants. Without this critical input, no useful decision can
be made.
For the larger rings, one can however reuse the tunnel to install a hadron machine
later, in a similar fashion as the LHC has been installed in the LEP tunnel. This would
provide a path to future projects. For the Fermilab site-filler one can conceive using it as
an injector for a larger ring. LEP3 does not provide an upgrade path but rather exploits
existing infrastructure.
4.4.3.2

Synchrotron Radiation

The luminosity of a circular collider increases with the circulating beam current,
which in all proposals is several mA. The current is limited in all proposals by the total
power of the emitted synchrotron radiation, which is typically set to about 100 MW
(LEP2 went up to 20 MW). The main challenges are to limit the power consumption by
obtaining good efficiency for the transfer from wall plug power into beam power and to
deal with the impact of the intense radiation on the vacuum and the RF. In addition,
power requirements other than compensation for synchrotron radiation, such as for
cryogenics, magnets, water cooling, injectors etc., need to be taken into consideration
and optimized.
Compared to LEP2 the synchrotron radiation is more intense and in some designs
also the critical energy is higher, which might cause a significant radiation hazard and
this issue needs to be evaluated and solved.
A larger ring circumference obviously allows both increasing the beam current
linearly with the radius for the same radiation power and reducing the installed RF
voltage inversely with the radius. As a result the luminosity will increase linearly with
the bending radius. With beam lifetime included (see section 4.3.6 Beamstrahlung), the
luminosity gains with the bending radius even more rapidly than linearly.
4.4.3.3

RF System

The RF system must provide the high accelerating voltage to overcome the
synchrotron radiation loss with sufficient overvoltage to provide an acceptable quantum
lifetime. It must also provide the high power to be transferred with high efficiency to
the beam. The RF system must be shielded against the strong synchrotron radiation.
Distribution of the RF stations requires a conceptual design to minimize the orbital
saw-tooth effects, especially in the cases when e+ and e beams occupy the same
vacuum chamber.
An optimal choice of the RF frequency needs to be made. An efficient RF power
coupler for the needed system also needs to be worked out in a conceptual design of the
collider. Note that the ILC cavities (1.3 GHz) have not been designed for this high
average power and that the coupler R&D would need to be redone. At 700 MHz,
however, the work done for the high power proton machines can be readily applied.
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When a large ring is operated at a relatively low beam energy E at a fixed
synchrotron radiation power, the required beam current can become large and increase
as 1/E4. (For example in the case when the TLEP is operated at the Z-pole, the beam
current exceeds 1 Ampere.) Since the RF section is very long compared with existing
rings, possible collective instabilities should be studied. The RF section length can be
made shorter at low energies in view of the total voltage required, but the demand to the
power coupler would be even more severe when the total synchrotron radiation power is
fixed.
4.4.3.4

Vacuum System

The raw synchrotron radiation power per meter will be much higher than LEP2
although lower or comparable to that of the B-factories. Although some other
parameters will require much extrapolation from existing colliders, most of the vacuum
system issues such as the higher-order mode cooling are expected to be within our
engineering capacity. The one most significant exception might be the radioactivation
by the high critical energy (~1.5 MeV) and high power synchrotron radiation. It is
possible that this consideration may drive the entire vacuum chamber design.
4.4.3.5

Beam-beam Effects

Much of the past experience in operating the LEP and the B-factories has been
incorporated into the proposals of the circular Higgs factories. The achieved beam-beam
parameter of 0.083 per IP (Figure 4.3) with 4 simultaneously operating IPs at LEP2 [23]
provided a solid basis for the design of the new colliders. However, not all past
experiences have been consistent and there remains a need to continue the study and
identify and understand the underlying beam dynamics. Keeping in mind the critical
impact of beam-beam effects on the luminosity, the new operating regime of
beamstrahlung and collision point optics, it is still critical to fully understand the beambeam effects in order to optimize the design. On the other hand, one possibility on the
optimistic side could be that the beam-beam parameter value might be substantially
increased due to the much enhanced synchrotron radiation damping.
With high RF voltage, it is expected that the synchrotron tune of the electron beam
will be high. Together with the small βy at the interaction point, which leads to large
hour-glass effect, it may generate potentially harmful beam dynamics effects.

Figure 4.3: Vertical beam-beam parameter measured at LEP2.
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4.4.3.6

Beamstrahlung

The strong beam-beam forces also lead to the emission of energetic photons, i.e.
beamstrahlung, which reduces the beam particle energy and leads at each collision to
the development of a low energy tail in the beam. (Figure 4.4) [24] The effect is weaker
than the beamstrahlung in the linear colliders and does not affect the collision energy
spread significantly. However, due to the limited energy acceptance of the machine,
particles in this tail can be lost thus reducing the luminosity lifetime. In order to keep
the beam longer than a typical refill time of once per minute, less than one particle in
~106 must be lost per bunch crossing. A lattice and RF energy acceptance of 2-6% is
required and the beam parameters need to be adjusted to reduce beamstrahlung; this
could potentially result in a reduction of luminosity.

Figure 4.4: Simulation of the particle spectrum after one collision due to the beamstrahlung
effect at TLEP. An energy acceptance of 2% is necessary.

4.4.3.7

Lattice Design

The lattice design is challenging, since small beta-functions at the interaction point
and a large distance between the interaction point and the first quadrupole magnet are
required together with a large energy acceptance to reduce the impact of beamstrahlung
on the luminosity lifetime.
Decisions need to be made on whether the collider will consist of a single ring or a
double ring. It also requires an early decision on colliding beams head-on or at an angle.
Special and dedicated efforts must be invested in the interaction region design
because of its complexity, its direct impact on the optimization of beam-beam effects
and luminosity, and its impact on the final energy acceptance. Diagnostics need to be
planned carefully in this region.
Also important is the machine-detector interface that impacts on the accelerator
performance, the detector performance, and the expected detector noise background
level. Due to synchrotron radiation and other backgrounds, the IP vacuum chamber may
require a small size that compromises high precision flavor tagging.
A significant development was made during the workshop in terms of an idea to
increase the energy acceptance due to the interaction region optics. Further effort to
consolidate this idea as well as further optimization will be needed in this important
area in order for the circular collider design to be completed.
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Lattice design for the regular cells is less of an issue, particularly when considering
the experiences gained in low-emittance light sources.
4.4.3.8

Emittance Control

Various effects can disturb the small beam emittance required for the collider
operation. In addition to beamstrahlung, these include dynamic aperture and nonlinear
optical effects, intrabeam scattering, electron-cloud, higher-order-mode heating with
short bunches, coherent synchrotron radiation instability, etc.
An important issue is to control the ratio of vertical and horizontal emittance in the
collider ring. It is necessary that this ratio be minimized before the beam-beam
collisions blow up the beam due to beam-beam effects. A large number of error
tolerances, as well as diagnostics tools and correction mechanisms, will need to be
established to assure a small value for this emittance ratio. Operational experience
gained at synchrotron radiation facilities can be very helpful here as well.
4.4.3.9

Top-up Injection

Due to high luminosity and the beamstrahlung effect, the beam lifetime would be
limited. In order to keep the luminosity nearly constant during a production cycle, a
second ring as an injector would be added for the top-up injection scheme, which was
successfully employed at PEP-II and KEKB. (Figure 4.5) The positron production rate
should be appropriate. An optimized injection scheme needs to be worked out in a
conceptual design.
Large synchrotron tune helps to separate the instability modes for the transverse
mode coupling instability (TMCI). However, TMCI is more important for the larger
rings and lower energies, such as the case for the top-up ring at injection.

Figure 4.5: PEP-II operation: top – without top-up injection; bottom – with top-up injection.

4.4.3.10 Polarization
In electron storage rings, polarization builds up by the Sokolov-Ternov effect. At
high energies the beams will have difficulty reaching transverse polarizations due to
their large energy spread. Therefore one should not expect to have polarized beams at
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120 GeV or above in any of the proposed circular machines. Other means of beam
energy calibration have to be devised. As seen in the physics section, this is not a big
loss for the Higgs boson physics. Obtaining transverse polarization at the Z peak was
achieved in LEP for the energy calibration, and this should not be difficult in the
machines under discussion, especially since great efforts will be dedicated to achieving
small vertical emittances. It would be of great benefit for the physics to have i)
longitudinal polarization for colliding beams at the Z peak, and ii) availability of
transverse polarization at the W threshold (Ebeam = 80-85 GeV) for calibration purposes.
Both are uncertain at this point and need to be studied. Additional hardware such as
movable spin rotators (as in the HERA) or polarization wigglers as in the LEP would
probably be necessary.

4.5

Muon Collider

4.5.1 Introduction
A unique feature of a muon collider is its large cross-section in s-channel resonance
for Higgs production. This cross-section is proportional to the mass squared of the
colliding particles. Since the mass of a muon is about 200 times that of an electron, the
cross-section of +  H is about 40,000 times larger than that of e+e  H. This
makes a muon collider particularly attractive to serve as a Higgs factory.
The muon collider has a number of other advantages as well as challenges when
compared to other types of Higgs factory. They are summarized below:




Advantages:
 Large cross section σ (+ → H) = 41 pb in s-channel resonance will
compensate for low luminosity (to compare to e+e → ZH at 0.2 pb)
 Small physical size footprint
 No synchrotron radiation problem
 No beamstrahlung problem
 Unique way for direct measurement of the Higgs line shape and total
decay width 
 Exquisite energy calibration
 A path to very high energy lepton-lepton collisions
Challenges:
 Muon 4D and 6D cooling needs to be demonstrated
 Need small center-of-mass energy spread (0.003%)
 RF in a strong magnetic field
 Background from constant muon decay
 Significant R&D required towards end-to-end design and firming up
luminosity figures
 Cost unknown (not much cheaper than a TeV muon collider)

Presently there are two main muon collider R&D programs in the world. One is the
Muon Accelerator Program (MAP) in the U.S. coordinated by Fermilab. Another is the
Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) in the U.K. carried out by an
international collaboration.
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4.5.2 The Muon Collider as a Higgs Factory
The layout of a muon collider is shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of six stages:







Proton driver – a high beam power (~4 MW), short beam pulse (~3 ns) proton
accelerator. It can be either a rapid cycling synchrotron or a combination of a
linac, an accumulator and a compressor.
Target system – a mercury jet target and a solenoid for generating and capturing
high flux pion beams.
Front end – for pion decay to muon and phase rotating the muon beam for
reducing the momentum spread.
Cooling – a key part of the muon collider. It uses a complex magnet-RF system
for ionization cooling to reduce the longitudinal and transverse emittance of the
muon beam by several orders of magnitude.
Acceleration – a number of options including linac, recirculating linac, rapid
cycling synchrotron and FFAG.
Collider ring – two muon beams, one + another , each of 63 GeV, colliding for
Higgs production via the s-channel resonance.

Figure 5.1: Layout of a muon collider.

The most demanding part is the cooling. As shown in Figure 5.2, the 6D cooling
requires a total reduction of a factor of 106 in beam emittance (104 in the transverse
phase space and 102 in the longitudinal phase space). And this has to be done rapidly
(~msec) before the muons decay. The R&D involves a number of frontier technologies
such as high temperature superconducting (HTS) high field magnets and high gradient
low frequency superconducting RF (SRF). (It should be noted that for a Higgs factory,
the requirement for the high field magnets is less demanding than that for a TeV-scale
collider because the final cooling stage is not needed.) The breakdown of an RF cavity
in a strong magnetic field is an example of the many challenging issues that a muon
collider would have to solve before it can become a viable option for a Higgs factory.
The Muon Accelerator Program (MAP) is making good progress in this direction.
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Figure 5.2: Muon cooling procedure.

When the muon collider serves as a Higgs factory, the longitudinal emittance is
more important than the transverse one as high energy resolution of the muon beam is
required for direct measurement of the Higgs total decay width  (see Sec. 2.4).
Therefore, the cooling can end at the point where there is the smallest longitudinal
emittance. The price to pay for this simplification is a lower luminosity due to larger
transverse emittance. The design luminosity for a muon Higgs factory is 1031–1032
cm-2s-1, which is about 2-3 orders of magnitude less than for an e+e collider.
Fortunately, however, this is compensated by the large cross-section (~41 pb, to be
compared to 0.24 pb for e+e → ZH) so the number of Higgs produced per year is
comparable for the two types of Higgs factory.
As a muon is ~200 times heavier than an electron, the synchrotron radiation and
beamstrahlung of a 63 GeV muon beam become irrelevant, and the ring size can be
quite small (300 m), which is a big advantage of a muon collider.
An interesting feature of a muon beam is its energy can be calibrated precisely. With
a polarization as small as 10%, the muon energy can be determined by measuring the
oscillation frequency of the electrons (from muon decay) to an accuracy of ~0.1 MeV.
The parameters of a muon Higgs factory are listed in Table 8.3.

4.6

Photon Colliders

4.6.1 Introduction
The idea of a photon collider ( collider) dates back to 1981 and much significant
work has been done since then. The photon collider is based on Inverse Compton
Scattering ICS) as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The discovery of the “Higgs-like” boson
brought about renewed interest to this concept. The advantage is that the cross section
for  → H is large and comparable to e+e → ZH (~200 fb) but the required energy is
much lower (63 GeV for a photon beam, corresponding to 80 GeV for an electron beam,
compared to 120 GeV per electron beam in an e+e collider). This makes a photon
collider an attractive option for either a low energy linear collider (80 GeV per electron
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beam) or a low energy circular collider (80 GeV per beam). Furthermore, for a photon
collider there is no need for positrons and only one damping ring is needed.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the Inverse Compton Scattering.

Several possibilities of  colliders were presented in the workshop, including:
(1) ILC-based
(2) CLIC-based (CLICHÉ)
(3) NLC-type
(4) SLC-type
(5) SAPPHiRE
(6) Energy-Recovery Linac-based (This was not presented at the workshop, see Ref.
[25])
From a physics point of view these concepts can be classified into two categories:
(a) Those which focus on s-channel Higgs production at E CM = 126 GeV;
(b) Those which are extendable to higher energies.
Among the above concepts (1), (2) and (3) belong to (b); (4), (5) and (6) to (a). The
concepts in (a) include an arc for electrons of several tens of GeV so that they cannot be
extended to higher energies in a realistic sense.
The concepts above can also be classified into two from the viewpoint of the
distance between the bunches, namely,
(A) Those which are based on a normal-conducting linac so that the distance
between bunches is of the order of a nanosecond;
(B) Those which are based on a superconducting linac with the bunch distance of
order of a micro-second.
Among the above concepts (2) and (3) belong to (A), and (1), (4), (5), (6) to (B).
((4) belongs to (A) if a normal-conducting linac is used.) The requirements on the laser
are quite different between these two categories.
The common features in all cases are:
 The primary electron beam must be highly polarized ( 80%) for obtaining a
narrow energy spread of the photon beam.
 The laser flush energy at the conversion point must be several Joules (except (6),
which requires one order of magnitude less), although the exact value depends
on the electron bunch length.
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Here we briefly describe these concepts. The proposed parameters are summarized
in Table 8.4.
The linear collider-based ones – (1), (2) and (3) – are relatively obvious, so they are
omitted here.
SLC-type: Uses 85 GeV pulsed normal-conducting or superconducting linac (or 45
GeV pulsed superconducting linac, twice-recirculating) to produce two ~80 GeV
electron beams and the arcs of 1km radius to bend them as in SLC. No damping rings.
For the laser, the ILC-type optical cavity or FEL is suggested.

Figure 6.2: SLC-type photon collider.

SAPPHiRE: Uses recirculating CW linac (two 11 GeV linacs, 4 turns) with 80 GeV
arcs and FNAL-A0-type flat-beam gun (but must be of higher intensity and polarized).
No damping rings. The acceleration part of this scheme is an Energy Recovery Linac
but the energy is not recovered when used as a photon collider.

Figure 6.3: Layout of SAPPHiRE.

Energy Recovery Linac-based: Uses two 50 GeV CW SC linacs with 50 GeV arcs.
The laser flush energy, and therefore the e- conversion efficiency is much lower than
in (5). The luminosity is partly restored by the much higher beam current. The merit of
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the low conversion efficiency is that the energy of the electrons that did not interact
with laser photons can be recovered in the ERL configuration.

Figure 6.4: Energy-recovery linac-based photon collider.

Generally speaking, the  Higgs factory has the following advantages:
 The colliding  beams have high polarization.
 The required primary beam energy is relatively low (category (a)) so that the cost
may be lower.
 It can be added to a linear collider (category (b)).
 The positron beam is not needed (category (a)).
 The damping ring, which is necessary for positron, may be omitted. Then,
however, the electron gun must provide low emittance and high polarization.
 It allows access to CP property of the Higgs
The challenges are:
 The physics is not as comprehensive as it would be in a 240 GeV e+e collider.
(for category (a))
 Background coming from the wide energy spectrum of the photons.
 The design of the interaction region is complex.
 High power laser technology is required.
4.6.2 Required R&D for Photon Colliders
Category (B) needs a laser repetition rate on the order of MHz with flush energy
several Joules. This is unrealistic. Hence, an optical cavity to accumulate weak laser
pulses is indispensable. The required parameter range are: Q-value O(1000), the optical
path length O(100m), stored energy O(10J). The Q-value has already been reached but
the present state-of-the art for the other two parameters is path length O(1m) and stored
energy O(1mJ). Thus, intensive R&D is needed for the optical cavity. (Figure 6.5)
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Figure 6.5: Sketch of an optical cavity in the interaction region.

Category (A) requires the laser flush energy O(kJ), split into some hundred subpulses of several Joules each, repeated at several tens of Hz. This sort of lasers may be
available from inertia fusion technology such as LIFE. (Figure 6.6) However, it is not
clear when they become available and when the technology to split the kJ pulse into
sub-pulses becomes ready. For the R&D of laser systems required to implement a
photon collider, the commitment of both the accelerator and laser communities is
necessary.

Figure 6.6: One of the 384 laser beam lines for the inertia fusion project LIFE at the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory.

Some of the proposals, including both (A) and (B), suggest the possibility of using
an FEL. However, to produce several Joule pulse demands the energy extraction from
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electron beams with extremely high efficiency ( 10%). A tapered FEL is a possibility
but this also requires R&D of many years including a demonstration. SAPPHiRE
suggests a possibility of using the primary electron beams as the FEL driver, but this
requires even more difficult R&D.
All the proposals of category (a) omit damping rings so they demand a lowemittance, highly polarized electron beam. The polarized RF gun is a possibility, but the
achievement of this technology will require years of R&D. (4) allows larger emittance
compared to (5) and (6) but requires larger bunch charge.
In all cases detailed design reports are still missing. The report should include:
 Design of the laser system
 Design of the polarized gun system
 More detailed design of the linac system for (4), (5) and (6). (In particular the
cryogenics system for (6) may be very demanding.)
 More detailed design of the arcs and the entire geometry, which are to be
reflected in the cost estimate.
 Cavity specification with power couplers
 Total power consumption
 Detailed design of the interaction region including the final-focus lattice and the
path of the laser beams. (It is quite likely that the required laser flush energy
would increase after detailed studies in particular for (4), (5) and (6). Relatively
serious studies have already been done for (1), (2) and (3), though not at the
level of a technical design.) (6) must also include the recovery path of the
disrupted electrons.
 Background studies including realistic photon spectrum and the effects of the
spent electrons.
 Estimated length of the R&D time. Those of category (a) are limited to schannel Higgs production only. Therefore timely construction is essential. For
those of category (b) there is a possibility of starting the machine as an e+e
collider (around 240 GeV) and converting it later to a  collider when the
technology becomes mature. (If one wants to start (b) as an s-channel Higgs
machine for saving the initial cost, the situation is similar to (a) though polarized
RF gun would not be needed.)
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4.8.1 Appendix 1 – Agenda
Wednesday, November 14, Room One West
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Pier Oddone (Fermilab)
Young-Kee Kim (Fermilab)
Fabio Cerutti (LBNL)
Chris Quigg (Fermilab)

Patrick Janot (CERN)
Stuart Henderson (Fermilab)

Lunch
Session 2: Linear e+e- Higgs factories (Chair: Jie Gao)

14:00 – 14:45
14:45 – 15:30

ILC as a Higgs factory (30’)
CLIC as a Higgs factory (30’)

15:30 – 16:00

Group photo & Coffee (30’)
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SLC- & NLC-type Higgs factory (30’)
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Daniel Schulte (CERN)

Tor Raubenheimer (SLAC)
Marco Oriunno (SLAC)
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Thursday, November 15, Room One West
Session 3: Circular e+e- Higgs factories (Chair: Daniel Schulte)
09:00 – 09:40
09:40 – 10:05
10:05 – 10:30

LEP3 and TLEP (25’)
SuperTristan (15’)
Fermilab site-filler (15’)

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee (30’)

11:00 – 11:25
11:25 – 12:05
12:05 – 12:30

IHEP Higgs factory (15’)
LBNL/SLAC ring and lattice issues (25’)
Topping up injection (15’)

12:30 – 14:00

Frank Zimmermann (CERN)
Katsunobu Oide (KEK)
Tanaji Sen (Fermilab)

Qing Qin (IHEP)
Yunhai Cai (SLAC)
John Seeman (SLAC)

Lunch
Session 4: Limits for circular e+e- colliders (Chair: Alex Chao)

14:00 – 14:30
14:30 – 15:00
15:00 – 15:30

Beamstrahlung – calculations and cure (20’)
Beamstrahlung – simulations (20’)
Scaling law (20’)

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee (30’)

16:00 – 16:30
16:30 – 17:00
17:00 – 17:30

Beam-beam tune shift (20’)
Synchrotron radiation – RF (20’)
Synchrotron radiation – vacuum (20’)

18:30 – 20:30

Dinner (Users Center – Chez Leon)

Valery Telnov (BINP)
Marco Zanetti (MIT)
Kaoru Yokoya (KEK)

Jie Gao (IHEP)
Andy Butterworth (CERN)
Nadine Kurita (SLAC)
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Friday, November 16, Room One West
Session 5 (Chair: Weiren Chou)

09:00 – 09:45
09:45 – 10:30

5A: Low emittance rings
Light sources (30’)
Colliders (30’)

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee (30’)

11:00 – 11:20
11:20 – 12:05
12:05 – 12:30

5B: Muon collider as a Higgs factory
Physics of μμ  Higgs (15’)
Muon collider (30’)
Background and machine-detector interface (15’)

12:30 – 13:45

Riccardo Bartolini (Diamond)
Yoshihiro Funakoshi (KEK)

Tao Han (U. of Pittsburgh)
David Neuffer (Fermilab)
Ron Lipton (Fermilab)

Lunch
Session 6

13:45 – 14:10
14:10 – 14:45
14:45 – 15:10
15:10 – 15:30

6A:  collider as a Higgs factory (Chair: Kaoru Yokoya)
Physics of   Higgs (15’)
 collider (25’)
Laser for CLIC-based  collider (15’)
SAPPHIRE (15’)

15:30 – 16:00

Wine & Cheese (30’)

16:00 – 16:25
16:25 – 17:00

6B: Summary Talks (Joint with the Wine & Cheese
Seminar) (Chair: John Campbell)
Higgs factory – physics (25’)
Higgs factory – accelerators (35’)

17:00

Adjourn

Mayda Velasco (Northwestern U.)
Tohru Takahashi (Hiroshima U.)
Andy Bayramian (LLNL)
Frank Zimmermann (CERN)

Alain Blondel (U. of Geneva)
Weiren Chou (Fermilab)
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4.8.2 Appendix 2 – Parameter Comparison Tables
At the workshop a set of parameter tables were compiled with input from the
proponents of each proposal. There are four parameter tables, one for each category of
Higgs factory, namely,
 Linear e+e colliders
 Circular e+e colliders
 Muon collider
 Photon colliders
Each table contains two parts:
 Top level parameters, including:
 Center-of mass energy
 Luminosity
 Number of interaction points (IP)
 Number of Higgs per year per IP
 Machine size (length or circumference)
 Power consumption
 Polarization
 Energy upgrade limit
These parameters are common to all Higgs factories and can be used for
cross comparison.
 Other important parameters:
These can be different for different categories of Higgs factory. They can be
used for comparing different machines in the same category.
These tables were provided by the workshop presenters except for some obvious
corrections and items derived from the data provided.
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4.8.3 Appendix 3 – Timelines
Listed below are our best estimates or, sometimes, “guesstimates” of the timeline of
various proposals for a Higgs factory. For each proposal, we shall identify a date of
completion of its experimental program (not a date for completion of the facility).
1. LHC
The LHC dates are the most readily available. The date for completion of “nominal
LHC” at 14 TeV with ~300 fb1 is assumed to be 2021, which is the beginning of the
LHC long shut down of 2022-2023. The High Luminosity running is assumed to last
until 2030 for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb1. There is a possibility that this may
be extended by a few years. A further extension to even higher energies by replacing the
LHC magnets by 16-20 T peak field magnets in situ (HE-LHC) would take quite a few
years after that date; similarly the timescale to fill an 80 km long tunnel with 20 T
magnets (SHE-LHC) is also very uncertain.
2. Linear e+e colliders
The ILC dates were hinted at in the statement of interest of Japanese colleagues at
the European Strategy ESPP workshop in Krakow (September 2012). It is stated that the
project is ready to go. The Technical Design Report with cost estimate will be published
in June 2013. Assuming a decision is taken within the next couple of years, and after
due process it is assumed in the TDR that the construction time is around 9 years, this
having to include the construction of a new lab infrastructure; the main uncertainty here
comes from the availability of the appropriate funding level. A commissioning time of
one year is assumed. Thus, it is assumed the physics run could begin around 2025. Five
years of continuous running at 250 GeV ECM is, according to the ILC documents,
necessary to reach 250 fb1, by a date which we estimate to be around 2030. The
upgrade and additional running at 350 GeV, 500 GeV and 1 TeV lead to a completion
date around 2040-2045.
The current planning for the CLIC foresees a development phase until 2016, which
allows taking a decision on the next high energy frontier project to be taken in 20162017, based on the LHC results. In the preparation phase until 2022 the technical
designs would be finalized, the industrial procurement prepared and the site
authorisation would be obtained to be ready for construction starting from 2023 and
finishing by 2030. So data could be taken as the LHC programme reaches completion.
3. Circular e+e colliders
Compared with the linear colliders, the circular Higgs factory proposals are much
less construction ready. The ILC, for example, has its TDR completed with accurate
cost estimate. In contrast, the circular proposals have yet to form the study groups that
line up to produce CDRs. Cost estimates for the circular options are even further in the
future.
As the circular Higgs factories are in their infancy, it is difficult to make reasonable
predictions. Consider the cases of LEP3 and TLEP. It took 13 years from the first
CERN yellow report in 1976 to the LEP start-up, of which 6 years from groundbreaking to first collisions. The first step is to produce a conceptual design study report.
Given the significant interest raised at the workshop and the available worldwide
expertise this should take two years, reaching a decision point following which 2-3
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more years would be necessary for a TDR. The following is a possible CERN scenario;
we expect a similar time scale for other circular Higgs factory proposals.
Assuming a decision in the few years following the next CERN strategy update in
2018, construction could possibly start in 2021 when the main components of the LHC
upgrade are acquired. Construction of an 80 km tunnel should be at least similar to that
of the LEP ring (tunnelling technology has made progress in recent years), thus at least
6 years. The components of the machine need to be developed and built in parallel. In a
new ring the installation and commissioning is assumed to be straightforward and takes
two years. Thus data-taking could possibly start around 2030 leading to 5 years worth
of precision results not earlier than 2035. A full program on TLEP including polarized
beams at the Z peak and exploration at the WW and ttbar thresholds would probably
take another 10-15 years. The increase of complexity (double ring, larger RF system,
longer vacuum chamber) with respect to LEP is a source of significant uncertainty in
this number. LEP3 in the LHC tunnel is a fall back in case the funding for the larger
projects does not come forth, but because of the need to install the machine in the LHC
tunnel itself, it is difficult to expect an earlier time scale than that of TLEP. A new ring
of similar circumference as LEP3 could probably be built faster at another site.
4. Muon collider
For the muon collider, the MAP program will deliver its feasibility study in 2018.
By that time it is also important that the MICE experiment is completed. The CDR/TDR
process could then take place lasting probably at least 5 years to which the approval
process needs to be added. The cost is unknown. The committee shall not venture a
guesstimate of a date for muon colliders in this report. An update of the muon collider
timeline by the MAP collaboration is expected to be available during Snowmass 2013.
5. Photon colliders
A photon collider can either be seen as an add-on to a linear collider, in which case
one could contemplate operation sometimes in the active life (2030-2045) of the ILC. If
a dedicated machine were to be built, a CERN time scale would probably place it
starting construction in 2022 with possibly a somewhat faster timescale than TLEP
because of the smaller tunnel, leading to the completion of 5 years of statistics
sometimes between 2030 and 2035.
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XFELO 2013 Workshop Report – Part A: Sciences
Hyunjung Kim1 and Hiroshi Kawata2
Sogang University, Seoul 121-742, Korea
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KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, 305-0801, Japan
Mail to: hkim@sogang.ac.kr,
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5.1.1 Introduction
In this XFELO Workshop 2013, the potential applications of exciting XFELO
sciences were presented and discussed based on the prominent characteristics of
XFELO, such as (i) full coherence in both transverse and longitudinal directions, (ii)
ultrafine bandwidth, and (iii) higher repetition rate and (iv) higher stability compared to
SASE type XFEL with or without self-seeding, which will be referred to SXFEL in the
following. Although the pulse intensity of XFELO is less than three to four orders of
magnitude smaller than that of an SASE pulse, the peak spectral brightness is
comparable since the XFELO bandwidth is correspondingly narrower.
5.1.2 Possible Scientific Area
Significant extension and improvement of scientific techniques developed in third
generation x-ray facilities will be achieved. Such techniques are inelastic x-ray
scattering, Mössbauer spectroscopy, hard x-ray photoemission, nm resolution hard x-ray
imaging, imaging and dynamics based coherent x-ray scattering. Some of the selected
and detailed expectations and specifications discussed during this workshop are listed
below for each scientific area.
5.1.2.1

High Resolution Spectroscopy: Inelastic X-ray Scattering

Since the XFELO promises to offer 104 times more intensity than the typical third
generation synchrotron sources and at least 102 more than the SXFEL, high resolution
inelastic scattering (IXS) experiments with 0.1 meV resolution will be easily achieved.
In other words, the much higher brilliance available from XFELO can overcome small
cross sections of IXS. Small samples and disordered systems will be more feasible to
investigate. By working in the frequency domain, a method to achieve attosecond time
resolution without actually using attosecond pulses was presented . In fact, it is claimed
that with an XFELO and optimized conditions the time resolution could be 1000 times
better than than from pump probe technique with SXFEL.With high longitudinal
coherence, e.g., standing wave inelastic scattering would be possible for studying non
crystalline materials.
5.1.2.2

High Resolution Spectroscopy: Mössbauer Spectroscopy

The whole field of Mössbauer spectroscopy can benefit from an XFELO. This
motivates the long-term goal of establishing quantum optical methods in the hard x-ray
regime. A few examples in this direction are a coherent dynamical control scheme
based on a rapid rotation of an externally applied magnetic field, which could suppress
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the decay of excited nuclei due to quantum interference, the measurement of the
cooperative Lamb shift in a large ensemble of nuclei, the observation of an archetype
quantum optical effect with nuclei, and the observation of so-called spontaneously
generated coherences. The XFELO could allow accessing a qualitatively different
parameter regime for x-ray quantum optics with nuclei. The XFELO provides narrowband fully coherent transform limited pulses. The full temporal coherence allows the
use of all resonant photons in a single pulse collectively for manipulation of the nuclei.
The large number (103) of photons per pulse will make it possible to explore a
qualitatively different dynamics which could not be studied with third generation
sources providing single photon per pulse. In particular, the intensity of such a pulse is
enough to induce non-linear effects. Other target systems for x-ray quantum optics
could be inner-shell electrons of atoms. Advance in instrumentation and techniques will
further facilitate the approach of inner-electron target systems.
5.1.2.3

Hard X-Ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (HXPS, HAXPES)

Hard x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HXPS) will benefit from the highly
coherent beam in longitudinal direction. More information from the bulk structure could
be obtained, making HXPS a more versatile tool for any new material or multilayer
nanostructure.
5.1.2.4

X-ray Microscopy and Phase Contrast Imaging

In general, nm focusing should be available by XFELO. Here also highly coherent
longitudinal beam will make more variety of the samples accessible for investigation.
5.1.2.5

Dynamics and Imaging with Coherent X-rays

Considering the stability achievable in XFELO, traditional X-ray photon correlation
spectroscopy can be applied for studying 2D dynamics with microsecond time scale
with proper 2D detector development. Highly coherent flux make dynamics and related
speckle analysis available for reaching atomic resolution, in general, i.e., by wide angle
scattering measurement. Biological samples will have benefit. Coherent beam at high
energy will be useful for various sample systems. Anomalous coherent x-ray diffraction
imaging (CDI) e.g., at 2meV resolution with full coherence can be feasible. High
resolution CDI, CDI combined with pump-probe technique, as well as Bragg CDI at
wide angle can be readily accomplished.
5.1.2.6

Time-Resolved Studies

For pump-probe X-ray diffraction and scattering studies, XFELO may be
comparable to or even better than XFEL. To realize pump-probe experiment with high
repetition XFELO light source, there are two important developments. One is the
synchronization procedure should be developed. Some of the techniques have already
been developed by using COM system at the level of sub-femto second. The other is a
high repetition and also high power pump light source. The latter might be possible to
use coherent THz light which is produced by the accelerator itself.
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5.1.3 Insights to New Scientific Areas
The XFELO might be a big step forward in terms of coherence since the XFELO
will have full longitudinal coherence. Full longitudinal coherence will be available in
seeded SXFELs but they exhibit significant intensity fluctuations. With full longitudinal
coherence, the gap between time-domain and energy domain techniques in the study of
dynamics can be closed.
A future possibility of an extreme stabilization of an XFELO by tying its output to
a narrow nuclear resonance line such as 57Fe can be explored. This nuclear resonance
(NR) stabilized XFELO even has coherence between pulses. The extreme stabilized
XFELO will have applications to nuclear resonance metrology, x-ray quantum optics,
and fundamental sciences such as quantum gravity. Nonlinear optics in x-ray regime
such as four-wave mixing and stimulated Raman scattering can be tested. Development
of nanometer-sized x-ray sources may be reasonable to investigate.
5.1.4

Conclusions

The XFELO is unique in providing full coherence, high average intensity, and high
stability to study the areas which have not been accessible so far. For example, the
XFELO characteristics are suitable for many X-ray quantum optics experiments.
While the commonly used key parameters are on the same level for XFELO and
seeded XFEL, there are important advantages of the XFELO in terms of high repetition
and better stability. If the XFELO can indeed be stabilized so that the linewidth of the
individual modes becomes smaller than the nuclear linewidth, the perturbations to the
coherent dynamics can be neglected.
Finally, we note that the demands of quantum optics in visible laser have continued
to be a strong driver for the development of better instrumentation and optics. It would
be desirable to have a similar driver in the X-ray spectral region as well. The advance in
X-ray instrumentation will benefit X-ray science as a whole. An example case is the
diamond mirrors which are studied in the context of the development of the XFELO,
but which can be used for many other applications as well.
This enables contacts with new user communities, thus stimulating novel scientific
approaches.
5.1.5 Acknowledgement
This report summarizes the presentations on XFELO sciences during the workshop,
by Hiroshi Kawata, Giulio Monanco, Hyunjung Kim, Yu Gan, Charles Fadley,
Changwook Lee, Hyotcherl Ihee, Jung Ho Je, Do Young Noh, Jörg Evers, Bernhard
Adams.
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XFELO 2013 Workshop Report – Part B: XFELO R&D Issues
(Accelerator and X-ray Optics)
Nikolay Vinokurov1,2, Chung-Jong Yu3
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
2
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Daejeon, Korea
3
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, Korea
Mail to: nikolay.vinokurov@gmail.com
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5.2.1 Introduction
The XFELO consists of three parts: accelerator, which provides the electron beam
with necessary parameters, magnetic and vacuum system, including undulator, and xray resonator.
5.2.2 Components
5.2.2.1

Accelerator

The accelerator, required for the XFELO (6-7 GeV, CW operation) is very
expensive (more than $1B). To build such an accelerator it needs to have the reasonable
package of its applications (scientific case). On the other hand, a proper accelerator –
energy recovery linac (ERL) - is discussed in many countries to use it as the next
generation x-ray source. Therefore it is natural to include the XFELO into the bigger
project of the ERL-based x-ray source, as discussed by H. Kawata’s talk. This x-ray
source will provide high-brightness subpicosecond periodic x-ray pulses with both
XFELO (one beamline) and spontaneous undulator radiation sources (several
beamlines). On the other hand, the unique parameters of radiation of the XFELO
increase significantly the scientific importance of the ERL-based x-ray source.
Therefore the XFELO is a strong reason to build this big installation.
5.2.2.2

SRF

The most complicated and expensive part of the ERL is the RF system. The
superconducting (SC) RF technology was reviewed in the talk of G. Neil (TJNAF). It is
worth noting, that the unique electron accelerator CEBAF is the only example of the
routine and reliable operation of large number of SC accelerating modules. These
accelerating modules are also used in small ERL at the same laboratory. Therefore it is
preferable to use the CEBAF RF system as a prototype for the ERL-based x-ray source
one. The overall cost of 6 GeV accelerating system is about $1B. It may be decreased
twice for 4-pass (2 accelerations and 2 decelerations) ERL.
5.2.2.3

Gun

The electron gun, which is capable to provide low (of the order of .1 mm·mrad)
normalized emittance at about ten pC charge per bunch and few mA average current, is
under development at KEK/JAEA (as discussed by H. Kawata’s talk) and also at
Cornell. These guns as well as the well-proven JLAB ERL gun are a good prototype.
However, it is desirable to build the test gun and hundred-MeV pre-accelerator (or even
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a small injection ERL) in advance, as measurements of so low slice emittances require
complicated techniques and have to be performed at high enough energies. Such a test
facility is under construction at KEK (See Kawata’s talk)
5.2.3 Magnet and Vacuum
The magnetic and vacuum systems of an XFELO are within the state of art. More
advanced schemes, like master oscillator plus power amplifiers, mentioned in the talk of
K.-J. Kim (ANL), may be used at ERL.
5.2.4 Optics
5.2.4.1

Mirrors

The x-ray resonator issues are crystal reflectivity (including the radiation heating
problem), focusing and mechanical precision of the crystal mounts. They were
addressed in talks of V. Blank (TISNCM), Y. Shvydko (ANL) and D. Shu (ANL). The
reflectivity degradation due to heating may limit the intracavity power. The contribution
of spontaneous undulator radiation to the forward crystal heating has to be considered.
The required spatial and the angular stability can be met by the weak-link
mechanism actively used at the APS. The recent results of the TISNCM diamond as a
self-seeding crystal and a wide-offset monochromator in LCLS indicated that it is a
promising candidate as the resonator crystal while the effect of high-repetition-rate xray pulses are unknown. The answer would be found in a few years after the long-term
use of the diamond. This crystal also showed a good indication of preserving wavefront.
We may get useful ideas on the optics issues from other super-precise installations, like
optical detectors of gravitational waves (described in the talk of K. Arai, Caltech).
5.2.4.2

Stabilization

The nuclear resonance stabilization of the XFELO spectrum, described in the talk of
B. Adams, looks very promising. The development of the next-generation time standard
(superprecise x-ray clock) has huge application field (both basic research and applied
metrology).
5.2.4.3

Tests

The test of high-quality (long decay time) x-ray resonator, pumped by undulator
radiation, at existing storage rings (APS, PLS …) may be useful for tests of all these
issues and nuclear resonance stabilization technique.
5.2.5 Scale
The sizes of the ERL-based facility are about 1km×1km, and the cost scale is $2B.
The typical time of creating of such installation is 10 years (at least 5 years for a
proposal approvals and initial R&D, and at least 5 years for technical design,
prototyping, component production, building and assembly). Therefore it would be
appropriate to make a proposal for considering this ERL as possible next decade
accelerator project (which does not overlap in time and interfere with accelerating
projects, which are under way now) and including it to a “list of future installations”.
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Very preliminary estimate for the R&D program total cost is $75M for 5 years. It
consists of $50M for the infrastructure plus an early budget of $5M. The majority of the
initial infrastructure cost of $50M will be for an SCRF beam facility with low emittance
injector, and the yearly R&D will be divided into x-ray optics and SCRF R&D, together
with collaboration with other institutions.
5.2.6 Participants in the XFELO Workshop
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5.3

Workshop on Accelerator R&D for Ultimate Storage Rings
Yi Jiao
Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS, Beijing, China
Mail to: jiaoyi@ihep.ac.cn

5.3.1 Introduction
The Workshop on Accelerator R&D for Ultimate Storage Rings was held on
October 30 to November 1, 2012, at the Hongluoyuan Hotel in Huairou District, north
of Beijing, near the site of a new campus for the Chinese Academy of Sciences and
potentially a future state-of-the-art storage ring. The Institute of High Energy Physics
(IHEP) in Beijing hosted this international workshop because it is seeking special
support from the national funding agency to conduct R&D related to the new 5-GeV,
1.2 to 1.5-km circumference storage ring-based light source. About 60 accelerator
physicists and engineers from several international light sources attended. The
workshop website is found at http://usr2012.ihep.ac.cn/.
The co-chairs of the workshop were R. Hettel (SLAC) and Q. Qin (IHEP). The
International Advisory Committee (IAC) members included K. Balewski (DESY), A.W.
Chao (SLAC), H. Ding (IOP), M. Eriksson (MAX-Lab), R. Gerig (ANL), X.M. Jiang
(IHEP), H. Ohkuma (Spring-8), P. Raimondi (ESRF), and Z. Zhao (SINAP). IAC
members contributed to working with the Science Program Committee (SPC) members
to select and finalize the topics and speakers and to preparing the close-out
presentations of the workshop.
It is well known that the interest in realizing the next generation of diffractionlimited, so-called “ultimate” storage ring (USR) light sources is growing and several
laboratories, including SLAC, SPring-8, ESRF, IHEP/Beijing and possibly other
laboratories are considering implementing them in their strategic plans for the next
decade. The design of these machines, which have electron emittances of < ~100 pm in
both transverse planes, have been discussed in the last two ICFA Future Light Source
Workshops and have been the topic of study by individual groups. It is acknowledged
that R&D is required in various accelerator physics and engineering areas before such
machines can actually be implemented, especially as the emittance is reduced towards
10 pm. These rings will most likely use compact magnet and vacuum chamber
technology similar to that being developed for the MAX-IV storage ring, now under
construction.
The purpose of this workshop was to bring together accelerator experts from
diverse light source facilities having common interest in developing these new sources
to focus on accelerator physics and engineering challenges for USRs and to identify
areas requiring R&D. The charge for the workshop is listed below.
5.3.2 Charge to the Workshop



Survey conceptual designs and compare the performance goals for USRs
worldwide;
Identify technical challenges and R&D requirements associated with:
 Ring dimensions and lattice design,
 Collective effects, impedances and lifetime,
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 Injection methods,
 Accelerator component and system design (magnets, vacuum chambers,
instrumentation, feedback systems, etc.),
 Beam stability,
 Insertion devices and damping wigglers;
Prioritize R&D topics and define critical studies that should begin imminently.

5.3.3 Scientific Program
The workshop was organized with an opening introductory session that included
presentations on the science case and performance goals for diffraction-limited storage
ring light sources. Q. Qin (IHEP) introduced the workshop charge, H. Ding (IOP)
presented the scientific cases for USR, Y. Dong (IHEP) presented the highlights of the
science of USR, and R. Hettel (SLAC) overviewed the USR design and performance
requirements.
This was followed by several topical sessions, interspersed with discussion sessions,
organized to identify issues in lattice design, accelerator physics, injection, accelerator
engineering, instrumentation and feedback systems, and insertion devices relative to the
present state-of-the-art. While possible avenues of solution were discussed in some
cases, the identification of these issues was the primary purpose of the workshop. The
presentations can be found at the Workshop website:
http://indico.ihep.ac.cn/conferenceOtherViews.py?view=standard&confId=2825.
In the session of lattice design, talks were presented for the low-emittance designs in
the laboratories worldwide, including Max-Lab, ESRF, SPring-8, LBNL, SOLEIL,
IHEP, LNLS, SLAC, ANL, DLS and BINP. In the session of accelerator physics, talks
were spread over beam collective effects, propagation of ultra-short bunch in USRs and
potential lasing, RF optimization, coupling correction, dynamic aperture optimization,
bunch length manipulation, “round” beam production. In the session of injection, the
talks covered topics such as single-shot top-up injection, pulsed multipole injection,
swap-out injection and longitudinal injection. In the session of accelerator engineering,
the talks were presented about magnets, vacuum system, alignment, RF system, kicker
magnets, field mapping and power consumption. In the session of instrumentation and
feedback system, talks were given about orbit feedback, beam size stabilization and
high-resolution orbit and photon BPM development. In the session of insertion devices,
the talks covered topics such as insertion devices (IDs) for USRs, ID commissioning,
X-ray optics, ID dynamic effects and simulation codes.
5.3.4 Conclusion
The Workshop on Accelerator R&D for Ultimate Storage Rings has helped to more
clearly define USR accelerator design issues and the areas where R&D are needed. In
this workshop several important R&D topics were addressed or advised:



USR storage ring configuration optimization, based on targeted spectral
brightness, coherence, special operating modes (e.g. short bunches, lasing), and
almost certainly the most significant factor: available funding;
Methods to create “round” beams, such as operating with equal horizontal and
vertical tunes, using skew quadrupoles, solenoids and other methods;
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Further improvement of the performance capabilities to make USRs more “FELlike”, such as lasing at soft X-ray energies using single-pass FEL undulators
located in switched bypasses, potentially lasing at hard X-ray energies in X-ray
FEL oscillators;
Flexible beam manipulation in USR, including emittance exchange and
partitioning, bunch length manipulation with more than one frequency RF
cavities;
Reliable and efficient injection into USRs;
Strong interconnection and system integration of the accelerator technologies for
magnets, vacuum, RF and stability;
R&D on new IDs those benefit USRs, including damping wigglers, cryogenic
permanent magnet undulators, superconducting undulators and variable

6

Recent Doctorial Theses Abstracts

6.1

Optics Design of Intrabeam Scattering Dominated Damping
Rings
Fanouria Antoniou
Mail to: Fanouria.Antoniou@cern.ch

Graduation date: January 8th, 2013
University: NTUA (National Technical University of Athens), Greece
Supervisors: Prof. E. Gazis and Dr. I. Papaphilippou
Abstract:
A e+/e− linear collider, the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is under design at
CERN, aiming to explore the terascale particle physics regime. The collider has been
optimized at 3 TeV center of mass energy and targets a luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1. In
order to achieve this high luminosity, high intensity bunches with ultra low emittances,
in all three planes, are required. The generation of ultra low emittance is achieved in the
Damping Rings (DR) complex of the collider. The large input beam emittances,
especially the ones coming from the positron source, and the requirement of ultra low
emittance production in a fast repetition time of 20 ms, imply that the beam damping is
done in two stages. Thus, a main-damping ring (DR) and a pre-damping ring (PDR) are
needed, for each particle species. The high bunch brightness gives rise to several
collective eﬀects, with Intra-beam scattering (IBS) being the main limitation to the
ultra-low emittance. This thesis elaborates the lattice design and non-linear optimization
of a positron pre-damping ring and the lattice optimization of a damping ring, under the
inﬂuence of IBS. Several theoretical models, describing this eﬀect, are discussed and
compared for diﬀerent lattices, while two multi-particle tracking algorithms are benchmarked with the theoretical models. Finally, IBS measurement results, at the Swiss
Light Source (SLS) and the Cornell electron storage ring Test Accelerator (Cesr-TA),
are presented and compared with theoretical predictions.
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7

Forthcoming Beam Dynamics Events

7.1

SLAC Summer School on Electron and Photon Beams

SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory is offering for the first time a Summer
School on Electron and Photon Beams for senior undergraduate students, graduate
students and post-docs. The school will be held at SLAC from July 22nd to July 26th,
2013. The goal of the school is to introduce students and post docs to the physics and
technology of high brightness electron and coherent X-ray beams, a growing field of
research with applications in areas like synchrotron radiation, X-ray free-electron lasers,
atomic and molecular science at the femtosecond-Ångstroms scale.
Scholarships to cover the cost of travel and/or lodging are available for some of the
participants. You will find a more detailed description of the school on the school web
site: http://slac.stanford.edu/sssepb/ .
The school organizing committee would be grateful if you could bring this
information to the attention of students and post-docs in your institution and encourage
them to attend the school.
Organizing Committee Chair: Claudio Pellegrini
Contact: sssepb@slac.stanford.edu

7.2

53rd ICFA Advanced Beam Dynamics Workshop (ABDW)
Energy Recovery Linacs (ERL) 2013

Tentative dates: September 9-13, 2013.
Venue: Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia.
Web-site: http://ssrc.inp.nsk.su/Conf/ERL2013/
The workshop continues the chain of the ERL workshops (the latest was the 50th
ABDW ERL 2011, KEK, Japan). The aim of the workshop is further development of
ERL physics, technology and applications. In particular, the issues of beam stability,
halo, emittance requirements and limitations, subsystems (RF, injectors, lattices) have
to be considered. Also, the ERL applications, operation experience and project statuses
have to be discussed.
The oral (invited and distributed) and poster session will be organized for the
workshop. About 100-120 participants are expected.
Proceedings will be published electronically at the JACoW site.
International Organizing Committee
G. N. Kulipanov, BINP (Chair)
S. Benson, TJNAF
I. Ben-Zvi, BNL
R. Hajima JAEA
G. Hoffstaetter, Cornell
H. Kawata KEK
K-J. Kim, ANL and the U. of Chicago
J. Knobloch, HZB
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S. Smith , STFC/DL/ASTeC
Yu. Shatunov, BINP
International Program Committee
R. Hajima, JAEA (Chair)
W. Anders, HZB
D. Angal-Kalinin, STFC/DL/ASTeC
I. Bazarov, Cornell U.
S. Belomestnykh, BNL
J. Bisognano, SRC-U. Wisconsin-Madison
M. Borland, ANL
D. Douglas, JLAB
B. Dunham, Cornell U.
P. Evtushenko, JLAB
T. Furuya, KEK
C. Hernandez-Garcia, JLAB
G. Hoffstaetter, Cornell U.
A. Jankowiak, HZB
T. Kamps, HZB
D. Kayran, BNL
K-J. Kim, ANL and the Univ. of Chicago
E-S. Kim, Kyungpook Natl. U.

J. Knobloch, HZB
Y. Kobayashi, KEK
M. Liepe, Cornell U
V.N. Litvinenko, BNL
K. Liu, Peking U.
P. McIntosh, STFC/DL/ASTeC
A.Matveenko, BESSY II
L. Merminga, TRIUMF
J. Michael Klopf, Jefferson Lab
L. Militsyn, STFC Daresbury Lab
N.Nakamura, KEK
S. Sakanaka, KEK
O. A. Shevchenko, BINP
T. Smith, Stanford U.
J. Teichert, HZDR
A. Tribendis, BINP
N. Vinokurov BINP
J. Wang, IHEP

Local Organizing Committee Chair and JACoW representative
M. Kuzin, BINP
Workshop Scientific Secretary
Ya. Getmanov, BINP

7.3

The 14th International Conference on Accelerator and Large
Experimental Physics Control Systems (ICALEPCS 2013)

The 14th International Conference on Accelerator and Large Experimental Physics
Control Systems (ICALEPCS 2013) is scheduled for October 6-11, 2013 in San
Francisco, California (USA) and is hosted by the National Ignition Facility at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (https://www.llnl.gov/). Managers, scientists,
engineers and decision makers of preeminent world-class science laboratories and
facilities will discuss big-science control and information systems.
Abstract submission is now open for ICALEPCS2013. Instructions on how to
submit your abstract can be found on the conference website via
http://icalepcs2013.org/abstracts/index.php
You are kindly invited to submit your abstract before 1st April 2013.
ICALEPCS (http://www.icalepcs.org) is a series of biennial conferences that rotates
between three major areas of the world: America (including North, Central and South
America), Asia (including Oceania) and Europe (including Russia, the Near East and
Africa) and is well established as the largest conference dedicated to control systems for
accelerators and large experiments in physics.
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The high standard that has been reached by the conference is widely recognized.
The conference series is endorsed by the European Physics Society/Experimental
Physics Control Systems (EPS/EPCS); the Physical Society of Japan (JPS); and the
Association of Asia Pacific Physical Societies (AAPPS).
We are pleased to invite all those involved worldwide in the field of controls and
those interested in following the latest trends in control systems for accelerators and
experimental physics systems, large and small (particle accelerators, particle detectors,
telescopes and nuclear fusion facilities, etc.). Please visit our home page
(http://www.icalepcs2013.org/) for more details.
Scientific Program Chair: Peg Folta
Conference Chair: Chris Marshall
Local Organizing Committee: http://icalepcs2013.org/committees/organizing.php.

7.4

COOL'13

We are pleased to announce that the next International Workshop on Beam Cooling
and Related Topics, COOL'13, will take place at the Alpin Palace Hotel in Murren,
Switzerland from 10th to 14th June 2013.
This is the 9th workshop in the series which was first held in Montreux, Switzerland
in 1993 and has been a bi-annual event since 2001. The workshop will highlight the
latest developments in the field of particle beam cooling and will provide a perfect
opportunity for accelerator physicists, engineers and students to meet and interact in a
quiet and relaxed environment.
At an elevation of 1650 m, perched on a high, sunny terrace facing the famous Eiger,
Monch and Jungfrau, Murren is located amidst some of the world's most spectacular
scenery. Coming by train from one of the airports (Bern, Zurich, Basel, Geneva)
Murren is reached by a mountain railway or by aerial cableways running from the
Lauterbrunnen valley into the centre of the car-free village. Murren has remained a
charming little village rich of traditions and has managed to escape over-development
despite being famous in the history of winter sports.
A program of invited oral presentations is being developed by the International
Program Committee and will be published in due course at the workshop website
https://cool-13.web.cern.ch/COOL-13
Please bookmark the site and visit it regularly for updates on the program and for
useful information concerning the workshop.
Prospective participants should take note of the deadlines for abstract submission
(15th February 2013), early registration (3rd May 2013) and hotel reservation (10th
May 2013). Delegate registration will open in January and proposals for hotel
accommodation will be published on our website.
Abstract and paper submission as well as delegate registration will be handled via
the JACoW Scientific Programme Management System (SPMS) at
https://oraweb.cern.ch/pls/cool2013/profile.html
The proceedings will be published at the JACoW site
http://www.jacow.org
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shortly after the workshop. We would like to take the opportunity to invite you to
update your JACoW profile if you no longer wish to receive communications on this
and future COOL workshops.
We are excited to welcome you to this unique location for COOL’13 and are
looking forward to meeting you at the workshop.
The Local Organising Committee:
Pavel Belochitskii
Flora Berrenger
Madeleine Catin (Secretary)
Tommy Eriksson

7.5

Alexandre Frassier
Lars Varming Joergensen (Editor)
Bertrand Lefort
Gerard Tranquille (Chair)

SRF 2013

We are pleased to invite you to attend the 16th International Conference on RF
Superconductivity, SRF 2013, to take place on September 23-27, 2013 in Cite
Universitaire, downtown Paris, France. Please note this important conference in your
calendar and bookmark the conference website.
http://www.srf2013.fr/
RF superconductivity is now the key technology of many accelerators for particle
physics, nuclear physics and, increasingly, light sources. SRF 2013 will cover the latest
advances in the science, technology, and applications of superconducting RF. The
program will consist of invited review talks, poster sessions and 'hot-topic' discussion
sessions (and also our traditional boat tour, trademark of this conference). An industrial
exhibition will also take place during the conference.
We will continue the tradition of providing a vivid forum for SRF scientists,
engineers, students and industrial partners to present and discuss the latest
developments in the science and technology of superconducting RF for particle
accelerators.
Special tutorials will be held from Sept. 19-21 in GANIL, Caen. These are designed
to provide an in-depth overview of SRF related subjects for scientists and engineers
new to the field. It will also give the attendees a unique opportunity of visiting the
GANIL accelerator facilities, especially the Spiral2 linac which will be under assembly
at this time.
The proceedings will be published through JACoW. Only contributions presented as
a talk or in the poster sessions will be included in the proceedings.
We invite you to log on to your JACOW account and activate the SRF mailing-list
checkbox in your personal profile to ensure that you will receive updates on the SRF
Conference in the future.
https://oraweb.cern.ch/pls/jacow/profile.new_account
Registration and call for contribution will open 1st February 2013. We invite you to
visit regularly www.srf2013.fr website to find latest information.
Conference Chairwoman: Claire Antoine
Conference Chairman: Sebastien Bousson
Conference contact: contact@srf2013.fr
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7.6

ICFA Mini-Workshop on Space Charge (SPACE CHARGE
2013)

This workshop will be held at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland from 15-19 April,
2013. High intensity beams have always caught the attention of the accelerator
community. The present development of the field is being pushed by projects and
major upgrade programs to existing facilities. We refer for example to the FAIR project
at GSI, and the LIU upgrade at CERN. The need for advanced understanding of space
charge dominated machines and the unavailability of both CERN and GSI accelerators
as of early 2013, sets a convenient time window (April 2013) to organize a meeting
of reviewing the state of the art in our field. This workshop would serve as a forum
for the urgent issues of the upcoming year.
Workshop co-chair:
Workshop website:

7.7

G. Franchetti (GSI) g.franchetti@gsi.de,
F. Schmidt (CERN) frank.schmidt@cern.ch
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=221441

35th International Free-Electron Laser Conference (FEL’13)

The 35th International Free-Electron Laser Conference (FEL’13) is scheduled for
August 26-30, 2013 in New York, New York (USA) and is hosted by the ColliderAccelerator Department at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (http://www.bnl.gov/).
Managers, scientists, engineers and decision makers from world-class science
laboratories and facilities will discuss scientific, technological, and user aspects of freeelectron lasers.
Abstract submission is now open for FEL’13. Instructions on how to submit your
abstract can be found on the conference website via (http://www.cad.bnl.gov/fel2013/AbstractSubmission.htm). You are kindly invited to submit your
abstract before 15th April 2013.
FEL’13 (http://www.c-ad.bnl.gov/fel2013/) is the annual event for the FEL
community to present and discuss progress and new ideas on the physics and
technology of free electron lasers. The conference will take place at the Marriott
Marquis Hotel in Manhattan, New York. The conference sessions will be held from
Monday to Thursday, with the last day of the conference dedicated for a day-long tour
to Brookhaven National Laboratory and Long Island.
All scientists and project managers involved in various FEL projects and leading
technology are invited to present their research to the community. The Scientific
Program of the conference will consist of invited talks and contributed presentations,
either in the form of oral presentations or posters.
Scientific Program Chair: Vitaly Yakimenko
Conference Chair: Vladimir Litvinenko
Local Organizing Committee: http://www.c-ad.bnl.gov/fel2013/localOrganization.htm
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7.8

The 17TH Pan-American Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation
Conference

Dates: June 19-21, 2013
Venue: National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, USA
Conference web-site: http://pml.nist.gov/sri2013

Conference co-chairs: Peter Revesz, CHESS
Gwyn Williams, JLAB
Uwe Arp, SURF/NIST
Participating Organizations
Advanced Light Source
Advanced Photon Source
Center for Advanced Microstructures & Devices
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
Canadian Light Source
Jefferson Lab
Linac Coherent Light Source
Laboratório Nacional de Luz Síncrotron
National Synchrotron Light Source
Synchrotron Radiation Center
Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
Plenary Session Topics
IR and Vacuum-Ultraviolet
Detectors
Future Optics
Session Topics
Sources & Insertion Devices
Beamline Components
Coherence
Spectroscopy
Microscopy, Imaging
Applications
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Sample Environment
Timing
Related Events
Monday, June 16, 2013
Metrology
High Pressure
Facility Upgrades & High Brightness Sources
Talbot Interferometry for imaging and wavefront characterization.
Tuesday, June 17, 2013
50 Years of Atomic Physics with Synchrotron Radiation
Detectors
Photoemission Spectroscopy – the upcoming decades
Background
Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation meeting offers an opportunity for
networking and interactions for the community working between the accelerator and the
scientific users at the major facilities. It is a critically important meeting, and is usually
peppered with facility updates, accelerator news and examples of the science motivating
the field. The Pan-American SRI-2013 meeting is the 17th in a series that started at
SURF/NIST in 1979, and has run every 2 years since then. The 2005 USA National
Meeting scheduled at CAMD in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, had to be cancelled due to
Hurricane Katrina. It was ultimately held in 2007, with the Canadian Light Source
hosting the meeting the following year. The last Pan-American meeting was held in
2010 and was hosted by Argonne. An International SRI meeting series has run every 3
years since 1982, the most recent being hosted by Soleil and ESRF in Lyon, France, in
2012.
Sponsors

7.9

The Third Low Emittance Ring Workshop

Under the auspices of the EuCARD2 project, we are happy to announce the third
Low emittance ring workshop to be held in Oxford in July 8th-10th 2013, hosted by the
John Adams Institute for Accelerator Science.
The workshop brings together different accelerator communities working on the
design of ultra low emittance lattices such as synchrotron light sources, damping rings
and test facilities for linear colliders and HEP circular colliders. The aim of the
workshop is to review the present development s in design of ultra low emittance
lattices, the experience and the challenges with the operation of low emittance
synchrotrons and the main technological problems. The merging of different accelerator
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communities is expected to foster ideas exchange and the collaboration both on
theoretical, experimental and design issues. Areas for common R&D programmes will
be explored. The workshop will profit from the experience of colleagues who have
designed, commissioned and operated lepton ring colliders and synchrotron light
sources as well as from the ones involved in future low emittance upgrade programmes
of existing rings.
Workshop sessions will include:
Low emittance lattice design and tuning
algorithms and optimisation tools
nonlinear beam dynamics
novel injection schemes
beam based tuning techniques and model calibration
beam loss management and Top-Up operation
Collective effects
Intrabeam scattering
Electron cloud
Machine impedance effects and minimisation
Coherent synchrotron radiation
Low emittance ring technology
IDs and magnets
Kickers
Diagnostics and instrumentation
Vacuum
Engineering integration
Suggestions for presentations should be sent to one of the organisers:
Riccardo Bartolini, JAI / Diamond Light Source (r.bartolini1@physics.ox.ac.uk)
Susanna Guiducci, INFN (susanna.guiducci@lnf.infn.it)
Yannis Papaphilippou, CERN (ioannis.papaphilippou@cern.ch)

7.10 First Circular for PSTP2013
7.10.1 Workshop Introduction
This is the first announcement for the XVth International Workshop on Polarized
Sources, Targets, and Polarimetry (PSTP2013) which will be held at the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA on September 9th to September 13th , 2013,
organized jointly by the University of Virginia and Jefferson Laboratory. This
workshop continues a series whose last few meetings were at St. Petersburg, Russia
(2011), Ferrara, Italy (2009), Brookhaven, USA (2007) and Tokyo, Japan (2005).
PSTP2013 is sponsored by Jefferson Laboratory, the University of Virginia and the
International Spin Physics Committee.
7.10.2 Program
The topics to be discussed are:
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Polarized Ion Sources
Polarized Electron Sources
Polarized Positron Sources
Polarized Gas Targets
Polarized Solid Targets

Proton, Electron, and Ion Beam
Polarimetry
New Initiative
Applications of Spin

It is expected that all submitted papers will be presented in plenary sessions, with
parallel sessions used only if the submissions exceeds the available schedule. The
program will also include a poster session. The Proceedings will be electronically
published by Proceedings of Science (http://pos.sissa.it/), with a limited number of softcover paper copies to be made available to the registrants.
7.10.3 Registration
The website for PSTP2013 is at http://faculty.virginia.edu/PSTP2013/. The poster
for the Workshop is available for download at the above Website. Registration for the
Workshop will be available soon and the fee will be $400 and $200 for students and
retired persons. After July 15, 2013, the Registration Fee will be $450 and $225
respectively. The Registration Fee will be payable on-line, by credit card; at the
Workshop site it can be paid for in cash or by credit card. Details will be available soon
on the Workshop Web site. The e-mail address for the Workshop organizers is
pstp2013@virginia.edu.
7.10.4 Travel and Accommodation
Charlottesville is served by a small airport with links to major International airports
such as Washington Dulles, Charlotte, NC, Atlanta, GA and others. The Richmond
airport is also an option, about 70 miles from Charlottesville and convenient by rental
car. Accommodation will be in local hotels with a University of Virginia negotiated
rate. Attendees will make their own reservations. Further information about travel to
Charlottesville can be found at the PSTP website.
7.10.5 Visas
The recommendation of our International Departments for those having to apply for
visas is to apply as early as you can. The Local Organizing Committee will supply
Invitation Letters to those who request them.
7.10.6 Local Organizing Committee Members
Don Crabb – UVA (Co-Chair)
Matt Poelke – Jlab (Co-Chair)
Gordon Cates – UVA
Donal Day – UVA
Slava Derbenev – Jlab
Dave Gaskell – Jlab

Chris Keith – Jlab
Yousef Makdisi – BNL
Kent Paschke – UVA
Vadim Ptitsyn – BNL
Anatoli Zelenski – BNL
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7.10.7 International Spin Physics Committee (ISPC)
R. Milner – MIT (Chair)
E. Steffens - Erlangen (Past-Chair)
M. Anselmino – Torino
E. Aschenauer – BNL
A. Belov – INR Moscow
F. Bradamante* – Trieste
E.D. Courant* – BNL
D.G. Crabb* – Virginia
A.V. Efremov* – JINR
G. Fidecaro* – CERN
H. Gao – Duke
W. Haeberli* – Wisconsin
A.D. Krisch* – Michigan
P. Lenisa – Ferrara
B.-Q. Ma – Peking

A. Martin – Trieste
N. Makins – Illinois
A. Masaike* – Kyoto
A. Milstein – Novosibirsk
M. Poelker – Jlab
R. Prepost – Wisconsin
C.Y. Prescott* – SLAC
T. Roser – BNL
N. Saito – KEK
H. Sakai – Tokyo
V. Soergel* – Heidelberg
H. Stroeher – Juelich
O. Teryaev - Dubna
W.T.H. van Oers* – Manitoba

* Honorary Member

8

Announcements of the Beam Dynamics Panel

8.1 ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter
8.1.1 Aim of the Newsletter
The ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter is intended as a channel for describing
unsolved problems and highlighting important ongoing works, and not as a substitute
for journal articles and conference proceedings that usually describe completed work. It
is published by the ICFA Beam Dynamics Panel, one of whose missions is to encourage
international collaboration in beam dynamics.
Normally it is published every April, August and December. The deadlines are
15 March, 15 July and 15 November, respectively.
8.1.2 Categories of Articles
The categories of articles in the newsletter are the following:
1. Announcements from the panel.
2. Reports of beam dynamics activity of a group.
3. Reports on workshops, meetings and other events related to beam dynamics.
4. Announcements of future beam dynamics-related international workshops and
meetings.
5. Those who want to use newsletter to announce their workshops are welcome to
do so. Articles should typically fit within half a page and include descriptions of
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the subject, date, place, Web site and other contact information.
6. Review of beam dynamics problems: This is a place to bring attention to
unsolved problems and should not be used to report completed work. Clear and
short highlights on the problem are encouraged.
7. Letters to the editor: a forum open to everyone. Anybody can express his/her
opinion on the beam dynamics and related activities, by sending it to one of the
editors. The editors reserve the right to reject contributions they judge to be
inappropriate, although they have rarely had cause to do so.
The editors may request an article following a recommendation by panel members.
However anyone who wishes to submit an article is strongly encouraged to contact any
Beam Dynamics Panel member before starting to write.
8.1.3 How to Prepare a Manuscript
Before starting to write, authors should download the template in Microsoft Word
format from the Beam Dynamics Panel web site:
http://www-bd.fnal.gov/icfabd/news.html
It will be much easier to guarantee acceptance of the article if the template is used
and the instructions included in it are respected. The template and instructions are
expected to evolve with time so please make sure always to use the latest versions.
The final Microsoft Word file should be sent to one of the editors, preferably the
issue editor, by email.
The editors regret that LaTeX files can no longer be accepted: a majority of
contributors now prefer Word and we simply do not have the resources to make the
conversions that would be needed. Contributions received in LaTeX will now be
returned to the authors for re-formatting.
In cases where an article is composed entirely of straightforward prose (no
equations, figures, tables, special symbols, etc.) contributions received in the form of
plain text files may be accepted at the discretion of the issue editor.
Each article should include the title, authors’ names, affiliations and e-mail
addresses.
8.1.4 Distribution
A complete archive of issues of this newsletter from 1995 to the latest issue is
available at
http://icfa-usa.jlab.org/archive/newsletter.shtml.
This is now intended as the primary method of distribution of the newsletter.
Readers are encouraged to sign-up for electronic mailing list to ensure that they will
hear immediately when a new issue is published.
The Panel’s Web site provides access to the Newsletters, information about future
and past workshops, and other information useful to accelerator physicists. There are
links to pages of information of local interest for each of the three ICFA areas.
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Printed copies of the ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletters are also distributed
(generally some time after the Web edition appears) through the following distributors:
Weiren Chou
Rainer Wanzenberg
Toshiyuki Okugi
++
**

chou@fnal.gov
rainer.wanzenberg@desy.de
toshiyuki.okugi@kek.jp

North and South Americas
Europe++ and Africa
Asia**and Pacific

Including former Soviet Union.
For Mainland China, Jiu-Qing Wang (wangjq@mail.ihep.ac.cn) takes care of the distribution with Ms. Su Ping,
Secretariat of PASC, P.O. Box 918, Beijing 100039, China.

To keep costs down (remember that the Panel has no budget of its own) readers are
encouraged to use the Web as much as possible. In particular, if you receive a paper
copy that you no longer require, please inform the appropriate distributor.
8.1.5 Regular Correspondents
The Beam Dynamics Newsletter particularly encourages contributions from smaller
institutions and countries where the accelerator physics community is small. Since it is
impossible for the editors and panel members to survey all beam dynamics activity
worldwide, we have some Regular Correspondents. They are expected to find
interesting activities and appropriate persons to report them and/or report them by
themselves. We hope that we will have a “compact and complete” list covering all over
the world eventually. The present Regular Correspondents are as follows:
Liu Lin
Sameen Ahmed Khan
Jacob Rodnizki
Rohan Dowd

Liu@ns.lnls.br
Rohelakan@yahoo.com
Jacob.Rodnizki@gmail.com
Rohan.Dowd@synchrotron.org.au

LNLS Brazil
SCOT, Oman
Soreq NRC, Israel
Australian Synchrotron

We are calling for more volunteers as Regular Correspondents.
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8.2 ICFA Beam Dynamics Panel Members
Name

eMail

Institution
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T
2A3, Canada

Rick Baartman

baartman@lin12.triumf.ca

Marica Biagini

marica.biagini@lnf.infn.it

LNF-INFN, Via E. Fermi 40, C.P. 13, Frascati, Italy

John Byrd

jmbyrd@lbl.gov

Center for Beam Physics, LBL, 1 Cyclotron Road,
Berkeley, CA 94720-8211, U.S.A.

Yunhai Cai

yunhai@slac.stanford.edu

Swapan
Chattopadhyay
Weiren Chou
(Chair)

swapan@cockroft.ac.uk
chou@fnal.gov

SLAC, 2575 Sand Hill Road, MS 26
Menlo Park, CA 94025, U.S.A.
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